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“There is no such thing as a disembodied mind. The mind is implanted in the brain,

and the brain is implanted in the body.”
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Abstract
Recently, Cognitive Radio (CR) has been intended as an intelligent radio endowed with

cognition which can be developed by implementing Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques.
Specifically, data-driven Self-Awareness (SA) functionalities, such as detection of spectrum
abnormalities, can be effectively implemented as shown by the proposed research. One im-
portant application is PHY-layer security since it is essential to establish secure wireless com-
munications against external jamming attacks.

In this framework, signals are non-stationary and features from such kind of dynamic
spectrum, with multiple high sampling rate signals, are then extracted through the Stockwell
Transform (ST) with dual-resolution which has been proposed and validated in this work as
part of spectrum sensing techniques.

Afterwards, analysis of the state-of-the-art about learning dynamic models from observed
features describes theoretical aspects of Machine Learning (ML). In particular, following the
recent advances of ML, learning deep generative models with several layers of non-linear
processing has been selected as AI method for the proposed spectrum abnormality detection
in CR for a brain-inspired, data-driven SA.

In the proposed approach, the features extracted from the ST representation of the wide-
band spectrum are organized in a high-dimensional generalized state vector and, then, a gener-
ativemodel is learned and employed to detect any deviation from normal situations in the anal-
ysed spectrum (abnormal signals or behaviours). Specifically, conditional GAN (C-GAN),
auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN), and deep VAE have been considered as deep generative
models.

A dataset of a dynamic spectrum with multi-OFDM signals has been generated by using
the National Instruments mm-Wave Transceiver which operates at 28 GHz (central carrier fre-
quency) with 800 MHz frequency range. Training of the deep generative model is performed
on the generalized state vector representing the mmWave spectrum with normality pattern
without any malicious activity. Testing is based on new and independent data samples corre-
sponding to abnormality pattern where the moving signal follows a different behaviour which
has not been observed during training.

An abnormality indicator is measured and used for the binary classification (normality hy-
pothesis otherwise abnormality hypothesis), while the performance of the generative models
is evaluated and compared through ROC curves and accuracy metrics.
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1 Introduction to this thesis

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

The proliferation of wireless devices due to the emerging technologies has elevated
spectrum scarcity problem. There has been a risk that spectrum might be congested
and more users cannot be facilitated. However, measurements have shown that a large
portion of the spectrum experiences low utilization. To cope with such a problem,
Cognitive Radio (CR) is envisioned as a potential candidate that enhances spectrum
efficiency and abstains network from spectrum under-utilization issue [8]. CR has
been defined to exhibit three integral attributes which are observations, reconfigu-
ration, and cognition (a hierarchical cognition cycle is described in [10]). In the
observation process, CR gathers information about the radio environment. In the re-
configuration step, radio parameters are adjusted or changed. Whereas, cognition
is related to understanding the radio environment, taking decisions on gathered in-
formation and learning the implications of such decisions on radio performance [2].
Learning and reasoning are fundamental aspects of cognition that may be achieved
if the CR network subsumes a certain degree of Self-Awareness (SA) which can be
developed by implementing Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. SA has been de-
fined in the literature as the ability of a system to generate knowledge about itself
and its environment and determine actions to be executed based on that knowledge
[1, 3, 4]. A basic data-driven SAmodule should include the following functionalities:
i) the ability of a CR device to autonomously learn Generative Models by observing
its states and the occurring environmental changes simultaneously; ii) the ability of
a CR device to decide whether communications inside the radio spectrum occur ac-
cording to a normal behaviour among the device itself and other devices (Abnormality
Detection); iii) the detected abnormalities can be used either by the control system to
apply Abnormality Mitigation strategies or by the SA module itself to Incrementally
Learn new models that describe different dynamic situations not included in previous
experiences. This can be performed by minimizing the free energy, i.e., minimizing
the difference between the system’s state and observation [11]. The free energy is a
function that represents the prediction error between sensory input and a given gen-
erative model, namely a model that can generate sensory samples and their causes.
Theoretically, the free energy principle illustrates how autonomous systems minimize
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the variations of free energy.
Introducing a SA module in CR can support the system to improve the decision

and action cycles after detecting abnormal behaviours such as jammer attacks that can
manipulate the radio spectrum and teach the CR malicious behaviours. Thus, the SA
module can lead to establishing secure networks against various attacks.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

This work addresses on the first two functionalities of SA, described in Sec. 1.1,
which are essential to achieve the third functionality. Specifically, an AI-based ab-
normality detection approach, based on learning deep generative models, is proposed
to enhance the physical (PHY)-layer security in the CR by detecting abnormal be-
haviours inside the radio spectrum. Generative models are dynamic models used for
probabilistic reasoning on the observed data [6]. In this work, the observed data is
clustered from a generalized state vector defined in ref. [5]. Then, an adaptive pre-
diction is performed depending on the current generalized state which consists of the
current state and its first-order derivative. In particular, the Conditional Generative
Adversarial Network (C-GAN), the Auxiliary Classifier Generative Adversarial Net-
work (AC-GAN), and the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) are employed as learning
block and their performance is evaluated and compared. GAN-based models are the
most crucial research avenues in the field of AI as supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing techniques and their outstanding data generation capacity has received extensive
attention [9, 7]. Consequently, a learning block based on GAN is proposed in this
work due to its fast and accurate inferences which are based on a likelihood-free al-
gorithm. Nevertheless, GAN tends to lack full support over the data. For this reason,
VAE is also investigated as learning block because, like other likelihood-based mod-
els, it is better density model in terms of the likelihood criterion, but it generates more
dispersed samples.

However, the proposed models are characterized by the data dimensionality and
the PHY-layer level at which the AI-method is implemented. Indeed, the abnormality
detection is applied just after the receiving antenna and the down-conversion process
(before the demodulation block) where high dimensionality data, which represents
the multi-signals wideband spectrum with high sampling rate, is extracted.

Through a probabilistic model like Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN), it is pos-
sible to learn switching models from data series of generalized states where each
switching variable can be associatedwith a different linear dynamicmodel. But, in the
case of high dimensionality data, this would generate a vast vocabulary of switching
variables, making the model computationally intractable. For this reason, DBN can
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be employed in applications where the number of possible switching dynamic models
to be included in different Bayesian filters is limited (low dimensionality data).

On the contrary, GAN- and VAE- based methods can effectively manage a high
number of different dynamic models implicitly. As the main drawback, they are un-
able to manage uncertainty as DBN does with probabilistic knowledge.

To sum up, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

• Abnormality detection in the PHY-layer of CR through C-GAN, AC-GAN, or
VAE.

• The potential of the proposed method lies in a fact that it can be incorporated in
a CR system where learning directly from the spectrum which generates high
dimensional data is required.

• The proposed method follows a data-driven approach where no explicit math-
ematical models are needed, and unknown probabilistic models are automati-
cally learned from data even with high complexity and without any prior knowl-
edge about the signal.

• The proposed method helps in developing the SA module in CR by learning
generative models and detecting abnormalities. This allows achieving the third
functionality of SA defined previously.

Theoretical aspects of the techniques and methods employed in this thesis are in-
troduced along with analysis of the state-of-the-art to provide a general framework
about related work and current directions for the topic of this thesis. Each part of the
proposed approach for spectrum abnormality detection through AI, from spectrum
representation to detection of abnormal situations in the spectrum, is then described
in details throughout the thesis. Experiments have been conducted on real data col-
lected during the PhD research activity by using existing testbeds for CR with SDR
components. Results obtained by applying the real datasets to the implemented algo-
rithms are then provided along with comparisons with previous results from different
approaches. Some possible future work is also mentioned throughout the thesis. The
overall organization of the thesis is further clarified in the following section.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The general idea of the research presented throughout this thesis is represented by the
diagram of the cognitive capability for spectrum abnormality detection in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: General diagram of the cognitive capability as part of the
work investigated in this thesis

In this section, each block in the diagram is introduced with a short description which
also points to the corresponding chapters within the thesis.

• Radio Environment and the PHY-layer: this constitutes theRadio-to-Device
(R2D) interface, i.e., the interface by means of which radio devices can access
the shared spectrum. R2D enables dynamic and opportunistic spectrum access
which is the main functionality in CR devices. A detailed description can be
found in Chapter 2 where CR and the PHY-layer security are introduced with
some real applications and hardware including the SHIELD project and the
Smart SPD-Driven Transmission layer with the Selex testbed, the TVWS tech-
nology with a Broadband Radio transmitter and a RFeye Node receiver system,
and the 5G and mmWave technology with the NI millimeter-wave system.

• SpectrumSensing and Feature Extraction: this is the stage 1 of the cognitive
capability and presented in detail in Chapter 3 which, firstly, introduces the
context of spectrum sensing from the literature and some conventional features
and detectors. As a practical example, feature extraction is shown through a
spectrum correlation-based method in modulated signals; this method has been
exploited in a cycle spectrum intelligence algorithm investigated as part of the
PhD activity. Data acquisition is performed on the Selex dataset. In this case,
the α-profile of real modulated signals is extracted and used as feature.

Afterwards, a time-frequency method for non-stationary signals is discussed;
this is employed as spectrum representation method in the proposed work in
Fig. 1.1 by which features related to time and frequency can be extracted. To
this end, an approach for high sampling rate signals based on the ST has been
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proposed and validated on the Selex dataset. Results and a comparison with
the STFT are then presented.

• Machine Learning: this block has been implemented to enable a data-driven
self-awareness. This stage 2 is divided up into two chapters of this thesis. In
Chapter 4, the cycle spectrum intelligence algorithm is further analysed as an
application of learning an unkwown model from the extracted feature, namely
the α-profile. In this example, the learned neural network acts as a binary clas-
sifier. After discussing the results and comparison with previous works, this
chapter goes through a thorough analysis of the state-of-the-art on learning dy-
namic models, from probabilistic dynamic signal representation to learning dy-
namic Bayesian representations. An application of ML techniques to cognitive
dynamic jamming is then presented.

While, Chapter 5 goes beyond machine learning by introducing recent ad-
vancements through two AI concepts, self-awareness and the free-energy prin-
ciple, which are fundamental to build self-aware devices. This approach can
also be implemented in CR. Indeed, as part of this thesis, deep generative mod-
els have been implemented for an effective data-driven SA in CR. Spectrum
abnormality detection is described along with C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE
models.

• Abnormality Detection: after a brief discussion about related work and the
approach based on DBN, the proposed approach, represented by a deep model-
based Abnormality Detection scheme for CR, is discussed in Chapter 6 cor-
responding to Stage 3 shown in Fig. 1.1. In this chapter, a detailed algorithm
description can be found along with details of the implementation for each of
the deep generative models considered in Chapter 5. The performance metrics,
that have been used to evaluate these models, are also described.

The experimental results of the AI-based spectrum abnormality detection al-
gorithm are then discussed in Chapter 7. Data acquisition is performed on the
mmWave dataset, collected by using the NI system, on which ST analysis is ap-
plied to extract time-frequency related features. The performance of the three
generative models, used as abnormality detectors, are presented in details.

Chapter 8 provides an overview about Conclusion and Future work related to this
thesis.

To sum up, the thesis structure is represented in Tab. 1.1.
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Chapter

1. Introduction to this thesis

R2D 2. The CR and PHY-layer security with real applications

Stage 1 3. Spectrum representation and feature extraction1,3

Stage 2
4. Learning Dynamic Models from spectrum representation2,3

5. AI principles and Deep Generative Models

Stage 3
6. AI-based spectrum abnormality detection: system model

7. AI-based spectrum abnormality detection: experimental results4,5

8. Conclusion of this thesis and future work

Table 1.1: Thesis structure
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2 The CR and PHY-layer security
with real applications

Figure 2.1: Radio-to-Device (R2D) interface

TheRadio-to-Device (R2D) interface in
the general cognitive capability diagram
of a wireless device consists of hard-
ware components at the physical (PHY)-
layer level such as antennas, analog/dig-
ital transceivers, and FPGAs (see Fig.
2.1). This kind of interface connects the
wireless device to the radio environment
where the signals are transmitted in a
shared spectrum. In the following, the cognitive radio technology is introduced
through presenting the latest applications such as physical layer security which is
fundamental in R2D communications due to the broadcast nature of wireless commu-
nications. Finally, three real software defined radio (SDR) systems are introduced.

2.1 An overview on cognitive radio and physical layer
security against jamming attacks

The explosive rise in the amount of wireless equipment, including Internet of Things
(IoT) and Vehicle to Everything (V2X) devices will support tremendous wireless con-
nectivity causing the spectrum scarcity [17, 30]. Cognitive Radio (CR) has then been
proposed to address such an issue and increase the radio spectrum utilization [25].
CR allows secondary users to sense frequently and access opportunistically the spec-
trum bands which are not in use by primary licensed users and without affecting the
quality of service [29, 13, 11, 16].

Besides, fifth-generation (5G) technology will provide a system structure for these
emerging V2X and IoT applications that require high reliability for secure message
delivery between transmitters and receivers; this imposes the need of an efficient hy-
brid access scheme for licensed and unlicensed spectrum. CR can manage such a
dynamic spectrum access. A cognitive radio network is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: An example of cognitive radio network [2]

In this context, physical (PHY-)layer security in CR has attracted broad interest
to achieve secured communications that involve multiple signal transmissions due to
the shared wideband spectrum and the coexistence in tight integration with different
wireless systems [32, 27]. Such an open access medium and dynamic environment
makes the system vulnerable to malicious users, like jammers [14, 34], that aim to
manipulate the radio spectrum by injecting anomalous signals and enforce the system
to learn wrong behaviours that lead the radio to take mistaken actions [26, 28]. There-
fore, stringent security requirements have been established and precise detection of
spectrum anomalies is fundamental to enhance the physical layer security and im-
prove the system’s performance which is the main objective of the work in this thesis.
To this end, autonomous learning is a crucial component in CR system to adapt to the
perceived wireless environment and potentially maximize the utility of the available
spectrum resources and allow the radio to take optimal decision and act efficiently
[33].

Both legitimate users and jammers can quickly learn the transmission parameters
of other users in the spectrum of interest and adaptively adjust its transmission pa-
rameters to maximize the utility function and the damaging effect, respectively [31].
Anti-jammingmethodologies include retroactive frequency hopping (namely channel
surfing), transmission power changing, modifying the modulation of the transmitted
waveform, as well as spread spectrum techniques. In particular, when channel surf-
ing is applied, the operating frequency of the radio is changed whenever a strong
interfering signal is detected. The probability of detection and reconstruction accu-
racy of a signal may be enhanced by increasing the transmission power and/or gain.
Modulation alteringmay also be decisive in alleviating RF jamming interference, pro-
vided that the radios are equipped with automatic modulation recognition capabili-
ties, allowing them to detect and classify the modulation-related features of jamming
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waveforms. Spread spectrum techniques use data-independent, random sequences to
spread a narrowband information signal over a wide (radio) band of frequencies. Un-
der the premise that it is hard or infeasible for an attacker to jam the entire frequency
band, the receiver can correlate the received signal with a replicate of the random
sequence to retrieve the original information signal and, in this way, any interference
is rejected.

2.2 Cognitive radio applications and research

Research in CR and PHY-layer security has been carried on in different fields for both
civil and military purposes. In this section, three current applications are introduced:
the SHIELD project along with SPD-Driven Smart Transmission layer which imple-
ment Spectrum Intelligence for security against jamming attacks; TVWS to mitigate
the shortage of wireless bands; and millimeter-wave communications for future 5G
technology.

2.2.1 The SHIELD project and Smart SPD-Driven Transmission
layer

Nowadays, cyber-physical systems (CPSs) and Internet of Things (IoT) are rapidly
expanding [8] and new business opportunities are being developed thanks to the dy-
namic interaction between the entities involved in the business.

The need for measurable security in the context of interoperating services, appli-
cations, systems, and devices in a Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPSs) and Internet-of-
Things (IoT) [9] framework requires the development of an appropriate paradigm. A
step forward in that direction is made by SHIELD which consists of methodologies
for building secure embedded systems [8]. Specifically, the basic approach specifies
security through the terms Security (S), Privacy (P) and Dependability (D).

Dynamic interactions between entities represent the recent evolution of collab-
orations between entities for Internet-based services. In this context, autonomous
decisions are enabled by dynamic modelling but the lack of a measurable security
makes information exchanges one of the big challenges. Current research on security
in CPSs is far less intensive than research on security in computing and networking
leaving many devices vulnerable to attacks.

To address the problem of jamming attacks, Fig. 2.3, and provide safe and reliable
communication in wireless environments, according to the minimum requirements
for smart and secure data transmission in shared spectrum, SDR-capable devices are
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of a jamming attack in a wireless
spectrum: (a) before the attack and (b) the jammer is in the same band

of the normal transmission

based on a set of services implemented at the network level to form a smart SPD-
driven transmission layer [8]. This is made possible thanks to both the SDR tech-
nology with its reconfigurability properties and the CR technology with its learning
and self-adaptive capabilities. Cognitive functionalities include self-awareness, spec-
trum awareness, spectrum intelligence, jamming detection and counteraction, and
self-protection.

2.2.2 TVWS technology

In recent years, the rapid development of wireless devices and wireless services re-
sulted in a ever growing demand and shortage of the wireless spectrum [22]. For this
reason, CR was proposed to efficiently utilize spectrum resources by allowing unli-
censed usage of vacant spectrum. Indeed, as reported by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the UK Office of Communications (Ofcom), a large percent-
age of spectrum resources is underutilized. This has encouraged the governments
to take critical steps towards releasing multiple bands for dynamic spectrum sharing.
Consequently, spectrum holes in the licensed spectrum can now be used by secondary
users (SUs) without causing any interference to primary users (PUs). In particular,
TV white spaces (TVWS) [1, 10, 21, 24, 19] is one of the most promising paradigm
for dynamic spectrum sharing in the digital TV band; this allows secondary users to
use licensed spectrum bands provided that they change their access strategies to avoid
or reduce interference to the primary users. Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), or dy-
namic channel access, assumes an important role in TVWS cognitive radio networks
[20].

To this end, SS is a promising solution to identify potential spectral holes and is
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one of themost challenging tasks in CR networks [23]. Cooperative SS (CSS) is an ef-
fective approach to achieve significant performance gain in detecting spectrum holes,
by exploiting the spatial diversity of collaborative secondary users (SUs). However,
due to the openness of low-layer protocol stacks, CSS networks are vulnerable to at-
tacks from SS data falsification (SSDF). The main goals of malicious attacks come
from two aspects: decreasing detection probability for disturbing the normal opera-
tion of PUs and increasing false alarm probability to deprive access opportunities for
honest SUs. In decentralized CSS networks, sensing results are exchanged between
neighboring SUs to improve the network reliability to link failure. However, this
characteristic makes decentralized CSS more vulnerable to malicious attacks, as ob-
servations at honest SUs are also available to malicious users during the information
exchanging and convergence process. Furthermore, corrupted data can be integrated
into the decisions of honest neighbour SUs, which eventually brings significant per-
formance degradation to the whole CSS network.

Recently, the problem of malicious user detection and jamming attacks have also
been addressed by TVWS research in the digital TV band in [23].

2.2.3 5G and the mmWave technology

Recently, substantial efforts have also been devoted to the research and development
of the fifth-generation (5G) mobile systems. Specifically, the significant advantages
offered by the propagation characteristics in terms of frequency re-usability and large
channel bandwidths make millimeter-wave (mmWave) suitable for the very high ca-
pacities required by the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication system [18, 7].
Indeed, mmWave can achieve Giga-bits/sec data rate and large-data-capacity. Con-
sequently, high interest in this part of the electromagnetic spectrum has risen in the
recent years and on October 22nd 2015, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) proposed new rules (FCC 15138) for wireless broadband frequencies of 28
GHz, 37 GHz, 39 GHz and 64 - 71 GHz bands. The 71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz
bands are also being considered as a potential candidate for mmWave mobile ser-
vices in the USA in the context of the Commission’s spectrum frontiers proceeding
(July 2016, FCC 16-89 - GN Docket No. 14-177). The very small wavelengths of
mmWave signals combined with advances in technology for miniaturized antennas
forming multiple antenna systems provide very high gain and electrically steerable
arrays. On the other hand, the development of technologies in the mmWave bands
faces significant technical obstacles: 1) the increase in omnidirectional free space
path loss with higher frequencies - this issue can be compensated by an increased
antenna gain obtained through appropriate beamforming; and 2) mmWave signals
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can be severely vulnerable to shadowing resulting in outages, rapidly varying chan-
nel conditions and intermittent connectivity - this issue is particularly concerning in
cluttered, urban deployments where coverage frequently requires non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) links. In ref. [3], measurements of mmWave outdoor cellular propagation at
28 and 73 GHz in New York City, NYC, USA, are used to derive statistical channel
models. The urban canyon environment of the tested scenario lacked of line-of-sight
(LOS) links. It has been found that, even in highly NLOS environments, strong sig-
nals can be detected 100–200 meters from potential cell sites. However, enormous
amount of under-utilized bandwidth lies in the millimeter-wave bands; for example,
the available spectrum at these frequencies can be easily 200 times greater than all
cellular allocations. Again, DSA plays and important role in the recent 5G technology
[15], but strict security requirements are desired for the 5G systems, since more and
more sensitive information will be transmitted wirelessly. To this end, physical-layer
security will be a beneficial complement to conventional security mechanisms [34].

In the following section, experimental hardware for each of the three applications,
used to generate real data thanks to SDR devices, are described in detail.

2.3 Software defined radio systems for CR

2.3.1 The Selex testbed

In the framework of the SHIELD project and Smart SPD-Driven Transmission layer,
the testbed is a SDR platform, Fig. 2.4, which consists of two SecureWidebandMulti-
role - Single-Channel Handheld Radios, SWAVE HHs; the first one is the transmitter

Figure 2.4: SDR testbed in the SHIELD project to generate wideband
spectrum measurements: hardware platform
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Figure 2.5: Diagram of the main components of the testbed and their
connections

while the second one receives the wideband signal, connected through a dual direc-
tional coupler [6]. The general diagram of the testbed is shown in Fig. 2.5. The fully
operational SDR radio terminal SelexES (2013), SWAVE HH (from now on referred
to as HH), is capable of generating a multitude of wideband and narrowband wave-
forms. Currently, two functional waveforms are installed on the radio: 1) SelfNET
Soldier Broadband Waveform (SBW), whose channel bandwidth is adjustable in the
range 1.25 MHz to 5 MHz with channel spacing of 2 MHz and data is modulated
using a fixed digital modulation; 2) VHF/UHF Line Of Sight (VULOS), which sup-
ports two analogmodulation techniques, AmplitudeModulation (AM) and Frequency
Modulation (FM), while both channel bandwidth and channel spacing are adjustable
up to 25 kHz [5].

The radio provides operability in both VHF (30 - 88 MHz) and UHF (225 - 512
MHz) bands. When VHF is selected, analog to digital conversion is performed di-
rectly at RF and the frequency band scanned is always 0-120 MHz; while in the case
of UHF, the conversion is performed at intermediate frequency (IF) and the frequency
band scanned depends on the center carrier frequency fc of the radio ([ fc − 35; fc + 85]
MHz). No selective filtering is applied before analog-to-digital conversion. Broad-
band digitized signal is then issued to the field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
where it undergoes digital down conversion, matched filtering and demodulation.

Several interfaces are provided by the hypertach expansion placed at the bottom of
each HH, specifically, 10/100 Ethernet, USB 2.0, RS-485 serial, DC power interface
(max 12.7V), and PTT. The software architecture of the radio is compliant with the
Software Communications Architecture (SCA) 2.2.2 standard.

Maximum transmission power of the HH is 5W, with the harmonics suppression
at the transmitter side over -50 dBc. Superheterodyne receiver has specified image
rejection better than -58 dBc. Because of the high output power of the radios, one
programmable attenuator is included in the communication path and programmed to
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their maximum attenuation value -30 dB.
Agilent 778D 100MHz-2GHz dual directional coupler with 20dB nominal cou-

pling is used as communication medium between the two HHs.
Guided propagation exhibits several important advantageswith respect to the over-

the-air implementation: accurate and stable RF levels, repeatability of the experi-
ments without the uncertainties characteristic to wireless transmission, possibility to
connect test instruments and generators, avoiding regulatory issues related to trans-
mitting outside of the allowed frequency bands.

The testbed provides support for remote control of HH’s transmission and re-
ception parameters through Ethernet and the Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP v3). Full details on the testbed architecture may be found in [5].

In the spectrum sensing process, the HH’s 14-bit Analog-to-Digital-Converter
(ADC) performs sampling at 250 Msamples/s. Every 3 seconds, a burst of 8192
consecutive samples is buffered, and then output over the serial port at 115200 bauds.
The samples are then parsed and transformed into the frequency domain using the FFT
as in Fig. 2.6. The bandwidth of the corresponding spectrum is 120MHzwide around
the center carrier frequency of the radio. Consequently, the effective resolution is 29.3
kHz/sample. In order to obtain higher frequency resolutions, two possible changes
to the testbed are increasing the buffer size on the HHs, and finding ways to transfer
spectrum data at higher baud rate. Additional equipment can be connected to the dual
directional coupler such as a signal generator to inject further modulated signals into
the spectrum of interest. Further details can be found in [5].

Figure 2.6: Spectrum observation in the 0-120 MHz (1 burst) which
includes the SBW signal at 61 MHz and with transmit power equal to

-3dBm
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Carlson RuralConnect R© TX: Base Station; (b) Carlson
RuralConnect R© TX: Client

(a) Node with outdoor kit: front view (b) Node with outdoor kit: rear view

(c) Indoor system

Figure 2.8: CRFS RFeye Node: receiver

2.3.2 The TVWS hardware

The testbed in the TVWS band (470-790 MHz, digital TV in the UK), shown in Figs.
2.7 and 2.8, consists of a receiver and a transmitter in the considered band as described
below.
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i. Carlson RuralConnect R© TV White Space Broadband Radio transmitter (Fig.
2.7): it utilizes “white space” spectrum in the 470–608 MHz (TV channels
14–36) and 614–698 MHz (TV channels 38–51) frequencies. It is a fully com-
pliant system with FCC Part 15H regulations in the UK. A base station (BS) is
connected to the internet via a standard Ethernet port (see Fig. 2.7(a)). It en-
codes data from the Ethernet connection for transmission to one or more client
stations (CPEs) units, Fig. 2.7(b), and decodes transmissions from the CPEs
and sends these to the internet. Signals are transmitted from a directional Carl-
sonWireless Sector Antennawhose gain is 11dBi and its feeding cable has 1dBi
loss, and the EIRP is 33dBm. The CPE is installed at the subscriber’s premises
and uses external antennas that operate over the entire band from 470 MHz to
698 MHz. CPEs connect to a BS via a UHF radio. A Log Periodic Directional
UHF Antenna is connected to the client.

ii. RFeye Node 20-6 receiver (Fig. 2.8): benchmark for cost-effective, real-time
24/7 monitoring of the radio spectrum. It is provided by CRFS and based on
hardware system either fix or mobile. Key features also include wide frequency
range i.e. 10 MHz to 6 GHz, secure network connectivity using Secure Shell
(SSH), high precision GPS, signal geolocation and correlation of signals. An
Ultra-Wideband omnidirectional Cobham antenna in the frequency band 0.80
- 6.00 GHz is employed as a vertically polarised broadband antenna with 1-
3dBi gain across the band. The data collected from the network can be used
by various RFeye Software such as RFeye Site for real-time spectrum moni-
toring. Specifically, Node Communication Protocol (NCP) acts as an interface
between any RFeye Node based hardware system and a client software appli-
cation. RFeye NCP Toolbox is a MATLAB R© software comprising of a library
to create an NCP connection for interaction with the RFeye Node.

iii. The whole spectrum of interest (470-790 MHz) consists of 40 channels whose
bandwidth is 8 MHz for each channel.

PUs - DTV signals

Figure 2.9: TVWS spectrum in the baseband with PUs
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The corresponding RF spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.9 in which there are I = 40
channels over TVWS spectrum (each of them with bandwidth of 8 MHz) ranging
from 470 MHz to 790 MHz.

2.3.3 The NI millimeter-wave system

The National Instruments mmWave Transceiver System at Queen Mary University of
London in Fig. 2.10, used to collect the dataset with the objective of validating the
proposed approach, is a Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform consisting of hard-
ware equipment and application software that enables real-time over the air mmWave
communications research. As shown in the diagram of Fig. 2.11, the transceiver sys-
tem is comprised of chassis, controllers, a clock distribution module, 192MS/s Field-
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) modules, high speed Digital-to-Analog Convert-
ers (DACs) and Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) (3.072 GS/s), Local Oscillator
(LO) and Intermediate Frequency (IF) modules, and mmWave radio heads (24.25 -
33.4 GHz) for upconversion from 12 GHz IF to mmWave band and downconversion
from mmWave band to 12 GHz IF. A detailed description can be found in [12].

The radio heads are connected to a Ka-band circular horn transmitting antenna
(26-40 GHz) and a slot antenna at 28.5 GHz (which can be seen in the lower part of

Figure 2.10: The mmWave hardware setup
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Figure 2.11: The mmWave system diagram [12]

Figure 2.12: Representation of a dynamic pattern in the 800 MHz
mmWave band with a fixed OFDM signal (the green rectangle)
at channel 4 and a moving OFDM signal (the blue rectangle).
3D frequency-time diagram (left) and the corresponding 2D time-

channels version (right)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 2.13: The mmWave spectrum at base-band: 8 x 100 MHz
bandwidth. Occupied channels: 1st, 2nd, 3rd (left) and 1st and 4th

(right)
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Fig. 2.10) for receiving the signal [4], respectively. The mmWave transceiver oper-
ates at 28 GHz (central carrier frequency) and the analysed spectrum consists of 8
x 100 MHz channels with 800 MHz total bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The 8
channels are respectively found at the corresponding offset frequencies: -350, -250,
-150, -50, +50, +150, +250, and +350 MHz with respect to the central frequency of
the mmWave band and complex I/Q data is collected at base-band after the down-
conversion process (see Fig. 2.13). Cyclic-Prefix Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (CP-OFDM) signals with 1200 sub-carriers are transmitted inside the
mmWave band with 75 kHz sub-carrier spacing and 2048 FFT size. Different mod-
ulation schemes are supported (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM). Sampling
frequency is 3.072 GS/s (12-14 bits).
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3 Spectrum representation and
feature extraction

Figure 3.1: Spectrum sensing and feature ex-
traction phase (stage 1)

In this chapter, some current work about
signal detection and representation for
spectrum sensing along with feature ex-
traction from the detected signals is
firstly introduced. Afterwards, non-
stationarity and time-frequency analysis
of dynamic signals is discussed. Two
practical applications and current ad-
vances in these fields are presented in
detail. This is the first and introductory
stage (stage 1) close to radio environment and the R2D interface in the general cog-
nitive capability diagram of Fig. 3.1.

3.1 Spectrum sensing and corresponding methods in
the literature

In its initial phase, the CR was conceived to allow the unlicensed users or secondary
users (SUs) to access the spectrum provided that SUs generate no or limited inter-
ference to licensed users or primary users (PUs) [2], [35]. This is the basic idea
of the opportunistic spectrum access where the SUs are required to constantly per-
form spectrum sensing (SS) with the objective of obtaining awareness of the shared
spectrum (also called situation-awareness) by gathering information about the sur-
rounding channels. Many SS algorithms have been proposed in the literature. The
estimator correlator detector (ECD) in [30] can be implemented to achieve optimal
detection performance when the full knowledge of signal correlation and noise power
is available. However, in most practical scenarios, information corresponding to the
signal distribution is difficult to obtain and therefore, semi-blind spectrum sensing al-
gorithms such as the energy detector (ED) [50], [18], [11], the maximum eigenvalue
detector (MED) [58] and the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) based signal
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subspace eigenvalues (SSE) [59] algorithm have been proposed. The semi-blind al-
gorithms only require the noise power information and are more widely applicable.
In scenarios where the noise power is inaccurate or not available, the totally-blind
spectrum sensing algorithms such as the information theoretic criteria (ITC) based
methods [57, 52], the GLRT based arithmetic to geometric mean (AGM) [59], and
maximum to average eigenvalue ratio (MAER) [51] algorithms are proposed.

However, in real scenarios in CR, non-stationary signalsmainly compose the spec-
trum under analysis. If this is the case, time-frequency based approaches overcome
the assumption of signal stationarity (like in Fourier transform) and provide analysis
in both domains (time and frequency) to perform accurate SS.

In the following, after introducing some conventional techniques for SS, two re-
cent works based on time-frequency representation of a wideband signal and a cy-
clostationary feature detector for interference mitigation, respectively, are discussed.
The former can be used for SS in a dynamic spectrum, while the latter differentiates
signals with different modulation schemes.

3.2 Conventional features and detectors

In the CR framework, there are many SS schemes such as Energy Detector, Matched
Filter Detector, Cyclostationary Feature Detector, Wavelet-based SS.

- Energy detector (ED): this process formally corresponds to solving the decision
problem between the following two hypotheses [15]:

Z (n) =



η (n) , H0

S (n) + η (n) , H1
; n = 1, ..., NS (3.1)

where Z (n), S (n) and η (n) are the received signal, the transmitted signal and the
noise samples, respectively. H0 is the null hypothesis corresponding to the absence
of the signal (in this case, received signal consists of only noise), and H1 is the alter-
native hypothesis corresponding to the presence of the signal, while NS is the number
of samples acquired during the sampling process. Finding the appropriate thresh-
old is the principal challenge of any energy detection scheme. The most common
approaches are the Constant Detection Rate (CDR) and Constant False Alarm Rate
(CFAR) detectors. Energy detection is easy to implement and does not require prior
knowledge of signal parameters, but its performance is highly dependent on noise
levels and interference.
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- Matched Filter Detector (MFD): the received signal is convolved with a conju-
gated time-reverse version of the transmitted signal and then compared with a partic-
ular threshold level to recover the transmitted signal without any error [54]. MFD is
the optimal linear filter for maximizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the presence
of additive stochastic noise. Although in general this requires a non-flat frequency
response, the associated distortion is not significant in situations such as radar and
digital communications, where the original waveform is known and the objective is
to detect the presence of this signal against the background noise. The main advan-
tage of the matched filter detector is that it achieves both high processing gain due
to coherency and good robustness to noise uncertainty with moderate computational
complexity. On the other hand, it requires a priori knowledge of the primary user sig-
nal such as the modulation type and order, the pulse shape, and the packet format. If
this information is not accurate, the matched filter performs poorly [31]. In addition,
matched filtering detector requires a dedicated receiver structure which may not be
possible in a practical CR terminal.

- Cyclostationary Feature Detector (CFD): it exploits the cyclostationarity of
modulated signals by detecting spectral peaks in spectral correlation function (SCF)
[40]. The major advantage of CFD based detector lies on its abilities to perform bet-
ter than energy detector at low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values and to distinguish
different modulated signals. Furthermore, the cyclic spectral analysis has been used
as a robust tool for signal classification when the carrier frequency and bandwidth
information is unavailable. This performance is achieved at the cost of increased im-
plementation complexity. A process x(t) is said to be wide-sense cyclostationary with
period T0 if its mean E[x(t)] = µx (t) and autocorrelation E[x(t)x∗(t + τ)] = Rx (t, τ)
are both periodic with period T0, in such case, they can be defined respectively as
µx (t + T0) = µx (t) and Rx (t + T0, τ) = Rx (t, τ) . The major benefit of spectral
correlation is its insensitivity to background noise. Furthermore, different types of
modulated signals (BPSK, AM, FSK, MSK, QAM, PAM) with overlapping power
spectral densities have highly distinct SCFs.

- Wavelet based detector: wavelet transform (WT) is employed to characterize
singularities and edges exhibited in the local singular structure of the PSD of a wide-
band signal r (t), denoted by Sr ( f ) in frequency. Edges in the spectrum correspond to
the locations of frequency discontinuities { fi}

N−1
i=1 to be identified. WT provides good

precision to detect the occupied spectrum and to identify and locate spectrum holes in
the signal spectrum even for faded signals [49]. Formally, Ψ ( f ) is a wavelet smooth-
ing function with a compact support, m vanishing moments and m times continuously
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differentiable. Widely-used examples forΨ ( f ) include the Gaussian function and the
perfect reconstruction filter bank (PRFB). The dilation of Ψ ( f ) by a scale factor s is
given by:

Ψs ( f ) =
1
s
Ψ

(
f
s

)
(3.2)

where s takes values from powers of 2, i.e., s = 2 j , j = 1, 2, · · · , J. Letting ∗
denote convolution, the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of Sr ( f ) is given by
WsSr ( f ) = Sr ∗Ψs ( f ) . It has been shown that the local extrema of the first deriva-
tive and the zero-crossings of the second derivative characterize the signal irregular-
ities. The first-order and second-order derivatives of Sr ( f ) smoothed by the scaled
wavelet Ψs ( f ) are derived in [49].

However, with the recent advent of artificial neural networks (ANNs), deep learn-
ing has been witnessed as an effective method to extract the inner pattern from a mas-
sive amount of data. Indeed, deep learning-based approaches have been proposed that
shows increased detection performance with respect to conventional techniques.

3.3 Example of feature extraction: spectrum correla-
tion in modulated signals ∗

Spectrum sensing information plays a key role in anti-jamming systems. This infor-
mation may be used to detect potential jamming entities [37] and to take proactive
measures, as the channel hopping strategy in [10], to ensure communication continu-
ity and security [14]. Moreover, a history of observations can be maintained and used
to devise more effective anti-jamming tactics.

In the technical literature, various spectrum sensing techniques have been pro-
posed for CRs [26], such as energy detector (ED) [11], cyclostationary feature detec-
tor (CFD) [33], matched filtering detector (MFD) [54], and wavelet transform (WT)-
based detector [60]. Among these methods, the CFD is capable of detecting the pri-
mary signal from the interference and noise even in very low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) regions. This detection performance is achieved at the cost of an increased
implementation complexity. Generally, an energy detector fails at low SNRs while a
matched filtering detector requires a dedicated receiver structure which may not be
possible in a practical cognitive radio terminal. CFD exploits the cyclostationarity of
modulated signals by detecting spectral peaks in spectral correlation function (SCF)
or spectral coherence function (SOF) [22, 44, 40], which are sparse in both angular
∗

Work published (see 3 in List of publications and under review work)
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( f ) and cyclic (α) frequency domain. Major advantage of CFD based detector lies on
its abilities to perform better than energy detector at low SNR values and to distin-
guish different modulated signals. Furthermore, the cyclic spectral analysis has been
used as a robust tool for signal classification when the carrier frequency and band-
width information is unavailable [53, 34]. A comparison among the most common
sensing methods (energy detection, cyclostationary, radio identification, match filter-
ing, and waveform-based sensing) in terms of complexity and accuracy is made in
[56]. Features-based algorithms require classification methods to evaluate the most
probable class where the observed features belong to. Choosing the most suitable
classification algorithm is not the only challenge to obtain satisfying performance
and classification accuracy. Indeed, selection of features and the feature extraction
algorithm play a fundamental role as they strongly influence the accuracy on the clas-
sified signals. Spectrum intelligence algorithms in [15] and [16] utilize hand-crafted
features such as bandwidth, magnitude, and variance for each of the signals. The
former employs an ED-based classifier with a hypothesis test, while the latter pro-
poses a Bayes-based classifier. The main drawback related to these two approaches is
that both the variability of the extracted features and noise prevent to obtain accurate
classification especially at low SNR level.

At the sensing phase, data acquisition systems consisting of physical devices such
as antennas, sensors and processing units are used as interface. Hardware architec-
tures have been used in the literature to implement spectrum sensing in cognitive
radio systems, such as the universal software radio peripheral (USRP) in a GNU-
Radio framework in [39, 38]. While, to validate the proposed CSI algorithm, an SDR
hardware platform, described in Sec. 2.3.1, has been employed to generate modu-
lated signals in a specified band, namely 0-120 MHz which includes the Very High
Frequency (VHF) band at 30-88 MHz. Alternatively, the Ultra High Frequency band
(UHF) band can be selected. The testbed is remotely controlled and can be employed
in on-line applications.

3.3.1 Data acquisition and processing

Acquisition of the wideband RF spectrum is performed periodically for the frequency
band of interest. This may be done by taking either a quiet or an active approach,
depending on the implementation of the architecture. A quiet approach implies that
the radio is able to performing sensing simultaneously with transmitting/receiving,
whereas in active sensing, the radio needs to stop transmitting/receiving while sensing
takes place.
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Figure 3.2: Spectrum observation in the 0-120 MHz band (1 burst)
which includes the SBW signal at 61 MHz and with transmission
power equal to -3dBm as well as other signals from external envi-

ronment

Data Acquisition: exploiting the Selex testbed described in Sec. 2.3.1, real-data is
collected and stored in a dataset. To this end, the VHF transmission band where the
employed radios are operable has been utilized, meaning that the spectrum sensing is
performed for the frequency band of 0-120 MHz.

The data consists of a large amount of spectrum observations containing a number
of narrowband signals. More specifically, as shown in Fig. 3.2 (thin solid blue line),
each spectrum consists of a SBW signal (digitally modulated signal) transmitted by
the transmitting HH device and a number of signals (from the environment) such as
the FM signal (in the 88-108 MHz band) and an unknown signal at 0-7 MHz. Two
interference signals at 20 MHz and 80 MHz, respectively, are also observed. Further
details are given in Sec. 3.3.2. The parameters of the SBW signal can be set remotely
and, in particular, the transmission power and the carrier frequency of the transmit-
ted SBW signal have been considered which are given 3 different values (7dBm-full,
4dBm-half, and -3dBm-one-tenth for the transmission power; 51MHz - 61MHz -
71MHz for the carrier frequency). Consequently, the dataset consists of spectrum
measurements grouped in 9 different configurations, as shown in Tab. 3.1. Each
configuration consists of more than 2500 bursts. The corresponding time-domain
samples have also been stored in the dataset. The experimental step is discussed in
Sec. 4.2.3.

Processing: this paragraph describes the pre-processing block of real-data to detect
frequency bins belonging to the different waveforms inside the spectrum. The main
parameters for the pre-processing are also described.
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7dBm - Full Power

I II III
f c = 51 MHz f c = 61 MHz f c = 71 MHz

4dBm - Half Power

IV V VI
f c = 51 MHz f c = 61 MHz f c = 71 MHz

-3dBm - Onetenth Power

VII VIII IX
f c = 51 MHz f c = 61 MHz f c = 71 MHz

Table 3.1: Configurations for the values of the transmission parame-
ters (carrier frequency and transmission power) of the SBW signal in

the collected dataset

First of all, the received spectrum observations are smoothed in the frequency
domain through a simple moving average applied to the samples in order to reduce
the sharp fluctuations due to noise which can be seen in each received spectrum.

Then, based on a sensible choice for a specific threshold, the background noise is
eliminated, keeping only the FFT bins corresponding to actual signals. Basically, this
process can be thought as an energy detection and formally corresponds to solving
a decision problem between two hypotheses with a null hypothesis corresponding to
the absence of the useful signal (in this case, received signal consists only of noise),
and an alternative hypothesis corresponding to the presence of the useful signal. In
most applications, the analysed spectrum is underutilised (usage of licensed bands
is an example [6, 43]) which means that there is only a limited number of actual
narrowband signals in the scanned wideband signal at any instant of time. In this
scenario, suboptimal thresholding algorithms with low computational complexity can
be considered where the threshold δ̂ is adaptively set based only on the mean value
of the magnitudes of the scanned wideband signal [15], and given by:

δ̂ = 2 ·
1
n

NS∑
n=1

|Z (n) | (3.3)

Let K the number of frequency bins that are identified as a result of the thresholding
process.

In a wideband and sparse spectrum observation there are L actual signals (K > L)
and each of them involves a number of bins. For this reason, frequency bins corre-
sponding to the same signal need to be grouped together and consecutive samples
in the same group are classified as single waveform. After the thresholding step,
grouped waveforms undergo smoothing, in order to reduce impacts of the imperfect
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and erroneous sampling. For achieving this, a second stage moving average filter has
been implemented.
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Figure 3.3: Pre-processing applied to the WB signal (in both the pic-
tures, only the SBW signal is shown): (a) WB signal, smoothed sig-
nal, thresholding and bin grouping, and threshold; (b) also includes

the waveform after group smoothing

Figure 3.4: Wideband spectrum measurement before pre-processing
(thin dotted blue line) and after pre-processing (thick dash-dotted red

line)

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the difference between the original transmitted SBW signal,
the corresponding smoothed signal, the sensed FFT bins, and the estimated signal
after performing thresholding/bin grouping. The smoothed group corresponding to
the SBW signal is also shown.

A comparison between the original wideband signal (thin dotted blue line) and the
corresponding signal after having undergone the pre-processing (thick dash-dotted
red line) is made in Fig. 3.4.

This concludes the frequency domain pre-processing phase which is applied to
the collected wideband signals.
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After this phase, the inverse Fourier transform is applied to produce the corre-
sponding time domain signals from the pre-processed wideband spectrum measure-
ments and, then, the CFD algorithm produces the α-profile from the time-domain
sub-signals as described in Sec. 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Cyclostationary feature analysis

In this section, the classification process is described in order to present an applica-
tion of the dataset to theoretical framework. After the pre-processing phase in the
Processing paragraph above, the waveforms are classified as either potentially mali-
cious (PM) or friendly (FR). The former class refers to signals which aim to disrupt or
degrade communications among legitimate users (belonging to the latter class). In the
0-120MHz wideband spectrum, the jammer is supposed to be the SBW signal (which
is capable of changing its transmission parameters), while legitimate waveforms as in
Fig. 3.4 are the base-band (BB) signal, interference at 20 MHz (we call it medium-
band, MB, interference) and 80MHz (we call it high-band, HB, interference), and the
FM signal. In order to differentiate them, a cyclostationary feature based algorithm
with an ANN as classifier is applied to the dataset.

Cyclostationary feature analysis: when signal processing techniques assume com-
munication signals as being stationary, their statistical parameters such as mean and
variance do not vary with time. In this case, signals are modelled as one-dimensional
(1D) autocorrelation function and the corresponding power spectrum density (PSD)
can be obtained through Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function [4]. On the
other hand, most of the signals in communication systems are in fact cyclostationary
[23]. This means that their statistical parameters are periodically or cyclically station-
ary. A two-dimensional (2D) autocorrelation function is used to model cyclostation-
ary signals where the additional dimension is the cycle frequency, denoted as α, at
which the 1D autocorrelation function is computed. For each α, a cyclic-spectrum-
cut is produced which is a function of the parameter α and denoted as Sα= f0

x ( f ),
namely a cyclic-spectrum-cut at α = f0. Considering the whole set of values for α, a
three-dimensional (3D) cyclic spectrum function is obtained where the three dimen-
sions are: f , α, and magnitude of the SCF. When α = 0, the cyclic-spectrum-cut
corresponds to the conventional PSD since the spectrum completely correlates with
itself.

Specifically, a process x(t) is said to be wide-sense cyclostationary with period
T0 if its mean E[x(t)] = µx (t) and autocorrelation E[x(t)x∗(t + τ)] = Rx (t, τ) are
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both periodic with period T0, in such case, they can be defined respectively as:

µx (t + T0) = µx (t) ; Rx (t + T0, τ) = Rx (t, τ) . (3.4)

The autocorrelation function of awide-sense cyclostationary process can be expressed
in terms of its Fourier series components:

Rx (t, τ) =
∑
α

Rα
x (τ) e j2παt (3.5)

where α = a
T0

with a integer, E[·] is the expectation operator, α is the set of Fourier
components, and Rα

x (τ) represents the cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) and
gives Fourier components. CAF is given by:

Rx (τ) = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T
2

−T
2

Rx (t, τ)e− j2παt dt . (3.6)

When Rx (t, τ) is periodic in t with period T0, (7) can be expressed as:

Rα
x (τ) =

1
T0

∫ T0
2

−T0
2

Rx (t, τ)e− j2παt dt . (3.7)

The Fourier Transform of the CAF is known as SCF and is given by:

Sαx ( f ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

Rα
x (τ)e− j2π f τdτ (3.8)

where α is the cyclic frequency and f the angular frequency. The major benefit of
spectral correlation is its insensitivity to background noise. Since the temporal cor-
relation of different spectral components are measured, and the spectral components
of noise are completely uncorrelated in time due to the fact that noise is wide-sense
stationary process, such a noise does not play a significant role in the SCF. In other
words, the existence of a correlation between separated spectral components, with
separation equal to α, is called spectral redundancy [4] which is found in cyclosta-
tionary signals, while it is not usually observed in noise. This fact allows the spectral
correlation of a signal to be accurately calculated even at low SNRs. Furthermore,
different types of modulated signals - AM, FM, phase shift keying (PSK), frequency
shift keying (FSK), minimum-shift keying (MSK), quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM), pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), and so forth - with overlapping power
spectral densities have highly distinct SCFs.

The SCF of the SBW signal and the 3-7 MHz BB signal in the 0-120 MHz spec-
trum are shown in Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b), respectively.
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(a) SCF of the 3-7 MHz BB signal (b) SCF of the SBW signal

Figure 3.5: SCF of two of the detected signals in the WB spectrum:
(a) BB signal and (b) SBW signal

Since SCF computation requires large amount of data, which makes it unreason-
able for a classifier to operate on it in real time, the cycle frequency profile (α-profile)
has been employed in this work as a feature for classification. Specifically, the α-
profile of SCF for a signal x is given by:

I (α) = max f [Sαx ] (3.9)

The α-profile of signals in the wideband spectrum of interest is shown in Sec. 4.2.3,
while a more detailed description about SCF of some modulated signals can be find
in Sec. 3.3.2 addressing the theoretical framework.

Cyclic spectral analysis: theoretical analysis of cyclic spectrum for a number of
different modulation types (both analog and digital) can be found in the literature
[20, 21, 24]. From the spectrum representation in Fig. 3.4, signals with different mod-
ulation schemes can be observed. For example, the BB signal found at low-frequency
band 3-7 MHz is an AM signal, while the SBW is a digitally modulated signal with
quaternary-PSK (QPSK) scheme. The two interferences are also digital modulated
signals. Finally, the FM signal is observed on the right side of the spectrum. In the
following, SCF of QPSK, AM, and FM signals is detailed as an example.

(QPSK) a PSK signal can be thought either as a binary amplitude-shift keying
(ASK) for M = 2 or as a QAM when M > 2 (M is the number of points in the
signal constellation), namely:

m (t) = uI (t) cos (2π f0t + p0) − uQ (t) sin (2π f0t + p0) (3.10)
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with in-phase and quadrature components uI (t) and uQ (t). f0 is the carrier frequency
and p0 is a phase factor. In the specific case of QPSK signal, phases are separated by
π/2 rad and the in-phase and quadrature components are time-aligned as follows:

uI (t) =

∞∑
n=−∞

uI
nq (t − nT0 − t0) (3.11)

and

uQ (t) =

∞∑
n=−∞

uQ
n q (t − nT0 − t0) (3.12)

respectively; the keying rate is defined by 1/T0, while t0 is a fixed pulse-timing phase
parameter. The carrier function q (t) is a deterministic finite-energy pulse and mod-
ulated by uI

n and uQ
n which are random sequences assumed to be purely stationary.

Consequently, the SCF can be written as [21]:

Sαm ( f ) =
1

2T0

[
Q

(
f + α/2 + f0

)
Q

(
f − α/2 + f0

)
SαuI

( f + f0)

+ Q
(

f + α/2 − f0
)

Q
(

f − α/2 − f0
)

SαuQ ( f − f0)
]

e−i2παt0 (3.13)

where the in-phase and quadrature components are assumed to be balanced such that
SαuI

( f ) − SαuQ ( f ) ≡ 0. In this way, SαuI
( f ) = SαuQ ( f ) = 1 if α = k/T0, and SαuI

( f ) =

SαuQ ( f ) = 0 if α , k/T0. The functionQ ( f ) is defined in [20] for a linear periodically
time-variant system.

(AM) when a random lowpass signal a (t) with PSD Sa ( f ) is used to modulate the
amplitude of a sine wave, the resulting amplitude modulated signal m (t) is given by
[25]:

m (t) = a (t) cos (2π f0t + p0) (3.14)

and the general formula of its SCF is given by:

Sαm ( f ) =




1
4 e±i2p0 Sa ( f ) , if α = ±2 f0

1
4 Sa ( f + f0) + 1

4 Sa ( f − f0) , if α = 0

0, otherwise

(3.15)

(FM) in many cases, the transmitted signal is modulated as:

m (t) = a cos (2π f0t + ϕ (t)) (3.16)

where ϕ (t) is the phase of the FM signal, a is the carrier amplitude, and f0 is the
carrier frequency. The corresponding SCF is given by [55]:
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Sαm ( f ) =




1
4 [Ψr ( f )] e±i2ϕ0 , for α = ±2 f0

1
4 [Ψr ( f + f0) +Ψr ( f − f0)] , if α = 0

0, otherwise

(3.17)

whereΨr ( f ) is the Fourier transform of the joint characteristic function for ϕ
(
t + τ/2

)
and ϕ

(
t − τ/2

)
given in [4].

Further details and SCF of other modulation schemes (both analog and digital)
can be found in [4, 55, 20, 21, 25].

Complexity analysis (SCF computation complexity): efficient algorithms to com-
pute the SCF are defined as FFT time smoothing algorithms. In this work, the strip
spectral correlation algorithm (SSCA) has been considered. Basically, the SSCA is
computed by multiplying the complex envelope with the conjugate of the received
signal. The corresponding block diagram is discussed in [1] where 2 FFT blocks are
employed. The complex envelope is a function of the frequency f , thus, the number
of the first FFT points N ′ is inversely related to the frequency resolution ∆ f . While,
the SCF formula is a 2D function in terms of f and α and the number of the second
FFT points N is inversely proportional to the cyclic frequency resolution ∆α. This
mean that an increase in the values of ∆ f and ∆α will result in larger computational
complexity although random effects are reduced and, consequently, the SCF reliabil-
ity increases. The complexity of the SSCA algorithm is summarised in Tab. 3.2 in
terms of the number of complex multiplications required to estimate the cyclic cross
spectrum of two complex signals [1].

Computational Data N′-FFT
section tapering

SSCA N ′N N ′N
2 log2 N

Down- Sequences N-FFT
conversion multiplication

N ′N N′N N ′N
2 log2 N

Table 3.2: Computational complexity for SSCA algorithm [1]

The total complexity is then given byN′N
(
3 + 1

2 log2 N ′N
)
. The SSCA is a highly

parallel algorithm.
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3.3.3 α-profile extracted from signals with different modulation
schemes

Each of the detected waveform in the wideband spectrum, obtained after the pre-
processing block in the Processing paragraph of Sec. 3.3.1, is characterized by its
own α-profile which encompasses the cyclostationary feature. Specifically, each gen-
erated α-profile consists of 200 cyclic frequency points. Figs. 3.6 (a)-(d), show the
α-profiles for 4 of the different signals detected in the 0-120 MHz band: the 3-7 MHz
signal, SBW signal, interference at 80 MHz, and one peak of the FM signal.

It is worth noticing, that the frequency content of a single cyclostationary signal
is mainly characterized by both its fundamental frequency and its cyclic frequency
(the former is usually higher than the latter for RF signals). It can be expected that
the cyclic frequency is independent of the fundamental frequency; consequently, the
shape of the α-profile of that signal does not change with the fundamental frequency
and the classifier is able to classify the signal independently of the part of the spec-
trum in which it is detected, as shown in Sec. 4.2.3. Future work will analyse signals
located at RF, TVWS or ISM (industrial, scientific, and medical) band, for exam-
ple, and the effective applicability of the proposed approach to signals in a spectrum
beyond 120 MHz could be demonstrated.
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This kind of feature is then used to differentiate friendly signals from potential
malicious signals by learning a neural network; this is shown in Sec. 4.2 where the
network acts as a binary classifier.

3.4 Non-stationarity and time-frequency analysis

The capability of describing the frequency content of a signal is a critical objective
in diverse fields of science. Although the conventional Fourier Transform (FT) is
an extremely important signal and image analysis tool, it assumes that a signal is
stationary, i.e., that the frequency content is constant at all times in a signal, or at all
locations in an image. However, in real applications like speech processing, geology,
astronomy, or medicine, signals are non-stationary and frequency changes over time
or space [9].

A theoretical background on non-stationarity is provided in [26] where the au-
thors highlight that non-stationarity is an inherent characteristic of most, if not all,
of the stochastic processes encountered in practice. A sample function of a complex
continuous stochastic process is denoted by x (t) and assumed to be harmonizable.
Its mean function is µx (t) = E [x (t)], while the covariance function is defined by
Γx (t1, t2) = E [x (t1) x∗ (t1)], the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. If the pro-
cess is stationary, then, by definition, the covariance depends only on the time dif-
ference τ = t1 − t2, namely Γx (t1, t2) = Γx (t1 − t2). The dynamic spectrum is then
defined as:

D (t0, f ) =

∫ +∞

−∞

exp (−2 jπτ f ) E
[
x
(
t0 +

τ

2

)
x∗

(
t0 −

τ

2

)]
dτ (3.18)

where t0 = (t1 + t2) /2. A more detailed description can be found in [26].
Consequently, a series of techniques have been developed to analyse dynamic sig-

nals and extract time-information about their spectral content by representing them
as functions of both time and frequency. These methodologies are the foundation of
time-frequency analysis and the corresponding signal representations are commonly
referred to as time-frequency distributions (TFDs).

One of the methods for a non-stationary signal analysis is a decomposition of a
signal into a set of blocks which can extract signal properties in time as well as in
frequency [32]. This decomposition for a signal x (t) can be written as:

x (t) =

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞

λx (τ,ω) hτ,ω (τ − t) dτdω (3.19)
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where the function hτ,ω (τ) plays a role of a time-frequency atom which possesses
joint time-frequency localization properties. The inverse transform of Eq. 3.19 is
given by:

λx (t,ω) =

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞

x (τ) h∗τ,ω (τ − t) dτ (3.20)

and λx (t,ω) can be interpreted as a linear time-frequency representation of x (t).
There is obviously a great arbitrariness in the choice of such a representation ac-
cording to the choice of hτ,ω (τ), providing several different TF transforms like the
following ones. In general, many useful representations can be generated from the
Cohen’s class [13] by a specification of the kernel function.

Since TF operates in two-dimensional space, both time and frequency resolu-
tions have to be considered and such resolutions depend on the window choice. Time
and frequency resolutions cannot be improved simultaneously: when the frequency
resolution increases, the time resolution decreases, as a consequence of the time-
frequency uncertainty principle [36]. Several TF approaches are here described.

- Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT): it is the most basic form of linear time-
frequency transform [3] and defined as follows:

STFT (t,ω) =

∫
x (τ) h (τ − t) e− jωτdτ (3.21)

where x (t) is the signal to be analysed, and h (t) is the window function which is
a symmetric function and is utilized to select a certain time interval of the signal.
Changes in frequency over time are captured by sliding the window function to pro-
vide time localization. Due to the aforementioned time-frequency uncertainty prin-
ciple, high frequency resolution is obtained with the window function as long as pos-
sible, which contradicts the time domain resolution. The commonly used window
functions include rectangular window, triangular window, Hanning window, Ham-
ming window, and Gauss window (in Gabor transform).

The discrete version of the STFT distribution can be found in [28]:

X (n, k) =

+∞∑
m=−∞

x [m] h [n −m] exp− j2πkm/N RN [k] (3.22)

where RN [k] = u (k) − u (k − N + 1).

-Wigner Ville Transform (WVT): another fundamental distribution in the TF anal-
ysis is theWigner-Ville distribution [8]. It is defined as the Fourier transform of a local
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correlation function called bilinear product [8] (indeed, unlike linear time-frequency
transform, the signal appears twice in bilinear time-frequency transform):

WVT (t,ω) =

∫ +∞

−∞

x
(
t +

τ

2

)
x∗

(
t −

τ

2

)
e− jωτdτ (3.23)

where x∗ (t) is the conjugate of the signal x (t).
Since time resolution and frequency resolution of WVD are independent to each

other, WVD shows high aggregation properties. On the other hand, even though
this distribution provides improved resolution over a single-window spectrogram, it
suffers from cross-terms due to its bilinear nature which can clutter the corresponding
TF signature [29]. Indeed, for multi-component signals, cross-terms are introduced,
and the SNR is reduced. The more the multi-components are, the more the cross-
terms are generated. To reduce the cross-terms, the Cohen distribution introduced a
kernel function g (θ, τ) to perform as a two-dimensional low-pass filter [13]. There
are many kernel functions such as Born-Jordan [7] and Choi-Williams [12].

The discrete WVD of the time series x (n) is given by:

DWVT (n, k) =

N−1∑
m=0

x (n + m) x∗ (n −m) e− j2πmk/N (3.24)

where n and m are time indexes, while k denotes the frequency index, and N is the
number of samples in the discrete time series.

-Wavelet Transform (WT): it improves on the STFT by introducing the concept of
progressive resolution [17]. Transforms that incorporate progressive resolution are
known to provide better, more consistent time-frequency representations across the
entire spectrum. The WT provides the equivalent of finer time resolution at high fre-
quencies and finer frequency resolution at low frequencies. However, the WT does
not measure frequency but only an analogue, called scale. Additionally, the WT pro-
vides either no phase information, or phase measurements which are all relative to
different local references. This is in contrast to the conventional concept of phase, as
provided by the FT, where all phase measurements are relative to a global reference.

Wavelet is a waveform functionΨ (t) with limited support in time and zero average
which indicates that it is an oscillating function. Wavelets are not periodic and may
have discontinuous derivatives; signals with rapid changes are analysed better with
the non-periodic wavelets. The WT is defined as the projection of the time signal
x (t) onto a set of functions

{
Ψs,d (t)

}
(daughter wavelets) obtained by translating and
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scaling the original wavelet Ψ (t) (mother wavelet). They determined as:

Ψs,d (t) =
1
√

s
Ψ

(
t − d

s

)
(3.25)

where s is the positive adimensional scale parameter and d is the delay. The scale pa-
rameter stretches or compresses the mother wavelet and is connected to the frequency
(low scale gives compressed wavelet and thus it can better analyse rapidly changing
features what means high frequency components of a signal and vice versa). The
delay parameter shifts the wavelet along the time axis and is connected to the time.
Both parameters vary continuously. The WT of the signal is then:

W x (s, d) =

∫ +∞

−∞

x (t) Ψ∗s,d (t) dt =

∫ +∞

−∞

x (t)
1
√

s
Ψ
∗
s,d

(
t − d

s

)
dt (3.26)

where wavelet coefficients {W x (s, d)} are functions of scale and delay. The basis of
WT is not unique and should be chosen according to the characteristics of the signal.
Time and frequency resolutions depend on the wavelet choice. There are a number
of mother wavelets that can be used for analysis such as Gabor mother wavelet which
has the best time-frequency resolution.
The discrete version of the wavelet transform can be found in [19].

- Stockwell Transform (ST): developed by Stockwell et al. [47] and based on a
sliding Gaussian window distribution. It exhibits globally referenced phase and fre-
quency measurements similar to those of the STFT, as well as the progressive resolu-
tion of the WT. This combination of desirable features makes ST particularly suitable
in several fields, such as biomedical signal and image analysis applications, and has
shown promise in one of the most recent applications which has been employing the
ST extensively, namely the Automatic Modulation Recognition (AMR) [45]. Despite
this, the computational demands of the ST, due to redundant representation of time-
frequency, in some cases limit its utility and prevent more widespread usage.

The ST of a non-stationary time signal x ( f ) is defined as:

S (τ, ν) =

∫ +∞

−∞

x (t)
|ν |
√

2π
e−

(τ−t )2ν2
2 e−i2πνt dt (3.27)

where τ and ν are the transform time and frequency coordinates. This equation has
the same form as that of the FT, but adds a normalized-area Gaussian window for
time localization. The center of the window is τ, and the variance of the window
is 1/ν2, consequently the width of the window decreases with increasing frequency.
This automatically adjusts the ST window to provide progressive resolution.
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The ST of a discrete time series
{
r [p]

}
, given by [5], is discussed in Sec. 3.5.2.

- Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT): a multi-component non-stationary signal is
decomposed by using the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) technique [27] and,
then, the Hilbert Transform (HT) is applied to the obtained components known as
intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Although the decomposition is adaptive and there-
fore highly efficient, IMFs suffer from mode mixing issue that results in an improper
time-frequency representation.

From time-frequency analysis described in this section, features for each signal
such as the central frequency, bandwidth, and transmitting power can be extracted
and used as input data-set for the learning step to estimate model parameters for each
signal, transition probability, and interaction as discussed in Sec. 4.5.

3.5 High sampling rate dynamic signals and ST ∗

ST is a time-frequency technique which provides time-information of the spectral
content of the signal by observing it through a sliding Gaussian window. A major
drawback of ST is heavy computational cost [42] especially in wideband applications
where high sampling rate signals with non-stationary behaviour have to be repre-
sented.

This work introduces a dual-resolution (DR) approach based on discrete STwhich
reduces the computational time of the conventional ST by increasing time delay of the
sliding window. Specifically, the vector signal is partitioned into sub-blocks in which
the wideband signal is assumed to be locally stationary and the sliding window is
moved on the first sample of each sub-block. This results in a control capability on
both time-resolution and computational load that allows a dynamic trade-off to be
adaptively selected.

Time-frequency analysis can provide information to analyse dynamically adapted
transmitter spectrum occupancy strategies.

In this context, the DR technique is conceived to deal with dynamic wideband
signals sampled at high sampling rate and to produce a better trade-off between time-
resolution and computational time. The proposed approach has been validated in
a dynamic scenario consisting of real data collected with a software defined radio
testbed. As described in Sec. 3.5.5, the main target for this work is signal identifica-
tion in Cognitive Radio (CR) through features extracted from each detected signal in
the time-frequency representation such as bandwidth, carrier frequency, amplitude,
∗

Work published (see 1 in List of publications and under review work)
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and variance. To this end, a comparison between the ST representation and the cor-
responding STFT of the analysed spectrum supports the choice of using ST.

The remaining part of this section is organised as follows: Sec. 3.5.1 introduces
the time-frequency framework; discrete ST and the DR approach are described in
Sec. 3.5.2; the testbed and data acquisition are in Sec. 3.5.3; while the validation
and comparison with STFT are detailed in Sec. 3.5.4; conclusion and some future
directions are in Sec. 3.5.5.

3.5.1 Problem formulation

In this work, a DR approach applied to ST is proposed and the corresponding repre-
sentations are compared with the ones obtained through STFT. The latter is computed
by applying the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) through a fixed-sized, moving win-
dow to a given time series

{
rp

}P−1

p=0
of finite length P [41]. The window is moved by

one time point at time resulting in overlapping windows. For a rectangular window
of length N , the STFT representation consists of N frequency points and P − N + 1
time points. The implementation of the STFTmatrix can be found in [41]. Compared
with the ST, STFT exhibits less computational complexity. However, as shown in Sec.
3.5.4, the corresponding representations are not sufficient for possible application to
signal identification through features extracted from detected waveforms.

3.5.2 Discrete ST and the dual-resolution method

The main objective of this section is to introduce the proposed approach for the dis-
crete model of the ST distribution. More specifically,

{
r [p] , p = 0, 1, · · · , P − 1

}
denotes the discrete time series corresponding to a continuous signal r (t) with a time
sampling interval T . The discrete ST of

{
r [p]

}
is given by [5]:

ST [m, n] =

P−1∑
p=0

r [p]
|n|

√
2πk N

e−
(
n2(m−p)2/2k2 N2+ j2πpn/N

)
(3.28)

when m = 0, · · · , M − 1; n = 1, · · · , N − 1; and by:

ST [m, 0] =
1
P

P−1∑
p=0

r [p] (3.29)

when n = 0; m is the time delay of the sliding window, n denotes the index of fre-
quency range, p denotes the time index, and k is a scaling factor that controls the
time-frequency resolution. When k increases, the frequency resolution increases,
with a corresponding loss of time resolution [46].
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When m = 0, · · · , M − 1 and n = 0, · · · , N − 1 (with M = N = P from now on),
the number of time and frequency samples generated by the ST is exactly P · P and,
consequently, the computational load is limited by the number of the samples, P, in
the signal. Considering that the parameter m is the time delay of the sliding window
over the signal r [p] and assuming that the signal is locally stationary within the time
corresponding to several time delays m, a different approach is proposed in this work
which reduces the computational load of the discrete ST. From Fig. 3.7, the P samples
of the locally stationary signal are divided into s sub-blocks each consisting of P/s

samples.

Figure 3.7: Dual-resolution technique based on ST

This approach computes the ST on s equally spaced values for m belonging to the
set {0, · · · , P − 1}, while n = 0, · · · , P − 1 remains as before. Indeed, since in this
way the time delay of the sliding window is increased, all the values of m in each
sub-block (unless the first one) are not directly included in the computation of the ST
(it is sufficient to increase the sliding window length, by increasing k, to also cover
the discarded samples). This is based on the consideration that the signal is locally-
stationary over P/s m’s, or (P/s)-stationary, namely variations of the parameters
happen no faster than the time corresponding to P/s samples and not necessarily at
the boundary between two consecutive sub-windows. For quicker changes, the length
of the sub-blocks can be reduced by increasing s accordingly. This introduces a new
capability of the ST, namely a trade-off between time-resolution and computational
time that can be adaptively controlled through s, P, and k. The frequency resolution
can be changed by regulating P or k (or both).

Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) can be written in a vector form as follows:

ST [m, n] = Tmnr (3.30)
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where the P × 1 vector r = [ r [0] , r [1] , · · · , r [P − 1] ]T collects the samples of the
discrete series, while the following 1 × P vector

Tmn = [ Tmn,0, Tmn,1, · · · , Tmn,(P−1) ]

consists of elements given by [5]:

Tmn,p =
|n|

√
2πk N

e−
(
n2(m−p)2/2k2 N2+ j2πpn/N

)
(3.31)

p = 0, · · · , P − 1. By using the (s · N ) × P transform matrix

T =

[
TT

00, · · · ,TT
0(N−1),T

T
P
s 0

, · · ·

· · · ,TT
P
s (N−1)

, · · · ,TT
P(s−1)

s 0
, · · · ,TT

P(s−1)
s (N−1)

]T

the discrete ST can be modeled as a linear vector equation:

s = Tr (3.32)

in which the (s · N ) × 1 vector s consists of elements smn corresponding to ST [m, n].
In this work, the dimensionality of Eq. (3.32) is drastically reduced because m =

msP/s where ms = 0, · · · , s − 1 is the delay index, instead of m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , P − 1.
The T matrix in Eq. (3.32) can be generated through the following Matlab code:

clear;

s = 64; k = 17.5;

N = 512; % frequency samples in the ST

M = 512; % time samples in the ST

step = M/s;

P = 512; % samples in the time series

m_ = 0:step:M-1; n_ = [0,1:N-1]; % time axis and frequency

axis in the ST

T0 = abs(n_)/(sqrt(2*pi)*k*N); T0(1) = abs(sqrt(2*pi)*k)/(sqrt

(2*pi)*k*N);

T = zeros(s*N,P); Tr = zeros(s*N,P); Ti = zeros(s*N,P);

for p = 1:P

vr_ = ((m_-p).^2)/(2*k^2*N^2); % real part

vi_ = 1i*2*pi*p/N; vi_ = conj(repmat(vi_,1,s)’); % imag

part

Br = zeros(s,N); % real part of the exponent

for t = 1:N
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Br(:,t) = vr_’*n_(t)^2;

end

Br_exp = exp(-Br); % real part

Tr(:,p) = reshape(Br_exp ,[],1);

Bi = zeros(s,N); % imag part of the exponent

for t = 1:N

Bi(:,t) = vi_*n_(t);

end

Bi_exp = exp(-Bi); % imag part

Ti(:,p) = reshape(Bi_exp ,[],1);

T(:,p) = Tr(:,p).*Ti(:,p); % T matrix

for t = 1:N

T((t-1)*s+1:t*s,p) = T0(t)*T((t-1)*s+1:t*s,p);

end

end

Now, let B the frequency bandwidth of the signal of interest, which in practical
cases is from several MHz to GHz for wideband signals. Consequently, the sample
rate is in the order of 2B, or slightly more. In the following, (P/s)-stationarity of
the signal means that is should be stationary in a time length of P/s

2B secs. In Sec.
3.5.4, the values of the ratio P/s are from 4 to 64. Consequently, P/s

2B is from about
16 to 267 nsecs for B = 120 MHz. While, it is from 2 to 32 nsecs, when B = 1
GHz. Although the piecewise assumption is a limitation of the DR approach, the
time interval in which the signal should be stationary is very short and compatible
with real systems.

Concerning the frequency resolution defined as R = B/P (which should be a
small value), P must be as large as possible for wideband signals in order to have
reasonable resolution. This motivates the DR approach.

3.5.3 Data Acquisition of real dynamic signals

Bymeans of the testbed described in Sec. 2.3.1, real-data is collected in the frequency
band 0-120MHz. As shown in Fig. 3.8 (thin dotted blue line), each received spectrum
consists of a digitally modulated SBW signal in the VHF band (from the transmitting
HH) and a number of signals (from the environment) such as the FM signal (in the 88-
108 MHz band) and the baseband (BB) signal at 0-7 MHz, in addition to interference
(at 20 and 80MHz) and noise. The SBW signal is capable of hopping within the VHF
band.

The intermediate step before ST analysis is pre-processing in the frequency do-
main which is applied to the data in order to: reduce the fluctuations in the spectrum
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Figure 3.8: Wideband spectrum, which consists of a number of sig-
nals including the SBW at 61 MHz, before pre-processing (thin dotted

blue line) and after pre-processing (thick dash-dotted red line)

by smoothing, remove the noise and detect the signals through energy detector, group
the FFT bins which belong to the same signal, and smooth the grouped bins [16]. The
resulting spectrum observation is shown in Fig. 3.8 (thick dash-dotted red line).

3.5.4 Validation and comparison with STFT

To validate the proposed dual-resolution approach, the discrete ST has been applied
to real data to obtain time and frequency representation. Specifically, at four different
time instants the carrier frequency of the transmitted SBW signal assumes sequen-
tially the values 41 - 51 - 61 - 71 [MHz], while the transmit power is 7dBm. The
other waveforms extracted from the spectrum in Fig. 3.8 include: 4 sub-signals close
to one other (spacing about 0.5-1MHz) at low frequencies, 2 interference signals at 20
MHz and 80 MHz, respectively, and 3 sub-signals in the FM band (spacing about 2.5
and 7MHz). The carrier frequency of these waveforms is fixed over the measurement
time.

According to Tab. 3.3, the analysed parameters are P (number of samples in the
signal to be S-transformed), s (number of sub-blocks), and the scaling factor k defined
in Sec. 3.5.2. The SBW signal is at least (P/s)-stationary for each configuration.

P s k

256 512 640 1024 16 32 64 5 17.5 25

Table 3.3: Parameters used to validate the dual-resolution approach

Validation is performed through Matlab R© 2106b. Fig. 3.9(a) is the conventional
ST, obtained with k = 17.5 and without DR, of a signal which consists of P = 512
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.9: ST representation of the wideband signal with P = 512
and k = 17.5: a) without DR; and with dual-resolution where b) s =

64, c) s = 32, and d) s = 16. The SBW jumps among 41-51-61-71
MHz at different time instants

samples. The parameter ms is the delay index as defined in Sec. 3.5.2, namely the
time variable after ST. The waveforms in the spectrum can be clearly distinguished.
In particular, the SBW signal in the middle of the figure jumps sequentially to the 4
different frequencies at 4 consecutive time instants. At the bottom, the BB peaks are
visible (they are very close to each other; the progressive resolution of ST produces
fine frequency resolution at low frequencies [9]). Just above them, there is the inter-
ference at 20 MHz. Beyond the SBW signal, the interference at 80 MHz and the 3
FM sub-signals can be seen (the progressive resolution of ST produces low frequency
resolution at high frequencies [9]). In this case, the amount of frequency-time sam-
ples is P · P. The dual-resolution technique generates the ST representation in Figs.
3.9(b), 3.9(c), and 3.9(d) in which s is 64, 32, and 16, respectively. Although the
time resolution gets worse by reducing the number of sub-blocks, the signals in the
spectrum remain clear. In particular, the dynamic hopping of the SWB signal can be
still observed. The main advantage is that the amount of frequency-time samples is
reduced to P · s, with s � P.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 3.10: Signal detection and contours extracted from ST rep-
resentation of the wideband signal with P = 512, k = 17.5 and
s = 32: a) 3D representation; b) 2D representation of energy loca-
tions detected by threshold = 2µST (external dark-blue areas) and by
threshold = 4µST (internal light-orange areas); c) contours of the en-
ergy locations with threshold = 2µST . The SBW jumps among 41-51-

61-71 MHz in the VHF band at different time instants

As shown in Fig. 3.10, signals can be detected by thresholding on the ST repre-
sentation to obtain occupied areas in both the frequency and time domains. For the
sake of clarity, the 3D representation corresponding to Fig. 3.9(c) is shown in this
figure. These occupied regions correspond to locations where the wideband signal,
such as the one represented in Fig. 3.10(a), is above a certain threshold which is set as
k times the mean value of the ST representation computed on a 2-dimensional basis
(k is a positive factor used to tune the threshold). In the example below, k = {2, 4}
and the threshold is denoted as µST . In other words, let X the ST representation as in
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Fig. 3.10(a). The threshold is computed as:

threshold = k · µST = k ·mean2 (X)

where mean2(·) is the mean function applied across 2 directions, namely time and
frequency, and the outcome is a scalar value. Consequently, contours of the occupied
regions for each signal, that are detected in the observed spectrum, can be extracted
from the time-frequency representation of the wideband signal. An example is given
as follow:

i. 3D representation with DR (s = 32) of the observed 0-120 MHz spectrum is in
Fig. 3.10(a);

ii. energy locations obtained with threshold = 2µST and with threshold = 4µST

are in Fig. 3.10(b) (external dark-blue areas and internal light-orange areas,
respectively); µST is the mean value of the ST representation with DR;

iii. contours of the occupied regions detected with threshold = 2µST are in Fig.
3.10(c).

In the middle of each figure, the non-stationary SBW signal can be easily seen
which jumps in the VHF frequency range at frequencies 41-51-61-71 MHz where the
signal is found at different time instants. This kind of analysis lays the foundations
for extraction of dynamic features from the 2-dimensional contours of each moving
signal such as bandwidth, central frequency, transmitting power or amplitude, and
variance. This approach is applied to the proposed research discussed in Chapters 6
and 7 where, without loss of generality, the amplitude is used as feature.

A comparison with the STFT shows the grade of applicability to a high sampling
rate framework and, in particular, to possible signal identification through features ex-
tracted from each of the signals detected in the time-frequency representation. Specif-
ically, the obtained STFT representation is shown in Figs. 3.11(a)-3.11(d) for four
different window lengths (N = 128, 64, 32, 16). A sensible choice for the length
of the window, N , could reduce both the time resolution drop, happening when N is
large, and the frequency resolution drop, happening when N is small. In any case, the
STFT representations of wideband non-stationary signals are not sufficient for signal
identification applications where high accuracy discriminative features are requested.

To show the effective benefits obtained with the proposed algorithm, Fig. 3.12
illustrates three different indicators: the time to create the T matrix, the time to com-
pute the ST through Eq. (3.32), and the L2-norm error which illustrates the difference
between the 2D TF representation without DR and the corresponding representation
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.11: STFT representation of the wideband signal with P =

512. The length of the sliding window is: a) N = 128, b) N = 64, c)
N = 32, and d) N = 16. The SBW jumps among 41-51-61-71 MHz

at different time instants

with DR (s = 64, 32, 16). Specifically, let εn the normalized L2-norm error defined as
‖Xs−XP ‖2
‖XP ‖2

, where the matrix Xs is the expanded ST representation with DR, obtained
through P/s replicas of each column, the matrix XP is the ST representation without
DR, and ‖ · ‖2 is the L2-norm function.

Figs. 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) show that in the conventional ST without DR the com-
putational time to both generate the T matrix and perform the ST increases sharply
when P is increased from 256 to 640. With P = 1024, Matlab is no longer capa-
ble of generating T because of its large size (P · P rows and P columns). While, the
dual-resolution approach reduces dramatically the computational time and P = 1024
is also feasible. This means that the frequency resolution can be improved. Basically,
the parameter k doesn’t influence the computational time which is though increased
by s.

Fig. 3.12(c), where P = 512, shows that both s and k influence εn. As expected,
the error (mostly related to the time-resolution) increases when at least one between s

and k decreases and it can be reduced by increasing k when s is small. In Fig. 3.12(c),
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.12: Performance indicators: a) time to generate T, b) ST
computation time, c) normalized L2-norm error

the corresponding ST computation time is also included which is inversely propor-
tional to the error. The same results hold when a different value for P is considered.

To know the percentage of improvement, both the computation time and the time
to number of samples ratio for the proposed approach are compared with the corre-
sponding values for the conventional ST. From Fig. 3.12(a), the ’T matrix computa-
tion time’ is reduced from 17.1 secs (ST without DR) to 1.9 (or 3.4) secs (with DR),
when P = 512. This corresponds to

∆sec
17.1 100 (%) =

17.1−1.9 (or 3.4)
17.1 100 (%) =

15.2 (or 13.7)
17.1 100 (%) = 88.89 (or 80.12) %.

In other words, when P = 512, just 1.9 (or 3.4)
17.1 100 (%) = 11.11 (or 19.88) % of the

time necessary to generate the T matrix without DR is requested when DR is applied.
In addition, 30.2 secs (ST without DR) and 3.5 (or 5.8) secs (with DR) have been
measured when P = 640. This corresponds to

∆sec
30.2 100 (%) =

30.2−3.5 (or 5.8)
30.2 100 (%) =

26.7 (or 24.4)
30.2 100 (%) = 88.41 (or 80.79) %.
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Namely, when DR is applied, just 3.5 (or 5.8)
30.2 100 (%) = 11.59 (or 19.21) % of the

time necessary to generate the T matrix without DR is requested.
In the same picture, the time to number of samples ratio is 15

1024 = 14.65 · 10−3 for
P = 1024 and s = 32 (with DR) and 30

640 = 46.88 · 10−3 for P = 640 and without DR;
namely, more than 3 times smaller in ST with DR with respect to the conventional ST.
Effectively, when DR is applied, the amount of samples to be ST-transformed can be
doubled while guaranteeing comparable computational time to obtain the T matrix
with conventional ST.

Similar conclusion results when values in Fig. 3.12(b) for ’ST computation time’
are considered. Specifically, 0.33 secs (ST without DR) in comparison with 0.01 (or
0.04) secs (with DR), when P = 512, produces 3.03 (or 12.12) % which is the
amount of necessary time to compute the ST with DR with respect the conventional
ST.When P = 640, themeasured time is 0.87 secs (STwithout DR) and 0.025 (or 0.06)
secs (with DR), corresponding to 2.87 % and 6.90 %, respectively.

In this case, the time to number of samples ratio is 0.07
1024 = 68.36 · 10−6 for P =

1024 and s = 32 (with DR) and 0.87
640 = 1.36 · 10−3 for P = 640 and without DR;

namely, about 20 times smaller in ST with DR with respect to the conventional ST.
Effectively, when DR is applied, the number of samples that guarantees comparable
ST computational time, with respect to the case without DR, is much larger; till 4
times larger, when s = 32.

3.5.5 Conclusion and Future Directions

In many applications, such as dynamic spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum ac-
cess, processingwideband signals sampled at high sampling rate is themain objective.
Both time and frequency information should be contemporary processed to represent
the dynamic nature of the spectrum.

The novel ST-based dual-resolution approach proposed in this work overcomes
the limitations of the conventional ST when applied to wideband signals by increas-
ing the time delay of its slidingwindow and allows to achieve a good trade-off between
time-resolution and computational time which can now be regulated in real-time ap-
plications. Applied to real data, the ST with DR has shown a significant reduction
of the computational time with respect to the case without DR, both to generate the
matrix T and to calculate the ST, with just a slight decrease in time-resolution and
TF representation accuracy. In particular, just 11% to 20% of the time necessary to
generate the T matrix without dual-resolution is requested and 3% to 12% of the ST
computational time with respect to the conventional ST. In addition, discrete series
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with more samples, which usually happens with wideband signals, can be also pro-
cessed. Indeed, the number of samples can be till 4 times larger while guaranteeing
comparable computational time.

A comparison between ST and STFT time-frequency representations shows that
the STFT representations of wideband non-stationary signals are not sufficient to
guarantee reliability in applications, like signal identification, where high accuracy
discriminative features extracted from each of the signals are requested. In this work,
the concept of reliability is mainly related to features that can be extracted from TF
representation; at this stage, a qualitative definition of this concept is considered.
Consequently, from representations in Fig. 3.11, it results in a reduced quality of
the images and, then, of the features that can be extracted, at least in one of the two
domains (time/frequency). In future work, where extracted features are effectively
employed, the degree of achieved reliability will be assessed by quantifying the con-
cept through metrics related to the implemented algorithm such as accuracy in the
classification rate when, for example, a classifier is applied to recognize the different
signals inside the spectrum of interest. In signal identification, the rate of identifica-
tion and its accuracy (based on the extracted features) is also a quantitative approach
for the concept of reliability.

Moreover, the length of the sliding window in STFT should be chosen very ac-
curately, mostly due to the time-frequency resolution trade-off. Since the proposed
approach is meant to be applied in a context where information about dynamics of
signals should be extracted from the TF representation, optimization of rate of detec-
tion of jumps or actions, rate of correct (re-)identification of signals when they appear
somewhere in the spectrum, or accuracy of trajectories would be possible metrics that
allow us to set a suitable length of the sliding window of the STFT. Results from the
comparison made ST as the preferred choice for developing future work based on
modelling the dynamics of signals.

Future work also assumes the presence of non-stationarities within sub-blocks and
detects them to reduce the basic assumption of the proposed approach, and combines
the DR to Discrete Orthogonal S-Transform (DOST) for a more efficient representa-
tion of ST [48]. In addition, dynamic models and learning mechanisms, based on ST
computational gain and precision of detecting hop frequencies, can be implemented
as part of Learning Dynamic Jamming models toward cognitive dynamic systems
(CDSs) for PHY-layer security and Cognitive Radio.

Specifically, both time and frequency information are obtained from dynamic sig-
nals with controllable resolution in both the domains. The corresponding contours are
then extracted. Future directions in this framework could include application of tech-
niques and algorithms used for data analysis, image and video processing, robotics,
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and so forth, to wireless communications. Indeed, general concepts such as entity,
state, and trajectory can be also specified in CR as wireless signal, central frequency-
bandwidth-amplitude-variance, and time-frequency information, respectively. Con-
sidering that, dynamic models are learned from the observed features to represent
moving signals through probabilistic distributions.

Validation of the ST-based DR will also be performed on TVWS signals in the
470-790 MHz band in the UK.
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4 Learning Dynamic Models from
spectrum representation ∗

Figure 4.1: Learning phase (stage 2)

A general framework for the learning
phase, with some theoretical descrip-
tions and practical applications, is now
described in this chapter. This corre-
sponds to the machine learning block
(stage 2) in Fig. 4.1 of the general cogni-
tive capability diagram where statistical
representation of the signals in the spec-
trum of interest can be learnt. Two main
directions are based on Artificial Neural
Networks and Bayesian Networks, respectively.

4.1 Motivation

An Interactive and Cognitive Environment (ICE) [9] can be defined as a physical
environment with artificially extended capabilities obtained through digital artificial
cognition based on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). An ICE
requires the capability to understand and to actively modulate human-machine inter-
actions by learning from experiences.

A CR can be seen as an actor of an ICE. The physical nature of the appropriate
environment for a CR is the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. A CR can perform a
cognitive cycle by sending signals on the spectrum by means of antennas and can
sense the same spectrum always by using antennas. A CR can be become progres-
sively smarter if it can learn from experiences models that associate signal it can sense
to signals it can send, i.e. if it can learn models able to adapt the cognitive cycles it
has to apply to be maintained in dynamic equilibrium with the external environment.
Recent advances in both SDR and ML can make this possible. SDR is a paradigm
∗
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which enables a full software implementation of radio devices making them gen-
eral purpose and dynamically reconfigurable devices (even in on-line applications).
This means that internal parameters can be regulated and controlled by software ac-
cording to some internal and/or external state. Implementation of real-time adap-
tive systems is then feasible. By employing ML, a paradigm is available consisting
of methodologies and techniques developed to translate big amounts of sensed data
into classification and generative models that can be used to detect and predict situ-
ations. Self-awareness can be introduced in existing systems (such as radar, robots,
and wireless equipments), that can enable radios to become more adaptive, cognitive,
and interactive.

The success encountered in this field has resulted in innovative techniques in Ra-
dio Communications like Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) which enables oppor-
tunistic transmission on shared spectrum and defence against jamming attacks to ad-
dress the physical layer (PHY-layer) security problem. Spectrum Intelligence (SI) and
TVWS are two current applications of Interactive and Cognitive devices as described
in this chapter.

Since the environment is assumed to be dynamic, time-information is a decisive
factor when analysing and processing signals. To this end, time-frequency analy-
sis is the tool which retains both frequency and time information of signals, namely
not only where signals are inside the spectrum of interest but also when they are
in specific bands that represent the contextual spectrum environment. Specifically,
dynamic features can be extracted from the 2-dimensional representations (such as
bandwidth, central frequency, transmitting power, and shape) of each signal. These
features constitute a way to indirectly observe the state (hidden or non-observable) in
the dynamical model for each entity. The spectrum of interest is the dynamic environ-
ment while signals inside it represents the observations by which the hidden state of
the entities can be measured. Once the problem is described, signal representation is
the framework which enables entities and interactions modelling. There are several
techniques to perform signal representation, namely modelling entities in the spe-
cific environment. Basically, dynamic systems are used in which the state is observed
through noisy measurements. They consist of both a dynamic model of the state and
a measurement model. Transition probabilities of the state refers to the probabilities
of changing from an initial state to a new state. In an ICE scenario, single entities are
described by stand-alone models while interacting (multiple) entities are described
by linked coupled models.

In this chapter, different features and signal representations are presented along
with probabilistic models. This is necessary to go through the learning process in
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order to estimate and predict state and transitions for each single entity as well as in-
teractions for multiple interacting entities.

Figure 4.2: Proposed artificial intelligence enabled (AI-enabled) cog-
nitive radio framework with CSI algorithm

4.2 Example (cont’d): Spectrum correlation in mod-
ulated signals ∗

Before going through learning dynamic models, let us continue the example of inter-
ference mitigation in wideband radios discussed in Sec. 3.3. By using spectrum cor-
relation for modulation recognition, a Cyclic Spectrum Intelligence algorithm based
on α-profile is proposed in the AI-enabled cognitive radio framework as an alternative
to the existing solutions in [5, 6]. This is an example about learning static models. The
algorithm is based on a cognitive cycle, shown in Fig. 4.2, to acquire self-awareness
from spectrum measurements by differentiating friendly waveforms from potential
malicious signals according to their modulation scheme. Firstly, instantaneous spec-
trum data is collected at sensing stage through a SDR testbed and, then, the wideband
spectrum is processed to identify fast Fourier transform (FFT) bins corresponding to
single waveforms and group them. Afterwards, analysis is applied. Unlike the spec-
trum intelligence in [5, 6], CSI employs a CFD to extract more advanced features and
∗
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an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [19] to classify the observed signals and perform
interference mitigation in a WB spectrum. Specifically, the cyclostationary feature,
called α-profile, of each detected signal in the band-of-interest is classified through
an ANN-based recognizer. Results are promising and show high classification rate
even for low transmission power case. Moreover, CSI produces better or compara-
ble classification rates with respect to existing approaches. Cyclic spectral analysis
and complexity are discussed in Secs. 3.3.2 and 4.2.1. For the sake of completeness,
learning and acting blocks are also introduced.

Themain novelty is then the newly proposed analysis block as part of a newCSI al-
gorithm for interference mitigation in wideband radios at system level. This improves
the resulting performance of two major previous works in the literature for spectrum
intelligence algorithms. Moreover, unlike previous work, the proposed classification
scheme is tested in a complex dynamic environment which is the most probable sce-
nario in CR applications.

In the following, the proposed CSI algorithm is described in Sec. 4.2.1 along with
the neural network classifier, and the corresponding complexity analysis. While, in
Sec. 4.2.2, Learning and Acting blocks conclude the cognitive cycle. Validation of
the proposed approach with experimental data is analysed in Sec. 4.2.3 along with
a comparison with two previous works. Some conclusive considerations and future
work are also given.

4.2.1 Cyclic Spectrum Intelligence (CSI) algorithm

The principal idea behind the CSI algorithm is to continuouslymonitor relevant radio-
frequency (RF) spectrum activities, identify potential threats to communication, and
take proactive measures to ensure communication robustness and secrecy. For doing
so, the algorithm relies on the reliable spectrum sensing mechanism, correct identifi-
cation and extraction of the relevant parameters, and secure software unsubjected to
tampering. In comparison with the spectrum intelligence algorithm described in [5],
the proposed CSI algorithm employs a cyclostationary feature algorithm to extract
the α-profile feature from the detected signals which is then fed to a neural network
to classify the waveforms present into the observed spectrum.

The functional process of the CSI algorithm can be represented in the form of the
Cognitive Cycle, as shown in Fig. 4.2, consisting of 5 blocks: Sensing, Processing,
Analysis (described in Secs. 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), Learning, and Acting. Sensing and Act-
ing blocks represent the interface with the external radio environment. The remaining
blocks in the Cognitive Cycle and validation of the spectral correlation-based detector
with a neural network classifier are now described.
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Neural network classifier: the proposed system uses an ANN as a classifier due to
its ease of implementation and potential to generalize any carrier frequency, symbol
rate and phase offset. The system was designed to classify PM (potential malicious)
and FR (friendly) signals. The ANN is trained to identify these two classes of signals
(PM and FR). The SCF of the detected signals produces a large amount of data, which
makes impossible for a classifier to work on it in real time. In order to reduce the
amount of data for a classification stage, the α-profile is used as input feature for an
ANN. Accordingly, the proposed ANN in Fig. 4.3 is composed of I inputs related
to the dimensionality of α-profile, a single hidden layer whose N neurons use the
hyperbolic tangent sigmoid as neural transfer function, and an output layer of two
neurons related to each class of signal considered in this work. Each output value is in
the range (0, 1). Accordingly, the output class with the highest value between (0, 1)
is considered as the signal class. An ANN training based on the scaled conjugate
gradient (SCG) back-propagation [18] is adopted.

The selection of a single hidden layer is based on the classification process sim-
plicity of this particular problem, it was found that with a single layer results over
the 99% of true positive classification were obtained for the 2 types of signal classes
considered in this work. Employing more hidden layers would increment the train-
ing time and overall results would not be significantly improved. The corresponding
pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.

It can be summarized as follows: the receiver observes a WB signal and then
energy detection and pre-processing are performed. The α-profile of SCF for each
detected sub-signal is subsequently extracted. After that, detected signals go through
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Figure 4.3: Proposed Artificial Neural Network used as classifier in
the CSI algorithm with I inputs, one hidden layer with N neurons, and

2 outputs
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the classification process. The α-profile of detected signals are fed to a previously
trained ANN. The ANN classifies the received narrowband signal, in the WB spec-
trum, as either a licit or a potential malicious user.

Complexity analysis (ANN computation complexity): a feedforward neural net-
work is characterised by the total number of weights and biases, N , which form a
weight vector w. In the conventional back-propagation (BP) algorithm, a global error
function E (w) can be computed with one forward step, while its gradient E′ (w) with
one forward and one backward step. The complexity of calculating the error function
and its gradient is O(N2) and O(3N2), respectively. The BP algorithm often behaves
very badly on large-scale problems and user dependent parameters, like learning rate,
determine its performance.

Alternatively, conjugate direction methods, such as the conjugate gradients (CG)
method, exploit second order approximation of the error function which, in addition
to the gradient, utilizes the Hessian matrix denoted as E′′ (w). There exists a unique
global minimum only if the Hessian matrix is positive definite. However, in many
cases, it has shown to be indefinite in different areas of the weight space and the CG
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fails in the attempt to minimize the error function. Further details can be found in
[18] which also proposes the scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation algorithm.
As mentioned in the Neural network classifier paragraph, the SCG is adopted to train
the ANN used as classifier. In this case, a calculation complexity per iteration of
O(7N2) has been determined. When the algorithm is implemented, this complexity
can be reduced to O(6N2).

4.2.2 Learning and acting algorithms

After the new Analysis block proposed in this work and belonging to the cognitive
cycle, Leaning and Acting blocks presented in [6] conclude the proposed CSI algo-
rithm.

Learning: after having identified occupied channels and spectrum holes in the 0-
120MHz band, and classified the detected signals through the cyclostationary feature
algorithm with an artificial neural network as classifier, the CSI algorithm is thought
to include a learning process strategy based on a Temporal Frequency Map which
summarises previous occurrences of FR waveforms, PM waveforms, and spectrum
holes for each channel inside the band-of-interest.

Acting: finally, based on the processed spectrum information, current transmission
parameters (e.g. channel and transmission power) and the history obtained from the
Temporal Frequency Map, the CR device may decide to act in order to improve its
chances of reliable transmission. The actions consist of proactive changes of the trans-
mission frequency (channel surfing), or the transmission power whenever a threat is
detected, namely, when a PM waveform is identified on a channel close to the chan-
nel currently used for transmission. Highest priority is given to actions which avoid
channels with history of occurrences of PMwaveforms, followed by the channels with
history of occurrences of FR waveforms.

Further applications include the capability of the cognitive system to learn from
the actions of a human operator through a graphical user interface (GUI) allowing
the human operator to overrule the decision of the cognitive algorithm and change
transmission parameters such as the operating frequency and the transmission power.
The role of the GUI is then to allow the human operator to take decisions irrespec-
tively of the decisions of the CSI algorithm. However, it also presents an interesting
motivation for considering principles of cognitive refinement, i.e., refining the rea-
soning behaviour of the algorithm, which is currently policy-based, by learning from
the actions of the human operator.
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4.2.3 Validation of the proposed algorithm

In order to evaluate the performance of the newly introduced analysis block of the
cognitive cycle in the CSI algorithm (based on spectral correlation detector and neural
network classifier for interference mitigation) a set of experiments is performed using
the software defined radio testbed architecture described in Sec. 4.2.1. The sampling
rate is set at Nyquist rate for each type of detected signals. In the experiments, the
SBW signal represents the “potentially malicious” waveform and is transmitted by
the transmitting HH. Its transmission parameters are given different values according
to Tab. 3.1 in Sec. 3.3.1, namely the carrier frequency and the transmission power
of the SBW signal assume one among the nine configurations with full, half, and
one-tenth transmission power. All other detected signals mentioned in Sec. 3.3.1 are
considered as “friendly”. The objective of this section is to analyse the performance
of the proposed algorithm in classifying the signals detected in the 0-120 MHz band-
of-interest based on the α-profile which is extracted from each detected waveform in
the wideband spectrum and then fed to the neural network used as classifier.

As introduced in Sec. 3.3.3, each generated α-profile consists of 200 cyclic fre-
quency points which are the input of the ANN (I = 200 in Fig. 4.3). In this section,
it is shown that the ANN is effectively able to classify the signal independently of
the part of the spectrum in which it is detected. The ANN architecture employed to
validate the analysis block of the CSI algorithm consists of 10 neurons in the hidden
layer (N = 10 in Fig. 4.3). For the experiments, a dataset composed of 4.500 sam-
ples (500 for each configurations) is used in order to train (70%), validate (15%) and
test (15%) the ANN architecture. Testing of the ANN showed a classification rate
approximately equal to 1.

After having trained and tested the ANN with 4500 samples, further assessment
of the performance is obtained with a different set of waveforms which are tested
by using the trained neural network. Specifically, the performance of the system is
evaluated for 1000 independent testing samples for each of the configuration with
different carrier frequencies (51-61-71 MHz) and transmission powers (7, 4, and -3
dBm). The confusion matrices in Tab. 4.1 show the classification accuracy for the 9
different configurations. The proposed method based on the cyclostationary feature
algorithm combinedwith an artificial neural network provides good performancewith
high classification rate in most of the configurations, even for low transmission power
case.

A comparison with results in the literature is also presented. For example, in
[5] spectrum sensing is performed through an energy detector to identify the occu-
pied bands in the widedand spectrum. Center frequency, bandwidth and maximum
value of magnitude are extracted for each of the identified narrowband waveforms. To
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FULL POWER (7 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 960 40 970 30 981 19

PM 0 1000 1 999 0 1000

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(I) (II) (III)

HALF POWER (4 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 985 15 996 4 999 1

PM 0 1000 0 1000 0 1000

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(IV) (V) (VI)

ONETENTH POWER (-3 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 997 3 997 3 997 3

PM 20 980 88 912 0 1000

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(VII) (VIII) (IX)

Table 4.1: Confusion matrices with absolute values from testing on
independent samples applied to the neural network; each configura-

tion (from I to IX) has been tested separately

perform classification, these parameters extracted from the identified waveforms are
compared to parameters stored in a dataset containing pre-defined parameters of the
FR and/or PM waveforms. This results in classification of each waveform as either
FR or PM.

For the sake of clarify, comparison is made on the percentage values in the con-
fusion matrices.

In Tab. 4.2, the percentage values relative to all the configurations analysed in
this work, from I to IX, are shown, while in Tab. 4.3 results from [5] can be seen
where observed wideband spectrum, corresponding to both 61 MHz and 71 MHz
centre frequencies, have been contemporary tested with 200 independent samples (or
bursts). Two different feature vectors have been investigated, namely bandwidths of
the detected waveforms in Tab. 4.3(a), while both bandwidths and magnitudes in Tab.
4.3(b). Specifically, different confusion matrices are obtained for each of the two type
of feature vector by varying the number of bursts (Nb) - over three levels (1, 3, and
5) - which are averaged in order to increase the frequency resolution of the observed
spectrum and to investigate its influence to the classification accuracy.
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FULL POWER (7 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 96.0% 4.0% 97.0% 3.0% 98.1% 1.9%

PM 0% 100% 0.1% 99.9% 0% 100%

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(I) (II) (III)

HALF POWER (4 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 98.5% 1.5% 99.6% 0.4% 99.9% 0.1%

PM 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(IV) (V) (VI)

ONETENTH POWER (-3 dBm)

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 99.7% 0.3% 99.7% 0.3% 99.7% 0.3%

PM 2.0% 98.0% 8.8% 91.2% 0% 100%

51MHz 61MHz 71MHz
(VII) (VIII) (IX)

Table 4.2: Confusion matrices with percentage values corresponding
to the absolute values in Tab. 4.1 for all the analysed configurations,
I-IX. Using the notation in the comparison with previous work, these

confusion matrices are obtained with Nb = 1

From comparison between these confusion matrices computed in [5] and the per-
centage values in Tab. 4.2 (considering only 61 MHz and 71 MHz) obtained with
the CFD and ANN implemented for the proposed algorithm, these results either out-
perform or are comparable with the ones in the literature, unless one specific case,
for several reasons as discussed below. First of all, the percentage values are better
or comparable in most of the cases. In addition, for the case of only bandwidths in
the confusion matrices of Tab. 4.3, high PM and FR classification accuracies cannot
simultaneously be obtained with the same Nb value; more specifically, good accuracy
for PM classification is reached with high Nb, while low Nb values are recommended
for better FR classification accuracy. While, in case of both bandwidths and magni-
tudes, results that could be comparable with the percentage values in the proposed
algorithm are reached with Nb = 5. This produces an increased complexity of their
algorithm and computational time as shown in [5]. Moreover, it should be noticed
that by increasing Nb the amount of testing bursts is dramatically reduced (from 200
to 40) which may reduce the reliability of the obtained classification rates. While, in
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61-71 MHz - only bandwidths [5]

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 95.5% 4.5% 59% 41% 15% 85%

PM 35% 65% 7.6% 92.4% 0% 100%

no. of bursts (Nb): 1 3 5
a)

61-71 MHz - both bandwidths and magnitudes [5]

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0%

PM 38.5% 61.5% 18.2% 81.8% 7.5% 92.5%

no. of bursts (Nb): 1 3 5
b)

Table 4.3: Confusion matrices with percentage values corresponding
to the results in [5] obtained with ED-based classifier. Two different
feature variables are considered: a) only bandwidth of each signal and
b) bandwidth + magnitude for each signal. Bursts corresponding to
two transmission frequencies, 61-71 MHz, are used together as in-
put data. Each of these two tables consists of three different levels
(1, 3, and 5) for the amount of bursts averaged (Nb) to increase the

frequency resolution

this work (which would correspond to Nb = 1), all the 1000 samples are firstly used to
perform the testing step with better reliability of classification results and, secondly,
high FR classification and PM classification are simultaneously obtained for each of
the analysed configurations.

The only configuration in the results of the proposed work that produces minor
PM classification accuracy than the other configurations, and then slightly smaller
accuracy than the corresponding results for ED-based classifier, is V II I which corre-
sponds to -3 dBm at 61 MHz. This could be due to a possible reduced quality of the
SBW waveform in the newly created dataset for this configuration; this could worsen
the performance of the classifier.

Nevertheless, even if the SNR level becomes low, the performance relative to
configurations form IV to I X is still sufficient to guarantee good accuracy of the
classification rate. It is also worth noticing that, unlike the previous work in [5], in
this work the proposed feature-based classifier is validated on a dynamic environment
in which signals change either their carrier frequency or their transmission power
(or both of them) in different cognitive cycles. Consequently, the training step is
performed on a more complex dataset with a wider range of signal characteristics
and shapes than in the previous work employing ED-based classifier in an almost
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-3 dBm / 51 MHz [6]

SIGNAL
CLASS FR PM FR PM FR PM FR PM

FR 99.1% 0.9% 99.8% 0.2% 98.5% 1.5% 99.1% 0.9%

PM 0% 100% 0% 100% 4.0% 96% 0% 100%

i ii iii iv

Table 4.4: Confusion matrices in [6] for the parameter configuration
-3 dBm / 51 MHz (corresponding to configuration V II, if notation in
this work was considered). Combinations of the considered features
are: i) bandwidth + amplitude + variance ii) bandwidth + amplitude

iii) amplitude + variance iv) bandwidth + variance

stationary environment. This means that higher classification capability is required
for dynamic scenarios.

In the literature, ref. [6] proposes an interference mitigation algorithm for Spec-
trum Intelligence employing a naive Bayes classifier to discriminate FR from PM
waveforms in a stationary environment. In Tab. 4.4, the corresponding results are
shown in percentage values. Specifically, the SBW signal, which is considered as PM
waveform, is transmitted with onetenth (-3 dBm) power at 51 MHz central frequency.

Different combinations of available features are used to evaluate the performance
of the classifier. Namely, four combinations of bandwidth, maximummagnitude, and
variance for each of the extracted waveform (both PM and FR) from the spectrum of
interest as shown in the confusion matrices in Tab. 4.4: i) classification rates when
the classifier combines all the three features, ii), iii), and iv) classification rates when
classifier combines bandwidth and maximum magnitude, maximum magnitude and
variance, and bandwidth and variance, respectively.

The naive Bayes classifier is trained with 50 bursts while additional 50 bursts,
independent from the training data, are used for the testing step. For each burst there is
just one PM signal (the SBW) and several FR waveforms. Consequently, the classifier
is tested on 50 PM samples and almost 2000 FR samples.

By comparison with the results in the proposed work with onetenth power and
51 MHz, in the FR classification case the CFD and ANN-based algorithm produces
better or comparable percentage classification rates than the naive Bayes-classifier in
Tab. 4.4 for all the four combinations of features. Concerning the PM classification,
the performance of the algorithm for configuration V II, namely -3 dBm / 51 MHz,
is not as good as in the other configurations and, consequently, lower values when
compared with the percentage rates in Tab. 4.4. This has been discussed previously
for configuration V II I and may be due to a possible reduced quality of the SBW
waveform. In addition, it is worth noticing that for classifier in [6], only 50 samples
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corresponding to SBW waveform in a stationary environment are used both during
training step and during testing step which could produce unreliably classification
rates. Again, dynamic scenarios require higher classification capability than station-
ary ones, which means that results in this work could be underestimated with respect
to the previous work.

Considering that, the newly implemented analysis block in the proposed work
shows promising performance for the CSI processing in complex dynamic environ-
ments that also include signals with low SNR level.

To conclude, a new AI-enabled cognitive radio framework is proposed as part of
a Cyclic Spectrum Intelligence algorithm to enable interference mitigation in wide-
band radios. The CSI algorithm is based on a Cognitive Cycle consisting of 5 blocks:
Sensing, Processing, Analysis, Learning, and Acting. The Cognitive Cycle interacts
with the radio environment through the sensing block which obtains instantaneous
spectrum data in the band of interest and the acting block whose task is to decide and
change the transmission parameters such as the carrier frequency and the transmission
power. The main novelty introduced by the proposed work is the analysis block. After
having identified occupied channels and spectrum holes in the observedwideband sig-
nal, the stationary spectral analysis is performed, based on the cyclostationary feature
of modulated signals, to extract the α-profile from the SCF of the detected signals.
Afterwards, the extracted α-profile of a number of samples of the different waveforms
detected in the wideband spectrum are fed to a pre-trained ANN to classify the wave-
forms as FR or PM.A software defined radio testbed has been employed to generate an
experimental dateset and validate the analysis block. Results show high classification
rate in most of the configurations even for low transmission power case; this makes
the new block based on cyclostationary feature detector with artificial neural network
a promising methodology for the CSI processing in complex dynamic environments
that also include signals with low SNR level. In support of this claim, a comparison
with existing works has also been conducted. The main drawback related to these
two previous approaches is that the variability of both the hand-crafted features and
noise does not guarantee accurate classification especially at low SNR level. On the
contrary, the proposed approach overcomes that thanks to better extracted features
and the neural network classifier. It has been shown that, the algorithm for dynamic
environments proposed in this work produces better (in some cases) and comparable
(in other cases) results than the ED- and naive Bayes-based algorithms. In addition,
although the proposed CFD and ANN-based algorithm is trained and tested on a large
number of samples from a dynamic scenario where higher classification capability is
required, it still produces better or comparable classification rates with respect to the
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existing approaches investigated in a stationary spectrum.
Future work includes analysis of fully autonomous systems capable of dynam-

ically access the spectrum in a cognitive radio framework for applications such as
PHY-layer security against jamming attacks. The effective applicability of the pro-
posed approach to signals in a spectrum beyond 120 MHz and to different spectrum
bands can also be investigated, although it is expected that the shape of the α-profile
of a signal is independent of its fundamental frequency. In addition, Stealthy Jammer
Detection Algorithm investigated in [20] and in [21] can be validated on the experi-
mental dataset described in this work.

To further proceed toward the main objective of this thesis, learning of dynamic
models should be considered. To this end, in the remainder of this chapter, different
representations for dynamic signals are described in Sec. 4.3 through probabilistic
graphical models used to represent single entity state and interacting entities situation
assessment. Learning dynamic Bayesian representations is then presented in detail in
Sec. 4.4 including techniques in the state-of-the-art employed to learn dynamic mod-
els for both single and interacting entities. To this end, several current techniques
and algorithms, with some probable future work, are discussed in this context. Sub-
sequently, a discussion about cognitive dynamic jamming can be found in Sec. 4.5.
Finally, some future directions are introduced in in Sec. 4.6.

4.3 Probabilistic dynamic signal representation

Let us refer to the framework, presented in Sec. 3.5, in a dynamic scenario; the first
step towards learning dynamic models is signal representation through feature-based,
graphical, and probabilistic methods. This is a decisive step because the performance
of the learning process is strongly influenced by the chosen signal representation.
Consequently, features representing the signal of interest, the corresponding model,
and the necessary parameters should be selected carefully since a sensible choice of
them may produce better learning accuracy.

Features are extracted from the signal and represented in the corresponding feature
space. Some of the extracted features can provide information about the state variable
of the entity whose state needs to be dynamically estimated. They could be, e.g.,
central frequency, bandwidth, transmitting power, shape, and other more complex
entity state descriptors (of analog and digital modulated signals), as presented in this
section.

Consequently, a probabilistic representation of random variables related to the
signal as random process can be obtained by using the extracted features. Specifically,
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dynamic models (which includes the state variable and its noisy observations) are
described by PGMs such as DBNs from Bayesian theory.

In the following sections, probabilistic models corresponding to both single and
interacting entities are discussed along with some learning techniques for such kind
of models.

4.3.1 Single entity state

To represent the state of each entity, probabilistic graphical models (PGMs) provide
a graph-based representation as in [15]. The main idea is to encode complex distribu-
tions over high-dimensional spaces where causality links are defined among model
components. In the basic graphical representation depicted in Fig. 4.4(a), random
variables of the system model such as state and observables are represented by nodes,
while edges (or links) express direct probabilistic relationships between them. Tem-
poral dependencies among nodes can also be represented (often by horizontal edges)
as can be seen later in this section. Furthermore, graphical models also introduce
a compact representation for independencies among variables in the distribution de-
scribed by corresponding graph. Considering that, probability distribution functions
(PDFs) are often in the form of some parametric functions, the probabilistic relation-
ship described by p (x|y) = f (x, y, θ) is represented as in Fig. 4.4(b) where x could
be the state (hidden variable) of a dynamic system, y the corresponding observable,
and θ the unknown parameter.

PGMs provide a statistical framework to model interactions and cause-effect re-
lationships like in interaction analysis, and enable formalizing and handling the un-
certainties. The basic idea is to provide a graphical tool to decompose a multivariate
probability distribution into a factored form by providing an intuitive and manageable
visual description.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Basic Probabilistic Grafical Model structure consisting
of two nodes connected through a link; (b) graphical representation of

the conditional probability fX |Y (x|y)
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- Dynamic bayesian networks (DBNs) are based on Bayesian Network (BN) ap-
proach which produces a graph model describing the statistical relationships among
a group of n random variables X = {Xi}i=1,2,. . . ,n. A BN is determined by its graph
structure G and distribution parameter Θ. A variable Xi is independent of its non-
descendants given all its parents Pa (Xi) in G. Therefore, the joint probability distri-
bution over X can be decomposed by:

Pr (X) =

n∏
i=1

Pr (Xi |Pa (Xi)) . (4.1)

The parameter set Θ = {θi}i=1,2,··· ,n specifies the parameters of each conditional dis-
tribution in Eq. (4.1). A Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN), is the extension of a BN
to model temporal processes. In DBN, a set of random processes are represented by
the X (k) = {Xi (k)}i=1,2,··· ,n, and Xi (k) is the random variable of process at discrete
time k. The network structure G now defines the dependency among variables over
a period of time as well as those within the same time epoch. Assuming Markovian
and causal processes, a node in graph G is only linked from the other nodes in the
same or previous epoch [16]. Thus

Pr (X (k + 1) |X (0 : k)) = Pr (X (k + 1) |X (k)) , k = 0, 1, 2, ... (4.2)

Some basic dynamic models which can be represented by DBNs are now intro-
duced.

- A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a tool for representing probability distribu-
tions over sequences of observations and is, in fact, a special case of the more gen-
eral DBNs [13]. In Markov models, the state is directly visible to the observer, and
therefore, the state transition probabilities are the only parameters to be considered
whereas, in a HMM, the state is not directly visible, but only outputs, dependent on
the state, are visible. The HMM assumes that the observation at time k was generated

Figure 4.5: Hidden Markov Model representation: x’s are latent vari-
ables, z’s are the observable variables, while the horizontal arrows

describe temporal dependencies
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by some process whose state xk is hidden from the observer. It also assumes that the
state of this hidden process satisfies the Markov property, which is, given the value of
xk−1, the current state xk is independent of all the states prior to k − 1. Graphically,
it can be explained as shown in Fig. 4.5. The graph shows the dependencies between
the variable of the model. X = {x1, x2, x3, · · · , xk } is a sequence of unobservable
states and Z = {z1, z2, z3, · · · , zk } is a sequence of observable emissions. Consider-
ing that the probability of being in a particular state at step i is known once the state
at step i − 1 is known and that the probability of seeing a particular emission at step i

is known once the state step i is known, the joint distribution of a sequence of states
and observations can be factored in the following way:

P (x1:k , z1:k ) = P (x1) P (z1 |x1)
k∏

i=2

P (xi |xi−1) P (zi |xi) (4.3)

- A Switching Linear Dynamical System (SLDS) is defined in [11] by:




xk = A(ak )xk−1 + v(ak )
k

zk = Cxk + wk
(4.4)

with ak |ak−1 ∼ πak−1 . ak belongs to a set S , {1, 2, · · · , s} consisting of a finite num-
ber of modes (i.e., categorical variable). When a discrete first-order Markov chain ak

with transition probabilities
{
πi j

}
, i, j ∈ S, indexes the mode-specific linear dynamic

system at time index k driven by Gaussian noise v(ak )
k ∼ N

(
0, Σ(ak )

)
, it is called

Jump Markov Linear System (JMLS). A JMLS can be seen as an extension of the
HMM, which has the same mode evolution, but conditionally independent observa-
tions. The corresponding probabilistic graphical representation is shown in Fig. 4.6.
Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is an example of a commonly used filter associated
with a switching model.

Figure 4.6: A SLDS representation in which a’s are the categorical
variables
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In general, the filtering process is performed to filter (estimate) and predict vari-
ables belonging to the dynamic models including nodes and links. Some common
filters are described below.

- The Kalman filter (KF) provides optimal finite-dimensional algorithm for recur-
sive Bayesian state estimation in linear-Gaussian cases. A linear dynamic system is
described by the following state-space equations:

xk = Fk−1xk−1 + nk−1 (4.5)

zk = Hkxk + wk (4.6)

Eq. (4.5) represents the process model while Eq. (4.6) represents the measurement
model. The Kalman filter assumes that the posterior pdf p (xk |zk ) at every step is
Gaussian and then it can be completely characterized by the mean and the covariance.
These assumptions hold if nk−1 and wk are drawn from Gaussian density and the
dynamic system is linear.

The matrices Fk and Hk define the linear functions in the dynamic system. Ran-
dom sequences nk and wk are mutually independent zero-mean white Gaussian with
covariance Qk and Rk , respectively. Mean and covariance predictions are given by:

x̂k |k−1 = Fk−1x̂k−1|k−1 (4.7)

Pk |k−1 = Qk−1 + Fk−1Pk−1|k−1FT
k−1 (4.8)

respectively. In the update process the prediction is compared to the observation
which results in the estimated mean and covariance are as follows:

x̂k |k = x̂k |k−1 + Kk
(
zk −Hk x̂k |k−1

)
(4.9)

Pk |k = Pk |k−1 −KkSkKT
k = [I −KkHk ]Pk |k−1 (4.10)

where zk −Hk x̂k |k−1 is called innovation and denoted as vk , Sk is its covariance, and
Kk is the Kalman gain. In the presence of a high Kalman gain, i.e. when the Pk |k−1 is
large or the Sk is small, the innovation is considered as reliable. A large Kalman gain
value occurs when the prediction is not consistent and/or the innovation is trustworthy
and it implies that the estimate xk |k relies more on the innovation than on prediction.
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- The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a suboptimal solution of the Bayesian
filtering problem for non-linear systems with additive noise

xk = fk−1 (xk−1) + nk−1 (4.11)

zk = hk (xk ) + wk (4.12)

The basic idea is to linearise the non-linear functions by the first term in the Taylor
series expansion. Prediction and innovation are computed using, respectively, non-
linear functions fk−1 and hk .

By substituting fk−1 and hk with their local linearisation (first order Taylor ap-
proximation):

F̂k =
[
∇xk−1fT

k (xk−1)
]T ���xk−1=x̂k−1 |k−1

(4.13)

Ĥk =
[
∇xk hT

k (xk )
]T ���xk=x̂k |k−1

(4.14)

where

∇xk =

[
d

dxk [1]
· · ·

d
dxk [nx ]

]T

(4.15)

and xk [i] is the i-th component of the state vector, a linearised Kalman Filter is ob-
tained as in Eqs.(4.5) - (4.10).

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), the Cubature Kalman Filter (CKF), and the
Gauss-Hermite Kalman Filter (GHKF) are also variations of KF which handle the
non-linear Gaussian problem. Furthermore, non-linear filtering also include particle
filter and its variants.

4.3.2 Interacting entities situation assessment

The previous section investigated single entity representation through PGMs which
well capture dependencies of variables. More specifically, temporal dependencies
(dynamics of the system) and entity-to-entity dependencies (interactions among ob-
jects) can be represented in graphical models.

To introduce entity-to-entity dependencies, interaction oriented DBN structures
can be employed with linked nodes belonging to different entities (interacting enti-
ties). Specifically, the DBN structure corresponding to a system consisting of two
interacting objects described through a SLDS model (introduced in the previous sec-
tion) is shown in Fig. 4.7.

Such a kind of links define the probability that a random variable of an entity
influences (or is influenced by) one or more random variables of a different entity.
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Figure 4.7: Interaction oriented SLDS structure with linked nodes
belonging to two interacting objects

Interactions may also happen among three or more objects each of them can be rep-
resented through PGMs.

From neuroscience, cognition and interaction are two inter-related functionalities
of biological systems. A bio-inspired approach is themain idea towards the concept of
cognitive dynamic systems (CDSs) and the development of interactive systems [9].
Dynamic systems take into account embodied and situated cognition by adaptively
changing their state. The goal of dynamic systems is to maintain stability of the equi-
librium between the object and the environment (i.e. maintenance of the proper level
of security and/or safety). CDSs build up rules of behaviour over time through learn-
ing from continuous experiential interactions with the environment, and thereby deal
with environmental uncertainties.

Specifically, a CDS can be described as a system whose design closely mimics the
human brain and is motivated by human cognition. Cognitive reasoning is based on
dynamical dispositional representations of the interactions between an object in con-
textual scenario and the changed organism state it causes [7]. Such a dispositional
representation of external objects with respect to a self-object is the key aspect of the
knowledge embedded on bio-inspired CDSs. The capability of learning from experi-
ence and the idea of autobiographical memory (AM) are drawn from the bio-inspired
approach of the interactions occurring between the system and the user. Indeed, this
concept is based on neurophysiological observations of human brain structure for
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modelling and learning interactions between the user and the system and provides
engineering implications in the development of context-aware learning and predict-
ing strategies.

Self-awareness plays a key role in the development of self-adaptation techniques.
In particular, self-adaptation based on self-awareness at the individual level means
that one single entity receives inputs both from itself or some of its components and
from the external environment and uses the input to adjust to the current conditions
[17]. Multiple entity adaptation is then obtained by introducing the interaction of
different self-adaptation techniques at the level of the single individual.

4.4 Learning dynamic Bayesian representations

Learning dynamic models can be considered a main objective in CR applications
where the spectrum of interest hosts several signals whose parameters (such as central
frequency, transmit power, modulation scheme, and so forth) may change across the
measurement time. To this end, learning from available data (current and past data)
should in perspective become a major approach used in this framework. Basically, in
order to learn a model which describes a single entity, parameters are estimated and
predicted by using statistical signal processing techniques and Bayesian filters. The
cycle observation-update-prediction performs learning of parameters and dynamic
models at successive time instants. In other words, when the system collects a new
observation of the state, both the predicted transition probability of the state and the
predicted measurements (obtained at the previous step) are updated with the new data
and their predictions for the subsequent time instant are also computed, as introduced
in the KF description, for example. Again, when a new observation is collected, a
new cycle observation-update-prediction is performed.

In this section, after introducing basic concepts of learning, several techniques
employed to learn causal conditioned probabilities, dynamic models, and interactions
are described along with some current work and probable future directions in the field
of learning dynamic models.

4.4.1 Learning vocabulary, state and state changes

A learning approach in a Bayesian framework starts with some a priori knowledge
about both probabilistic distributions of the model structure (namely edges in the
graphical model) and the model parameters. A-prior probability distributions over
model structures and model parameters represent this initial knowledge which is then
updated using the data to obtain the corresponding posterior probability distribution
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over models and parameters [12]. Denoting the prior distribution over model struc-
tures with P (M), the priori distribution over parameters for each model structure
with P (θ |M), and the data-set as Z = {z1, z2, · · · , zt }, the posterior distribution over
models can be obtained through Bayes rule as follows:

P (M|Z) =

∫
P (Z|θ, M) P (θ |M) dθP (M)

P (Z)
(4.16)

which takes into account the uncertainty in the parameters. The posterior distribution
over the parameters, for a given model structure, can be obtained through:

P (θ |M, Z) =
P (Z|θ, M) P (θ |M)

P (Z|M)
(4.17)

Now, based on available data and models, the next observation zt+1 can be computed
by Bayesian prediction as:

P (zt+1 |Z) =

∫
P (zt+1 |θ, M, Z) P (θ |M, Z) P (M|Z) dθdM (4.18)

based on averages over both the uncertainty in the model structure and in the param-
eters. This is known as predictive distribution for each model.

Typically, the state space model (SSM) of a dynamic system consists of three ran-
dom processes; namely, the state model, the process model of the state of a signal (or
entity) which describes the transition of the state, and the measurement model which
describes observations of the state:

x0 ∼ p0 (x0)

xt |xt−1 ∼ p f (xt |xt−1) (4.19)

zt |xt ∼ pg (zt |xt )

where xt and zt are the state and measurement vectors at time t, p0 is the initial state
probability distribution function (PDF), p f is a conditional probability density func-
tion (CPDF) representing the dynamics of the state and pg is a CPDF representing the
measurement process. Interaction-oriented models include linked dynamic systems,
as described in Sec. 4.3.2, to represent interacting entities in an ICE scenario.

Changes in the state of a dynamic system, described by the corresponding tran-
sition probability, are referred to as trajectories. Each entity adopts a strategy inside
the spectrum of interest, which defines its behaviour. Normal behaviour means that it
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is predictable because already observed, and consequently the implemented model is
capable of obtaining accurate estimates (and predictions) of the parameters andmodel
by using learned information gathered from past experience. When the hypothesized
model does not produce the estimates (and predictions) accurately, the behaviour is
said to be abnormal. This happens when the strategy has not been observed in past ex-
periences, or from a security point of view, that behaviour is different (or not allowed)
from legitimate behaviour.

4.4.2 Learning causal conditioned distributions

Learning techniques can be classified in supervised learning based on labelled data
but it is always an expensive training algorithm and difficult to obtain, unsupervised
learning which does not need the labelled data making it a better training algorithm.
On the other hand, semi-supervised learning is a class of ML techniques which is
receiving increasing interest in the last decade. These techniques combine both la-
belled and unlabelled data items in their training process. Therefore, they are usually
applied in data sets in which only a small subset of data items may be effectively
labelled, due to the high costs and time required in the labelling process [1]. In this
section, somemethods used in the literature to learn model parameters are introduced.

-HMMs are one of the most important techniques to model and classify sequential
data with several applications in sequence modelling problems like speech recogni-
tion, HumanActivity Recognition (HAR), or time series analysis [22]. The Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm is the classical method used to learn the parameters of
HMMs. However, it exhibits two main problems: 1) the likelihood is multimodal so
the EM is guaranteed to converge only to a local maxima, and 2) the multiple initial-
izations required for minimizing the effects of the local convergence and themore than
quadratic growth with the number of hidden states makes EM computationally heavy
with large training dataset. Bayesian inference methods including Gibbs sampling,
variational optimization, or Bayesian non-parametric methods are even computation-
ally heavier and global convergence is still not guaranteed. A spectral algorithm for
learning HMMs with discrete observations in proposed in [14]. This method adjusts
the model by moment matching instead of maximizing the likelihood, and it relies on
the use of the observable operators view of the HMM [22].

Learning of SLDSs is introduced in the practical example of Sec. 4.5. Now, two
supervised learning methods are briefly described. While some unsupervised tech-
niques are discussed is Sec. 4.4.4.
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- Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised learning models with associ-
ated learning algorithms that analyse data used for classification and regression anal-
ysis. The SVM method for regression is formulated in solving a convex optimization
problem, more specifically a quadratic programming (QP) problem [8].

In SVM for non-linear function regression, the main idea is to approximate the
dataset

D = {(x1, y1) , · · · , (xk , yk ) , · · · , (xN , yN )} , xk ∈ Rn, yk ∈ R (4.20)

with a non-linear function

f (x) =< ω, φ (x) > +b (4.21)

where < ·, · > denotes the dot product;ω ∈ Rnh is the weight vector in primal weight
space; φ (·) : Rn → Rnh is the non-linear function that maps the input space to a high
dimensional feature space where linear regression is performed; b is the bias term.
The optimization problem is given by:

min
1
2
‖ω‖2 + C

N∑
k=1

(
ξk + ξ∗k

)
s.t.




yk− < ω, φ (x) > −b ≤ ε + ξk

< ω, φ (x) > +b− yk ≤ ε + ξ∗k
ξk , ξ∗k ≥ 0

(4.22)

where ε is the approximation accuracy that can be violated by means of the slack
variables ξ, ξ∗ for the non-feasible case. The constant C > 0 determines a trade-off
between the flatness of f and the amount up to which deviations larger than ε are
tolerated. A smaller value of C tolerated a larger deviation. From the constrained
optimization problem in Eq. 4.22, the Lagrange function can be written as in [26]
with multipliers α and α∗. Consequently, the resulting SVM takes the form:

f (x) =

N∑
k−1

(
αk − α

∗
k

)
< φ (x) , φ (x)k > +b (4.23)

where the inner product < φ (x) , φ (x)k > can be defined through a kernel K (x, xk ).
However, the major drawback of SVM is its higher computational burden because

of the required constrained optimization programming. Major breakthrough has been
obtained at this point with a least squares version of SVM, called LS-SVM.

-Gaussian Processes (GPs) for regression is a powerful supervised learning algo-
rithm well-suited to high dimensional data analysis and non-linear estimation prob-
lems [2]. Basically, given the covariance function, provides an analytical solution
to any regression estimation problem. It does not only provide point estimates, but
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it also gives confidence intervals for them. In GPs for regression, the optimization
step to set the hyperparameters of the covariance function is performed by maximum
likelihood. Any GP method assumes a zero-mean GP prior over the space of pos-
sible functions and a Gaussian likelihood model. The posterior can be analytically
computed, it is a Gaussian density function as well as the predictions given by the
model.

Given a labelled training data-set (D = {xi, yi}
n
i=l , where the input xi ∈ R

d×1

and the output yi ∈ R) and a new input location x∗, the probability distribution for
its output y∗, i.e. p (y∗ |x∗, D) can be predicted. Assuming a Gaussian linear pre-
diction model for yi : p (yi |xi, w) = N

(
yi; wTφ (xi) ,σ2

ν

)
, where φ (·) defines a

transformation of the input space, and a zero-mean Gaussian prior over w, p (w) =

N
(
w; 0,σ2

wI
)
, the posterior for the weight vector w using Bayes theorem in given

by:

p (w|D) =
p (yi |X, w) p (w)

p (yi |X)
= N (w; µw, Σw) (4.24)

where µw = ΦTΦ/σ2
ν + I/σ2

w, y = [y1, · · · , yn]
T , Φ = [φ (x1) , · · · , φ (xn)]T , and

X = [x1, · · · , xn]
T . The prediction for y∗ is obtained integrating out the posterior

over w times its likelihood:

p
(
y∗ |x∗, D

)
=

∫
p
(
y∗ |x∗, w

)
p (w, D) dw = N

(
y; µy∗ ,σy∗

)
(4.25)

where
µy∗ = φT (

x∗
)
µw = kT C−1y (4.26)

σ2
y∗ = φT (

x∗
)
Σwφ

(
x∗

)
= k

(
x∗, x∗

)
+ kT C−1k (4.27)

being k
(
xi, x j

)
= φT (xi) φT

(
x j

)
, (C)i j = k

(
xi, x j

)
+

σ2
µ

σ2
w
δi j , andk = [k (x∗, x1) , · · · ,

k (x∗, xn)]. To obtain the estimation given by a GP model for regression, it is neces-
sary only to specify its covariance function k (·, ·).

4.4.3 Learning interactions

A decision support-based system should be capable of inferring on occurring be-
haviours and interactions of each entity in the corresponding environment. Behaviours
are the specific activities defined as actions of each individual object without any ex-
ternal influence. While interactions are the actions inducted by pairwise exchanges
of influences between the objects [3].
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Basically, coupled DBNs are introduced as appropriate models to represent inter-
actions between the entities [4]. Indeed, probabilistic processes and graphical models
are characterised by their capability of working in the presence of uncertainty and
noise in the environment of interest as well as with a large number of inter-related
variables. In addition to these intrinsic capabilities of DBNs, the computational load
is kept to a manageable level even with co-existence of many entities and models.

A probabilistic model based on a specific type of event takes inspiration from a
bio-inspired approach and the concept of AM as described in Sec. 4.3.2. Damasio
describes the cognitive entities as complex systems with incremental learning capa-
bilities based on experience of the interactions between themselves and the external
world [7]. Two specific brain processes can be defined to formalize the above concept
called proto-self and core-self.

The DBNmodel proposed in [10] takes into account conditioned probability den-
sities (CPDs) to represent these concepts. They are relative to both the state of each
individual object in the environment (regardless of the presence of other objects) and
to the interactions between two objects defined in terms of casual events. In particular,
two conditioned probabilities describe the probability that the event in the core-self
node produces the event in the proto-self node and the probability that the event in
the proto-self node provokes the event in the core-self node. Causal relationships be-
tween the two entities are then described by CPDs which consider the interactions
between the two objects. In other words, the entity’s initial state, an external stimulus
(the cause) and its consequence on the behaviour of the entity (the effect) can learn
an entity’s most frequent reaction to the action of another element in the scene.

Several widely used dynamic probabilistic methods in the literature can be found
in [24].

4.4.4 Some current learning techniques and probable future di-
rections

Deep learning has dramatically improved the state-of-the-art in many different ML
topics like object detection, speech recognition, and machine translation. Following
the initial development of neural networks, the recent success of deep learning is due
to its deep architecture based on the idea of a system that simulates human brain [27];
this allows deep learning to solve many more complicated tasks.

The main objective is now to maintain the strength of neural networks while re-
ducing the number of computation units (or neurons). Indeed, it has been shown that
the representation of a (k − 1)-layer neural network with exponentially many neurons
is equivalent to a k-layer structure with polynomial many neurons.
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In the framework of deep generative models, two examples that have been pro-
posed recently are generative adversarial networks (GANs) and variational autoen-
coders (VAEs). Typically, learning the underlying data distribution of unlabelled sig-
nals or images can be highly challenging and inference on such distributions is highly
computationally expensive or intractable. GANs and VAEs provide efficient approx-
imations, making it possible to learn tractable generative models of unlabelled data
[25]. Recent works have also extended the VAE and the GAN from unsupervised to
semi-supervised settings.

A theoretical framework about GANs and VAE is provided in Sec. 5.6. Other
learning techniques could also be considered from the Game theory framework such
as Pursuit evasion game and Multi-armed bandit.

4.5 A discussion of application directions of ML tech-
niques to cognitive dynamic jamming

A possible shared radio environment, as basis for future ICE, is depicted in Fig. 4.8
in which there are several interacting agents such as a jammer, which aims to "catch"
legitimate signals, and a user whose objective is to avoid the jammer. In addition,
a network manager (NM) is an external observer of the spectrum, e.g., a primary
base station, that monitors dynamical spectrum joint situations generated by actions
of both the jammer and the user. Such a station can interact with the user and could be
either a human operator or an ICE system. The NM can be useful for example in case
the spectrum sensing computational resources are too intensive to be implemented
directly in the user device, and the spectrum monitoring facility is shared among
many users of the network. Furthermore, in case the NM is the only CDS, it can

Figure 4.8: A practical example in a shared radio environment con-
sisiting of two interacting agents, a jammer and a user, with opposite

objectives and a network manager. The NM interacts with the user
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Figure 4.9: The proposed example in which jammer, user, and their
interactions are modelled through JMSs. The NM observes the spec-
trum and interacts with the user. Learning and filtering blocks are also

shown in the picture

be in charge to continuously check the normality of an observed situation, namely to
predict if the user behaviour is in line with avoiding the jammer.

In general, each of the three radios representing the user, the jammer or the NM,
can be a cognitive radio that can be modelled as a CDS. In this example, the NM is
assumed to be a CDS that use two JMSs to model the observed interaction between
user and jammer as in Fig. 4.9. The goal is to provide a discussion on how this model
can be learned from observed spectrum behaviours where the user successfully avoids
the jammer. Such data series correspond to normality patterns that can be used as ex-
amples from which to train NM’s CDS. First of all, features coming from spectrum
monitoring methods are extracted, e.g. by using the time-frequency representation of
the spectrum of interest as described in Sec. 3.5. Such spectrum data can be used
by the learning algorithm to estimate parameters of the switching models. In other
words, normality models are learned corresponding to models where rules that allow
the user to avoid the jammer are estimated from the data series examples where this
is known to have happened successfully. Such rules describe a dynamic equilibrium
condition that should be verified according to previous experiences recorded in such
data series if a normal situation occurs. Normal training samples are much easier
to collect than abnormality samples whose dataset could be insufficient or unavail-
able [23]. After having trained the switching models using only normal data in order
to learn a representation of the normal spectrum activities, the filtering phase pro-
duces predictions of the corresponding hidden variables and observation at each time
instant. Filtering can be also thought as a generative block for abnormality detec-
tion; indeed, since the JMSs are not able to generate abnormal events at testing time
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because trained with only normal data; a normality condition is said to be probabilis-
tically verified if updates and related predictions are consistent. On the contrary, an
excess of deviations of updated observations from predictions correspond to abnor-
malities where the jammer’s behaviour is different from the patterns observed during
the training and the user is no longer capable of avoiding it.

From Eq. (4.4), the state vector xi
k for the i-th entity can be augmented into x̃i T

k =[
xi T

k , ai T
k

]
, where i = {1, 2}, then the corresponding non-linear state-space model

(NLSSM) is given by:




x̃i
k = f

(
x̃i

k−1, vi
k

)
zi

k = h
(
x̃i

k , wi
k

) (4.28)

The NLSSM for interactive entities evolves according to

Π
(
ai

k |a
i
k−1

)
, p

(
xi

k |x
i
k−1, ai

k , a j
k−1

)
, p

(
zi

k |x
i
k , ai

k , a j
k−1

)
; i, j = {1, 2} , i , j

(4.29)

and [10]

Π
(
a1

k |a
2
k−1

)
, Π

(
a2

k |a
1
k−1

)
(4.30)

Specifically, in this example learning aims to estimate (from available data) model
parameters, continuous- and discrete-valued states, transition and interaction proba-
bility distributions in non-linear state space models with Markovian switching struc-
ture. Discrete switching variables (a’s), probabilistic distributions described by links
between the discrete nodes (namely the Π matrices) including entity-to-entity inter-
actions, and probabilistic distributions described by links between discrete variables
and continuous state variables (x’s) can be learnt through unsupervised clustering
techniques such as Dirichlet Process Mixture (DPM)model. On the other hand, con-
tinuous state variables, transition models between the state at time k and its value at
time k − 1, and likelihood models between observations (z’s) and state variables can
be learnt through techniques like Gaussian Process (GP) regression or GANs.

The filtering block estimates and predicts sequentially the latent states
{
xi

k , ai
k

}

given the densities for the initial state
{
xi

0, ai
0

}
and the measurements up to time k

(zi
1:k). For this purpose, particle filtering-based methods can be used such asMarkov

Jump Particle Filter (MJPF) or Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter (RBPF).
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4.6 Conclusion and future directions

This chapter addresses the application of learning techniques to dynamic models for
wireless communications. Indeed, PHY-layer security is gathering ever growing in-
terest in the research world due to the high vulnerability of wireless communications
to external attacks such as jamming attacks. This is the main objective for which a
detailed discussion of selected techniques in the current state-of-the-art is provided
throughout the sections above. Some probable and interesting future directions in
this framework are also introduced in order to show the evolution of CR, which has
been conceived to overcome the shortage of available bands in the wireless spec-
trum, towards a wider paradigm designed for interactive and cognitive environments.
Considering that, dynamic and interaction are decisive concepts to enable cognition
which is on the basis of self-aware (and self-adaptive) devices. To this end, time-
information seems to be a key component in processing dynamic signals (in Chapter
3, time-frequency analysis was employed to detect signals in the spectrum of interest
and to extract both time and frequency information). Several statistical models are
described, most of them are based on a Bayesian approach and represented through
probabilistic graphical models which highlight both temporal dependencies, namely
dynamics of the system, and entity-to-entity dependencies, namely interactions.

A more practical point of view is described in the example about application di-
rections of ML techniques for cognitive dynamic jamming which lays the foundations
towards complex CDSs to make ICEs become a reality.

In particular, probable future directions include employing techniques and algo-
rithms used for data analysis, image and video processing, robotics, and so forth, in
wireless communications. Indeed, general concepts such as entity, state, and trajec-
tory can be specified to CR as signal, central frequency and bandwidth, and time-
frequency information, respectively. Specifically, representation of wireless signals
(including jammers) through, for example, multilayer perceptron, variational autoen-
coders, or HMMs are not found in the current state-of-the-art and, consequently,
learning techniques to learn such kind of dynamic models in a jamming context are
not either.

In the following chapter, recent developments on learning dynamic models fol-
lowing the data-driven approach with deep network architectures are presented as en-
ablers of self-aware systems. Indeed, the main objective of current research is to build
AI-based CR devices. In particular, a bio-inspired approach, based on deep networks,
could enhance the learning process by combining cognition with self-awareness and
self-adaptation in CR devices for future PHY-layer security.
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5 AI principles and Deep Generative
Models

Figure 5.1: Learning phase (stage 2)

As mentioned in Sec. 2.1, CR has re-
cently been defined to exhibit three in-
tegral attributes which are observations,
reconfiguration, and cognition. Learn-
ing and reasoning are the fundamental
aspects of cognition but cognition can-
not be achieved until and unless CR net-
work subsumes intelligence, which can
be developed by implementing AI tech-
niques [7] following a data-driven approach. In particular, data-driven self-awareness
in CR based on deep learning is the major innovation provided in the remaining part
of this thesis. For this reason, an overview of related concepts from neuroscience
along with the motivation of deep learning can be found in the following sections.
Spectrum abnormality detection in CR is then briefly described. Finally, three recent
deep generative models (C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE) are presented as part of the
proposed research in the learning block (stage 2) of the diagram of Fig. 5.1.

5.1 AI basis: self-aware systems and the free-energy
principle

Self-awareness [32]: in the scientific community, the concept of fundamental char-
acteristic of autonomic systems is defined as “to be autonomic, a computing system
needs to know itself.” In particular, the autonomic computing literature, which made
large efforts to provide systems with greater levels of autonomy and the ability to
manage themselves [27], proposes four supporting properties of autonomic systems
[9]: self-awareness, environment-awareness (or self-situation), self-monitoring and
self-adjustment. All of them have been a focus not only of artificial intelligence re-
searchers, but computer engineers have also identified these basic concepts as part of
future systems that use run-time knowledge about themselves [32].
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To this end, the notion of computational self-awareness has been introduced as in-
terpretation of self-awareness in computing systems inspired by human self-awareness
in psychology. In [37], self-awareness assumes a twofold meaning. Explicit SA de-
fined as “the capacity to become the object of one’s own attention” and based on the
ability to consider oneself as an object or entity within the world, and implicit SA
which is subjective where the individual is aware of its experiences within the world.
These experiences are private to the individual, and are typically not externally ob-
servable.

Considering that, self-aware computing systems are computing systems that [29]:
1. learnmodels capturing knowledge about themselves and their environment (such

as their structure, design, state, possible actions, and runtime behaviour) on an
ongoing basis and

2. reason using the models (e.g., predict, analyze, consider, and plan) enabling
them to act based on their knowledge and reasoning (e.g., explore, explain,
report, suggest, self-adapt, or impact their environment) in accordance with
higher-level goals, which may also be subject to change.

Recently, it has been suggested that important processes such as self-awareness
can be explained within a free-energy framework [13]. As described in the follow-
ing paragraph, this could be a result of the brain’s attempts to minimise the amount
of free-energy (or ‘surprise’) in sensory systems in order to be in states where the
environment is highly predictable through the optimisation of predictions about the
sensory consequences of events occurring in the environment [2].

The free-energy principle [2]: to have an idea about the principle, let us mention
the sentence in [19] "biological agents resist a natural tendency towards disorder
in a constantly changing environment". Basically, the brain (as the organ within an
agent that evaluates information about the external and internal states and resists dis-
order) must have a low level of entropy (entropy being the surprise averaged over all
events encountered) [19]. To do this, the brain only needs to minimise surprise associ-
ated with the current event by making predictions about what sensorial consequences
will be evoked by events in the environment. Predictions are updated and optimised
continuously over time in order that a low level of entropy is maintained across the
brain. In the long-term, this means that the brain as a whole minimises the average
of surprise in all sensory systems, learning how best to model and predict incoming
sensory input. Additionally, it means that short-term phasic surprises (‘prediction er-
rors’), which are processed locally at each node of each sensory system, are avoided
by actions that minimise surprise. Free-energy acts as the upper bound on the level
of surprise, which necessitates that surprise is minimised in two ways [20, 18].
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Firstly, agents can act upon the environment to alter the incoming sensory events in
a manner that minimises prediction errors namely minimises surprise across the brain
as actions with surprising sensory outcomes are avoided and prediction errors are
kept at a low level. Secondly, prediction errors can cause agents to update estimates
about the causes of the sensory events [6, 19], in order to obtain optimal inferences
about the actual causes of sensory events. Expectations are made prior to any event
based on representations of the probability of a sensory event occurring and, when
there is a sensory event which is discrepant from the expected input, the prediction
errors cause an update of the prior expectations dynamically. In this way, with the
updated estimates of the priors of the causes of a sensory event, future expectations
are modified in a way that similar sensory events in the future are predicted [14, 16].

The brain is therefore dynamically processing shifting generative models about
what is causing incoming sensory events, based on probabilistic predictions about
how likely something is to have happened and what the likely causes are.

The interested readers are invited to read Damasio [8], Friston [40, 17, 20, 15],
Haykin [26, 25, 24], and Penrose [23] for more information about the immense uni-
verse around understanding biological brain and artificial intelligence in a multidisci-
plinary basis. In particular, Friston introduces the concept of free energy minimization
based on generalised states in neuroscience.

This is the reason a generalized state vector is investigated in this thesis as repre-
sentation of the instantaneous spectrum. In this way, abnormality indicator, Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve, and Area Under ROC Curve/Accuracy are metrics
used to obtain a certain measure of self-awareness of the radio spectrum, as shown in
Chapter 7.

To conclude, the innovation lies in a fact that self-awareness can be implemented
through generative models (even in CR) especially thanks to the recent advances in
multi-layers networks architectures in the context of deep learning, as shown in the
following sections.

5.2 AI and Self-Awareness in CR

Cognitive radio (CR) was introduced in 1999 by ref. [36] for a flexible spectrum ac-
cess where CR is defined as the integration of model-based reasoning with software
radio technologies [35]. In 2005, a review of the CR concept is given and treated as
brain-empowered wireless communications [24]. CR is a radio or system that senses
the environment, analyzes its transmission parameters, and then makes decisions to
improve the utilization of the radio electromagnetic spectrum and maintain highly
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Figure 5.2: Learning loop in cognitive radios [1]

reliable communications. In this way, CR can be an intelligent wireless communica-
tion system that is aware of its environment by using methodologies to learn from the
environment and adapt to statistical variations in the input stimuli [24].

Consequently, CR devices need to be equipped with learning and reasoning abil-
ities where the cognitive engine needs to coordinate the actions of the CR by making
use of AI and deep learning techniques. In this context, self-awareness has been
recognised as a valuable property of CR [32].

The learning loop in cognitive radios is shown in Fig. 5.2 which can provide a
certain degree of SA and can be presented as follows: (1) sensing the radio frequency
(RF) parameters, (2) observing the environment and analyzing its feedback, (3) learn-
ing, (4) keeping the decisions and observations for updating the model and obtaining
better accuracy in future decision-making, and finally (5) deciding on abnormality
situations [5, 42].

In [46], the CR is introduced from the perspectives of AI which may be repre-
sented but not limited to the following learning techniques: fuzzy logic, genetic al-
gorithms, neural networks, game theory, reinforcement learning, support vector ma-
chine, case-based reasoning, decision tree, entropy, Bayesian, Markov model, multi-
agent systems, and artificial bee colony algorithm. The various cognitive radio net-
work tasks need different learning techniques, such as supervised/unsupervised learn-
ing and single-agent/multi-agent, to learn and adapt to any change in the environment.
In addition, a CR may not have any prior knowledge of the operating RF environment
such as noise, interference, and spectrum activity. Therefore, the most suitable learn-
ing technique depends on (1) the available information, (2) spectrum characteristics,
and (3) the CR task and problem to address.

In any case, it is possible to take advantage from deep learning techniques which
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is the objective of this work. Deep architectures lay the basis for AI-based implemen-
tation of cognitive capabilities like self-awareness in CR devices. This work, where
detection of abnormal activities inside the observed spectrum by means of deep gen-
erative models enhances the self-awareness capability, can be considered as a little
step toward AI-enabled radio and network. A brief introduction to the concept of
abnormality detection as an SA functionality in CR is now introduced.

5.3 Deep learning for data-driven SA

Recently, effective implementation of (data-driven) SA employs deep learning which
is a set of methods that allows a machine to automatically discover the hidden rep-
resentations of raw data for detection or classification purposes [30]. Conventional
machine learning techniques were limited in their ability to process natural data in
their raw form. Indeed, many existing machine learning algorithms use what are
called shallow architectures, including neural networks with only one hidden layer,
kernel regression, and support vector machines, amongmany others [43]. Theoretical
results show that the internal representations learned by such systems are necessarily
simple and are incapable of extracting certain types of complex structure from rich
sensory input [4, 3]. Training these systems also requires large amounts of labeled
training data.

By contrast, recent discoveries in neuroscience strongly suggest that building brain
inspired structures or systems requires deep architectures, models composed of sev-
eral layers of nonlinear processing. It appears that, for example, object recognition
in the visual cortex uses many layers of non-linear processing and requires very lit-
tle labeled input [31]. A basis representation of the biological neuron is shown in
Fig. 5.3(a) along with the corresponding mathematical representation (perceptor) in

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of: a) a biological neuron [38]
and b) the corresponding artificial neuron (perceptor) [11]
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Fig. 5.3(b). Thus, development of new and efficient learning algorithms for models
with deep architectures that can also make efficient use of a large supply of unlabeled
sensory input is of crucial importance. An example of deep architecture is shown in
Fig. 5.4. It is the ConvNet structure consisting on four convolutional layers as well
as max-pooling layers.

Deep learning methods are representation learning methods with multiple lev-
els of abstraction, obtained by composing simple but non-linear modules that each
transform the representation at one level (starting with the raw input) into a represen-
tation at a higher, slightly more abstract level. With the composition of enough such
transformations, very complex functions can be learned. In this way, deep learning
allows computational models composed of multiple processing layers to learn rep-
resentations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are two examples of deep
architectures that resulted in the rapid adoption of deep learning.

Deep learning is thus making major advances in solving problems following a
data-driven approach that have resisted the best attempts of the AI community for
many years. It has turned out to be very good at discovering intricate structures in
high-dimensional data and is therefore applicable to many domains of science, busi-
ness, and government. Indeed, deep learning can effectively enable AI and data-
driven SA.

Figure 5.4: An example of deep network: the ConvNet structure for
DeepID2 feature extraction [44]

The spectrum abnormality detection is now described in detail as part of the pro-
posed basic SA module, along with the deep generative models employed to perform
this task in CR devices. The abnormality measurement (or indicator) is defined for
each of the three models.
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5.4 Proposed SA functionality: spectrum abnormal-
ity detection

In the radio environment, normal spectrum activity or behaviour means that the signal
is predictable because already observed and, consequently, the implemented model
is capable of obtaining accurate estimates (and predictions) of the signal by using
learned information gathered from past experience. Such a model describes a dy-
namic equilibrium condition that should be verified according to previous experiences
recorded in such data series if a normal situation occurs.

Consequently, a CR device, which is transmitting in the radio spectrum and ob-
serving simultaneously the environment, can notice by using the learnt model any
deviation from the normal situation (i.e. similar to what it was learned from pre-
vious experience) because the hypothesized model does not produce the estimates
(and predictions) accurately. This happens, for example, when the strategy has not
been observed in past experiences or from a security point of view, that behaviour is
different (or not allowed) from legitimate behaviour.

The detected differences (called abnormalities) can be used either by the control
system to apply abnormality mitigation strategies or by the SA module itself to in-
crementally learn new models that describe different dynamic equilibrium situations
not included in previous experiences. This contributes to an innovative Cognitive
PHY-layer security in wireless communications.

From the system point of view in Fig. 5.5, normality models are learned during
the training phase by estimating the model parameters from the observed normality
spectrum where rules or activities follow normality patterns. After having trained
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the models using only normal data, predictions of variables and observations are pro-
duced from the learned representation at each time instant during the testing phase. A
generative model can be used for abnormality detection; since the learnt model is not
able to generate approximations of abnormal events at testing time (because trained
with normal data only), a normality condition is said to be probabilistically verified
if updates and related predictions are consistent, while excess of deviations of up-
dated observations from predictions corresponds to abnormalities where the signal’s
behaviour is different from the patterns observed during the training.

In the following sections, a detailed description of the generative models used in
the proposed research is introduced. While, the implemented abnormality detection
through generative models is presented in Chapter 6.

5.5 Deep generative models for spectrum abnormality
detection

In the last few years, many of themost interesting advancements in the field of learning
have come through novel applications of deep learning to generative modeling tasks.
By definition, a generative model describes how a dataset is generated, in terms of
a probabilistic model. By sampling from this model, it is possible to generate new
data [12]. Indeed, generative models encode full probability distributions and specify
how to generate data that fit such distributions. In other words, such models can infer
relevant structure from the data which consists of many features. The learnt model
can generate new sets of features that look as if they have been created using the same
rules as the original data. The model must include a stochastic (random) element that
influences the individual samples generated by the model.

Mathematically, in the generative modeling framework [12]:
• let us assume that the observations x have been generated according to some
unknown distribution pθ (x), where θ is the parameter vector of the data distri-
bution;

• a generative model qφ (x) with parameter vector φ tries to approximate pθ (x).
If successful, qφ (x) can be sampled to generate observations that appear to
have been drawn from pθ (x).

Generative modeling is usually performed with an unlabeled dataset (that is, as a form
of unsupervised learning), though it can also be applied to a labeled dataset to learn
how to generate observations from each distinct class. In this case, a generative model
that estimates the distribution pθ (x|y) should be built.
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The objective is reached when both the model can generate examples that appear
to have been drawn from pθ (x) and the model can generate examples that are suit-
ably different from the observations x. In other words, the model should not simply
reproduce things it have already seen.

Generative modeling challenges include how the model copes with the high de-
gree of conditional dependence between features and how the model finds one of the
tiny proportion of satisfying possible generated observations among a high-dimensional
sample space. Deep learning is the key to solving both of these challenges.

Some deep architectures employed in the proposed research are now discussed
along with some details on how they are applied as abnormality detector.

5.6 GAN, C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE

Deep learning aims at representing probability distributions through hierarchicalmod-
els, which has been witnessed to produce promising results over data encountered in
AI applications [21, 3]. Recent research deploys deep convolutional networks (CNNs)
to form new architectures where any pooling layers are replaced with strided con-
volutions and fractional-strided convolutions (for example, in networks representing
a generator, a discriminator, an encoder, and a decoder) while fully connected hid-
den layers are removed for deeper architectures. In this way, convolutional structures
achieve high sample quality and high training stability. In this thesis, three generative
models are investigated and, then, compared.

Basic GANs: as shown in Fig. 5.6, the generative adversarial networks (GANs) con-
sist of both a generative model G, with model distribution pg that captures the data
distribution pdata (x), and a discriminative model D that learns to determine whether
a sample is from pg or pdata (x) by estimating the probability D (x) that a sample
comes from the data distribution rather than the model distribution [21]. The train-
ing data is denoted as x, the mapping to data space is represented by G

(
z;θg

)
with

parameters θg, z is random noise with prior pz (z), while D (x;θd) represents the
discriminator with parameters θd that outputs a single scalar. Both G and D can be
represented by a non-linear mapping function such as a multilayer perceptron. The
two models are simultaneously trained. The training procedure for G is to minimize
the probability log(1 − D (G (x))) that D makes correct decision. While D is trained
to maximize the probability log(D (x)) of correctly differentiating the training sam-
ples from generated samples. This framework corresponds to a two-player min-max
game with cost function V (G, D) given in [21]. In the space of arbitrary functions G

and D, a unique solution exists, with G recovering the training data distribution and
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Figure 5.6: Deep GAN diagram

D equal to 1/2 everywhere. In GANs, the objective function of the two-player game
is given by:

min
G

max
D

V (D, G) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D (x)] + Ez∼pz (z) [log (1 − D (G (z)))] (5.1)

In an unconditioned generative model, there is no control on modes of the data be-
ing generated. However, by conditioning the model on additional information it is
possible to direct the data generation process.

In the following, the two variants of the basic GANmodel, C-GAN and AC-GAN
[33], investigated in the proposed framework are described in details.

Conditional GAN (C-GAN): By conditioning the basic GAN model on additional
information y (e.g. class labels), it is possible to direct the data generation process.
This model is called C-GAN [34] shown in Fig. 5.7(a).
Conditional GAN (C-GAN) - Training Phase: the C-GAN consists of both a gen-
erative model G that captures the data distribution and a discriminative model D that
estimates the probability of a sample comes from that data distribution. Both G and
D can be represented by a non-linear mapping function that is learnt during the train-
ing phase. G maps a random noise z to data space x. This mapping is represented by
G (z|y). While D acts as a binary classifier and outputs a single scalar represented by
D (x|y). The training procedure for G is to minimize the probability that D makes a
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correct decision. While D is trained to maximize the probability of correctly differen-
tiating the training samples from the generated samples. This framework corresponds
to a two-player min-max game. The corresponding cost function is given by:

min
G

max
D

V (D, G) = Ex∼pdata (x) [log D (x|y)]+

+ Ez∼pz (z) [log (1 − D (G (z|y)))] (5.2)

where pdata (x) is the data distribution and pz (z) is the prior.
Due to the conditioning variable y, C-GANs belong to the supervised learning family.
Nevertheless, for the purpose of this work, no actual labels are assigned to y since a
null value is constantly given regardless the input data (normality or abnormal). Con-
sidering that, the C-GAN is employed as unsupervised learning method because no
priory information is required for each kind of input data.
Conditional GAN (C-GAN) - Testing Phase: the parameters of both G and D net-
works are not updated through the optimization of the cost function. Deviations be-
tween prediction and observation are detected based on the following anomaly mea-
surement:

db0 = |lMSE
real − lMSE

f ake | (5.3)

where the general formula to represent the MSE loss for two vectors u and v is given
by:

lMSE (u, v) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

(un − vn)2 (5.4)

Let u be the output of the discriminator, v the corresponding adversarial ground
truth, and N the batch size (in this case, lMSE is the adversarial loss). Specifically,
lMSE
real = 1

N
∑N

n=1
(
un, real − vn, real

)2 is the MSE loss computed at the discriminator
when the input is the real data x, while lMSE

f ake = 1
N

∑N
n=1

(
un, f ake − vn, f ake

)2
is the

MSE loss when the input is the one generated by the generator from G(z|y). The
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notation | · | represents the absolute value function. By sequentially computing the
percentile value over a number of time instants (samples), where the difference in Eq.
(5.3) is computed, an abnormality indicator (db0) can be obtained.

Auxiliary Classifier GAN (AC-GAN): Alternatively, the discriminator can be mod-
ified with reconstructing the class information ŷ. In this way, the discriminator will
contain an auxiliary decoder network that outputs the class label for the training data.
This variant of the GAN architecture is called auxiliary classifier GAN (or AC-GAN)
[39] and shown in Fig. 5.7(b).
Auxiliary ClassifierGAN (AC-GAN) - Training Phase: G uses both the class labels
y and the noise z to generate data samples (fake data), x f ake. In this case, the discrim-
inator computes both the probability distribution of the sources, p (s|x), and of the
class labels, p (y|x) such that D (x) = (p (s|x) , p (y|x)). The source of the data, s,
refers to the decision of the discriminator, namely either real data, sreal , or fake data,
s f ake. Consequently, the objective function consists of both the log-likelihood of the
correct source, Ls, and the log-likelihood of the correct class, Ly, as follows:

Ls = E [log p (sreal |xreal )] + E
[
log p

(
s f ake |x f ake

)]
(5.5)

Ly = E [log p (ŷ|xreal )] + E
[
log p

(
ŷ|x f ake

)]
(5.6)

D maximizes the probability of correctly classifying real and fake samples (Ls) and
correctly predicting the class label (Ly) of a real or fake sample (Ls + Ly). G mini-
mizes the ability of the discriminator to discriminate real and fake samples while also
maximizing the ability of the discriminator in predicting the class label of real and
fake samples (Ly − Ls).
Auxiliary Classifier GAN (AC-GAN) - Testing Phase: as in C-GAN, in this phase
the parameters of both G and D networks are not updated, and the anomaly measure-
ment defined in Eq. (5.7) is utilized to detect deviations as follows:

db0 = |lreal − l f ake | (5.7)

The general formula to represent the loss for two vectors u and v is given by:

l (u, v) = lL8 + lCE =
1
N

N∑
n=1

(un − vn)8 + lCE (5.8)

where lL8 is the L8-loss (adversarial loss) and lCE is the Cross Entropy loss (auxiliary
loss). As in C-GAN, lreal and l f ake can be computed from Eq. 5.8. By sequentially
computing the percentile value over a number of time instants (samples), where the
difference in Eq. (5.7) is computed, an abnormality indicator (db0) can be obtained.
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Variational Auto Encoders (VAEs) - Training Phase: VAEs learn a stochastic map-
ping between an observed data space x, whose empirical distribution is typically com-
plicated, and a latent space z, whose distribution can be relatively simple [28]. z rep-
resents a compressed low dimensional representation of the input x. VAEs consist of
two models, the encoder or inference model, and the decoder or generative model (re-
fer to Fig. 5.8). The generative model (decoder) learns the joint distribution pθ (x, z).
The inference model (encoder) qφ (z|x), approximates the true but intractable pos-
terior pθ (z|x) of the generative model. The model parameters of the decoder and
encoder are denoted by θ and φ, respectively. While, µ and σ are the mean and
standard deviation of the multivariate distribution qφ (z|x). ε ∼ N (0, I) is a noise
random variable. Ideally, the reconstructed input x′ is approximately identical to x,
x ≈ x′. The distribution qφ (z|x) can be parameterized using deep neural networks.
In this case, the variational parameters φ include the weights and biases of the neural
network.

VAEs provide a computationally efficient way for optimizing the generative model
jointly with the corresponding inference model. The model parameters (φ), also
called variational parameters, are optimized such that:

qφ (z|x) ≈ pθ (z|x) (5.9)

by using the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) which is the variational lower bound
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Figure 5.8: Diagram of the VAE
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on the log-likelihood of the data given by:

Lθ,φ (x) = Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x, z) − log qφ (z|x)] = log pθ (x)−DK L
(
qφ (z|x) | |pθ (x, z)

)
(5.10)

The second term in Eq. (5.10) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between
qφ (z|x) and pθ (x, z), which is non-negative. Due to the non-negativity of the KL
divergence, the ELBO is a lower bound on the log-likelihood of the data:

Lθ,φ (x) ≤ log pθ (x) (5.11)

This lower bound Lθ,φ (x) is known as the negative variational free energy be-
cause it can also be expressed as a negative "energy" Eqφ (z|x) [log pθ (x, z)] plus the
entropy of qφ (z|x) given by the negative of the divergence DK L

(
qφ (z|x) | |pθ (x, z)

)
[45].

The KL divergence DK L
(
qφ (z|x) | |pθ (x, z)

)
determines two ’distances’:

1. by definition, the KL divergence of the approximate posterior from the true
posterior;

2. the gap between the ELBO Lθ,φ (x) and the marginal likelihood log pθ (x); this
is also called the tightness of the bound. The better qφ (z|x) approximates the
true (posterior) distribution pθ (z|x), in terms of the KL divergence, the smaller
the gap.

Consequently, that maximization of the ELBO Lθ,φ (x) w.r.t. the parameters θ
and φ, will approximately maximize the marginal likelihood pθ (x) and minimize the
KL divergence of the approximation qφ (z|x) from the true posterior pθ (z|x).

An important property of the ELBO, is that it allows joint optimization w.r.t. all
parameters (θ and φ).
Variational Auto Encoders (VAEs) - Testing Phase: the parameters θ and φ are not
updated so that the encoder and the decoder are the ones learned during training. In
this phase, a way of measuring the similarity between the observation and prediction
is related to the reconstruction error which gives the anomaly measurement db0 (refer
to Fig. 5.8) computed as follows:

db0 =
((
µx − µ̂

)T C−1
σ̂2

(
µx − µ̂

))8
(5.12)

where µx is the mean vector from the input data with dimension d (for the sake of
completeness, σx is the standard deviation vector from the input data), and µ̂ and σ̂
are the mean and standard deviation vectors from the reconstructed data vector with
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the same dimension d. These quantities are the output of neural networks whose input
is x and x′, respectively. C−1

σ̂2 is a covariance matrix given by diag(σ̂2
1, . . . , σ̂2

d).
One advantage of the VAE framework, with respect to ordinary Variational In-

ference (VI), is that the inference model (also called recognition model) is now a
(stochastic) function of the input variables.

Both the inference model and the generative model can be based on a neural-
network. Neural networks are a particularly flexible and computationally scalable
type of function approximator. In some cases, models are based on neural networks
with multiple ’hidden’ layers of artificial neurons forming a deep neural network.

VAEs and GANs seem to have complementary properties: while GANs can gen-
erate data of high subjective perceptual quality, they tend to lack full support over
the data [22], as opposed to likelihood-based generative models. Indeed, VAEs, like
other likelihood-based models, generate more dispersed samples, but are better den-
sity models in terms of the likelihood criterion. As such, many hybrid models have
been proposed to try to represent the best of both models [10, 22, 41].

In chapter 6, the proposed approach, based on learning deep generative models
for an AI-based spectrum abnormality detection in CR, is discussed in details where
the data is represented by a generalized state vector. Consequently, networks in the
investigated generative models consist of one-dimensional (1D) layers such as 1D-
convolutions.
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6 AI-based spectrum abnormality
detection: system model ∗

Figure 6.1: Abnormality detection phase
(stage 3)

Following the motivation and objectives
for the general scheme of the proposed
research, introduced in Chapter 1 and
described throughout this thesis, the im-
plementation of the methodology for ab-
normality detection at the PHY-layer of
CR, by using three deep generative mod-
els (C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE), is de-
scribed in details in this chapter. Some
related work is firstly introduced. This is
stage 3 of the general cognitive capability diagram in Fig. 6.1 where the cognitive ca-
pability is implemented through AI techniques to enhance the SA. As a contribution,
AI-based abnormality detection is performed in a multi-signals wideband spectrum
with the mmWave technology.

6.1 Related work

Recently, it has been emphasized on the implementation of AI techniques in CR in
order to accomplish several tasks which are achieved from automatic optimization
of parameters and learning of complex models directly from data. A comprehensive
overview of learning and reasoning along with details onmachine learning techniques
for CR are provided in [7, 2], while advanced AI methods in a CR framework can be
found in [1]. By using such methodologies and techniques, promising results are
obtained in a range of wireless applications. An intelligent modulation and/or cod-
ing scheme selection algorithm in CR based on deep reinforcement learning is pro-
posed in [18]. Authors address the imperfect spectrum sensing issue in a cognitive
heterogeneous network where secondary transmitters may cause interference to the
primary receiver (PR) and make it difficult for the PR to select a proper modulation
∗
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and/or coding scheme. Authors in [17] propose a convolutional neural network-based
deep learning algorithm for primary user (PU) activity detection in spectrum sensing.
The idea is to employ a data-driven deep learning approach, which requires neither
a signal-noise probability model nor the PU activity pattern model. Automatic mod-
ulation recognition (AMR) in CR through deep learning is investigated in [16]. The
authors propose a deep learning-based method combined with two convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) to recognize modulation modes. A CNN is trained on samples
composed of in-phase and quadrature component signals, while a second CNN is
based on constellation diagrams. The objective in ref. [9] is to develop a deep rein-
forcement learning-based power control method for the problem of spectrum sharing
in a CR system consisting of a primary user and a secondary user which work in a
non-cooperative manner. CR is also investigated in the TV White Space band and is
enabled by machine learning-based spectrum analysis [10].

Abnormality signal detection has also been a significant concern in CR and several
techniques based on AI have been implemented to detect abnormal signals. Never-
theless, the literature does not provide exhaustive work in the domain of abnormal
signal detection for CR using AI techniques. Therefore, abnormal signal detection
in PHY-layer is still a challenging task. A deep predictive coding neural network,
trained using image sequences generated from the time-frequency spectrograms and
spectral correlation functions of the received RF signal that correspond to normal
behaviour, is proposed in [14] where abnormal signals are detected if there is a devia-
tion between actual and predicted image sequence of the signal. On the other hand, in
[8], autonomous detection of electromagnetic spectrum anomalies based on spectrum
amplitude probability and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been proposed. The
training process estimates the HMM parameters for different models while the testing
process decides which abnormality pattern the testing data belongs to. Rajendran et

al. proposed in [12] an adversarial autoencoder (AAE) for spectrum anomaly detec-
tion with interpretable features based on power spectral density (PSD) data. In [4],
authors apply deep-structure auto-encoder neural networks to detect signal anomalies.
Signal time-frequency features are used to train the auto-encoders network, which acts
as a one-class classifier, relying on the reconstruction error of the network to decide
whether the signal is anomalous or not. An interferencemitigation algorithm based on
neural networks and spectral correlation for wide-band radios, to detect and classify
signals with different modulation schemes, is presented in [15]. In ref. [3], classi-
fication of RF spectrum modulations and detection of radio frequency anomalies in
radar systems is implemented by using CNNs trained on waveform images. The au-
thors proposed two techniques that use the activations of the last hidden layer of the
CNNs to detect anomalies. The aforementioned citations played an important role
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in implementing AI-based techniques in CR to detect abnormalities inside the radio
spectrum. However, in this thesis, a framework that can be implemented at physical
layer level and deals with high data dimensionality is proposed, providing by that a
framework that mimics the real-world applications and the dynamic nature of CRs.

6.2 Approach based on Dynamic Bayesian Networks

Before investigating the proposed approach based on C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE,
a previous comparative study with two generative model-based approaches was also
conducted by detecting abnormal behaviours inside the radio spectrum in two dif-
ferent applications. Specifically, to investigate the first two functionalities of SA,
which are essential to achieve the third functionality, two AI-based Abnormality De-
tection techniques were proposed, the Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks
(C-GANs) and the Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs). Both of the techniques are
based on learning Generative Models (GANs and DBNs are examples of such mod-
els) used for probabilistic reasoning on the observed data [6]. GAN is one of the most
crucial research avenues in the field of AI as an unsupervised learning technique and
its outstanding data generation capacity has received extensive attention [11]. GAN
was proposed in the study due to its fast and accurate inferences which are based on a
likelihood-free algorithm. DBNs belong to the Switching Dynamic Models (SDMs)
that are used successfully to improve decision making and tracking capabilities in
different applications [13]. DBN was proposed due to its ability to model linear and
non-linear dynamics corresponding to switching variables employing Bayesian filters
such as Kalman and Particle filters.

The two applications differed in the data dimensionality and the PHY-layer level
at which the AI-method was implemented. In the first application, the AI method (C-
GAN) was applied just after the receiving antenna and the down-conversion process
where multi-signals representations were extracted from a wideband spectrum with a
high sampling rate and, consequently, high dimensionality data. On the other hand,
in the second application, the method (DBN) was employed after down-conversion,
cyclic prefix removal and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) block at the CR device side
where signals with low dimensionality and low sampling rate were extracted.

By implementing the DBN, it was possible to learn switching models from data
series of generalized states where each switching variable could be associated with
a different linear dynamic model. Therefore, such an approach was applied to low
dimensionality data (Second Application), where the number of possible switching
dynamicmodels to be included in different Bayesian (e.g. Kalman) filters was limited.
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On the contrary, C-GAN was employed for high-dimensionality data (First Applica-
tion) because learning a DBN in this case with high dimensionality data would have
generated a vast vocabulary of switching variables, making the model computation-
ally intractable. GANs can effectively manage a high number of different dynamic
models implicitly but (and this is their main drawback) they are unable to manage
uncertainty as a DBN does with probabilistic knowledge.

However, the work in this thesis investigates both GAN-based models and VAE to
perform abnormality detection.

6.3 The proposed approach based on Deep Genera-
tive Model

The general scheme of the proposed research is depicted in Fig. 6.2. In this sec-
tion, a clear and complete overview of the contributions and innovations, provided by
this thesis, are represented in the blocks of the general scheme. It can be employed
in the Cognitive PHY-layer security with mmWave transmission. The radio environ-
ment represents wireless communication in which transmissions are involved in the
mmWave band. Motivation for mmWave is given in Sec. 7.1. A CR system observes
and gathers information about the spectrum occupancy where multiple signals dy-
namically occupy the available channels. However, processing and sensing such a
dynamic spectrum in the considered scenario requires suitable techniques. To this
end, Stockwell Transform (ST) is used to extract the time-frequency representation of
the spectrum following the approach presented in Sec. 3.5.2. From such a represen-
tation, a generalized state vector is formed, as defined in ref. [5]. It consists of the
current state in terms of amplitude (A) and its first-order derivative (Ȧ):

x = [Ach,k , Ȧch,k ]; ch ∈ {1, . . . , N } (6.1)

where k is the time instant at which each value A related to the ch-th channel is ex-
tracted fromST and N is the total number of channels. Alternatively, different features
from the ST representation can also be analysed as mentioned in Sec. 3.5.4. From the
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generalized state vector, the proposed deep generative models presented in this chap-
ter will learn the dynamics of the radio environment and how the signals are evolving
with time. To this end, one-dimensional (1D) layers, such as 1D-convolutions, are
employed in these models (Secs. 6.3.2 - 6.3.3). The anomaly detection exploits indi-
cators, denoted db0, from the generative models, as discussed in Sec. 5.6.

For validation purpose, a wideband spectrum at 28 GHz with 800 MHz total fre-
quency range consisting of 8 channels has been generated by using the mmWave sys-
tem in Sec. 2.3.3. However, as mentioned in Sec. 2.2.3, several mmWave bands have
been allocated in different parts of the mmWave spectrum, from the 28 GHz band to
the 80 GHz band, even with larger bandwidths than 800 MHz. Considering that, it
is worth mentioning that the complexity of the proposed abnormality detection ap-
proach, in Fig. 6.2, is mostly related to the complexity of the ST computation (related
to the length of the input time-series) and the complexity of the deep generative model
(related to the length of the generalized state vector). These two factors depend on
the sampling rate of the signal, on the frequency range of the observed spectrum and,
from a certain point of view, on the number of channels inside it.

To reduce the complexity of the algorithm when the frequency range (relative to
the specific band of interest) is large, the ST can be computed on a reduced number
of frequency samples (whenever all the frequency information inside each channel
is not necessary), and/or the algorithm can analyse only the portion of the spectrum
of interest (whenever the dynamic spectrum is restricted to a limited portion of the
whole frequency band). Alternatively, abnormality detection can be performed by
sequentially shifting a frequency window, with shorter range, in the mmWave band;
for example, in a centralized networkwhere the coordinator node can be a base station.
Moreover, compressed sampling can also be applied to the input time-series.

In any case, under the same frequency range, the abnormality detection perfor-
mance would not be influenced by the mmWave band. Indeed, the learning method is
applied to features (forming the generalized state vector) extracted from the observed
wideband signal in the specific mmWave band; an example is described in Sec. 6.3.1.
These features would not depend much on the specific band of the spectrum in the
mmWave where they are extracted.

6.3.1 Feature extraction through ST and generalized state vector

An example of raw ST representation of a mmWave signal (relative to the 28 GHz
band) in a dynamic scenario is shown in Fig. 6.3 (left image) where a fixed signal is
found at channel number 4 whereas, in the meantime, a moving signal jumps in the
spectrum at different time instants (sequentially, ch 7, ch 2, and ch 6). The delay index
is the shift number of the sliding window of the ST. Signals can be detected from the
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Figure 6.3: ST representation of a wideband dynamic signal: raw rep-
resentation (left), occupied areas (centre) and occupancy represented

by blue areas with contours represented as black lines (right)

ST representation to obtain occupied areas in both the frequency and time domains,
as shown in Fig. 6.3 (middle image). Afterwards, occupancy (considered as energy
locations) and corresponding contours for each occupied area can be extracted as in
Fig. 6.3 (right image). A detailed description of the theoretical aspects of the ST
employed in this work (with description of the proposed approach for high sampling
rate signals) can be found in Sec. 3.5.2. This kind of analysis allows for the extrac-
tion of features such as bandwidth, central frequency, received power or amplitude,
and variance. The extracted values can be mapped into the time-frequency location
of the corresponding signals and, then, represented as bi-dimensional localized dy-
namic features. Derivatives can be computed to obtain the generalized state vector for
each of the considered features. In this case, since the generalized state vector is ex-
tracted from columns from the ST representation and the corresponding derivatives,
its dimensionality is high and mostly related to the frequency resolution in the ST.
The input data to the C-GAN/AC-GAN or VAE based on this kind of representation
is described in detail in Chapter 7, where the amplitude is the feature extracted and
used for validation purposes.

In the following, detailed algorithm descriptions for the three generative models
are presented.

6.3.2 Deep Generative Model Block: C-GAN/AC-GAN

A detailed description of the algorithm implementation is provided below.

Data generation phase

These steps allows data generation from the wideband signal: i) frequency band ex-
traction and down-sampling; ii) ST representation of the wideband spectrum; iii) fea-
ture extraction and representation on a 2D basis.
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Training phase

The C-GAN/AC-GAN is trained on normality data samples (let L be the training
length) related to ST representation of the feature(s) according to the following steps:

• set gradients of all G and D model parameters to zero;

• compute d_real_loss and d_ f ake_loss through the adversarial loss function
(and auxiliary loss function);

• perform the back-propagation of the d_loss = (d_real_loss + d_ f ake_loss)/2
by computing gradient of the losses w.r.t all the parameters in the losses;

• perform a parameter update based on the current gradients.

When training finishes, the learnt C-GAN/AC-GAN model is ready to be used in the
testing process.

Testing phase

Testing is performed according to the following steps (let T the testing length):

• the G and D optimizers are switched off so that the C-GAN/AC-GAN model is
the one learnt during training;

• apply C-GAN/AC-GAN to normality and abnormality data samples related to
ST representation of the feature(s);

• compute the d_real_loss, d_ f ake_loss, and d_loss through the adversarial
loss function (and auxiliary loss function);

• compute the abnormality indicator db0 from the |d_real_loss− d_ f ake_loss |

whichwill be used for the binary classification at the time instant t (t-th sample).

Further details can be found in the following lines of Python code. Note that AC-GAN
includes one-dimensional (1D) layers such as 1D-convolutions.

C-GAN:

# ----------- G E N E R A T O R ------------------

class Generator(nn.Module):

def __init__(self):

super(Generator , self).__init__()

self.label_emb = nn.Embedding(opt.n_classes , opt.

n_classes)
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def block(in_feat, out_feat, normalize=True):

layers = [nn.Linear(in_feat, out_feat)]

if normalize:

layers.append(nn.BatchNorm1d(out_feat , 0.8))

layers.append(nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True))

return layers

self.model = nn.Sequential(

*block(opt.latent_dim+opt.n_classes , 128, normalize=

False),

*block(128, 256),

*block(256, 512),

*block(512, 1024),

nn.Linear(1024, int(np.prod(img_shape))),

nn.Tanh()

)

def forward(self, noise, labels):

gen_input = torch.cat((self.label_emb(labels), noise),

-1)

img = self.model(gen_input)

img = img.view(img.size(0), *img_shape)

return img

# ------- D I S C R I M I N A T O R ---------

class Discriminator(nn.Module):

def __init__(self):

super(Discriminator , self).__init__()

self.label_embedding = nn.Embedding(opt.n_classes , opt.

n_classes)

self.model = nn.Sequential(

nn.Linear(opt.n_classes + int(np.prod(img_shape)),

512),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Linear(512, 512),

nn.Dropout(0.4),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Linear(512, 512),

nn.Dropout(0.4),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Linear(512, 1)

)

def forward(self, img, labels):
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d_in = torch.cat((img.view(img.size(0), -1), self.

label_embedding(labels)), -1)

validity = self.model(d_in)

return validity

# Loss function

adversarial_loss = torch.nn.MSELoss()

# Initialize generator and discriminator

generator = Generator()

discriminator = Discriminator()

# Optimizers

optimizer_G = torch.optim.Adam(generator.parameters(), lr=opt.lr

, betas=(opt.b1, opt.b2))

optimizer_D = torch.optim.Adam(discriminator.parameters(), lr=

opt.lr, betas=(opt.b1, opt.b2))

optimizer_G.zero_grad(), optimizer_D.zero_grad() # only

training

# Generate a batch of vectors

gen_vects = generator(z, gen_labels)

# Generator’s ability to fool the discriminator

validity = discriminator(gen_vects , gen_labels)

g_loss = adversarial_loss(validity, valid)

# Discriminator’s ability to discriminate: Loss for real vectors

validity_real = discriminator(GSV, labels)

d_real_loss = adversarial_loss(validity_real , valid)

# Discriminator’s ability to discriminate: Loss for fake vectors

validity_fake = discriminator(gen_vects.detach(), gen_labels)

d_fake_loss = adversarial_loss(validity_fake , fake)

# Loss

d_loss = (d_real_loss + d_fake_loss) / 2

d_loss.backward() # (only training phase)

# Abnormality indicator # (only testing phase)

Dloss[i] = torch.abs(d_real_loss - d_fake_loss)

db0[i] = np.percentile(Dloss[i-300+1:i+1].detach().numpy(),97)

# ============================================================

AC-GAN:

# --------------- G E N E R A T O R ------------------

class Generator(nn.Module):

def __init__(self):

super(Generator , self).__init__()

self.label_emb = nn.Embedding(opt.n_classes , opt.

latent_dim)

self.init_size = opt.img_size // 4 # Initial size

before upsampling
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self.l1 = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(opt.latent_dim , 128 *

(self.init_size) ** 1))

self.conv_blocks = nn.Sequential(

nn.BatchNorm1d(128),

nn.Upsample(scale_factor=2),

nn.Conv1d(128, 128, 3, stride=1, padding=1),

nn.BatchNorm1d(128, 0.8),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Upsample(scale_factor=2),

nn.Conv1d(128, 64, 3, stride=1, padding=1),

nn.BatchNorm1d(64, 0.8),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Conv1d(64, opt.channels , 3, stride=1, padding=1),

nn.Tanh(),

)

def forward(self, noise, labels):

gen_input = torch.mul(self.label_emb(labels), noise)

out = self.l1(gen_input)

out = out.view(out.shape[0], 128, self.init_size)

img = self.conv_blocks(out)

return img

# ------- D I S C R I M I N A T O R ---------

class Discriminator(nn.Module):

def __init__(self):

super(Discriminator , self).__init__()

def discriminator_block(in_filters , out_filters , bn=True

):

block = [nn.Conv1d(in_filters , out_filters , 3, 2, 1)

, nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True), nn.Dropout

(0.25)]

if bn:

block.append(nn.BatchNorm1d(out_filters , 0.8))

return block

self.conv_blocks = nn.Sequential(

*discriminator_block(opt.channels, 16, bn=False),

*discriminator_block(16, 32),

*discriminator_block(32, 64),

*discriminator_block(64, 128),

)

# The height and width

ds_size = opt.img_size // 2 ** 2
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# Output layers

self.adv_layer = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(128 * ds_size

//4 ** 1, 1), nn.Sigmoid())

self.aux_layer = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(128 * ds_size

//4 ** 1, opt.n_classes), nn.Softmax())

def forward(self, img):

out = self.conv_blocks(img)

out = out.view(out.shape[0], -1)

validity = self.adv_layer(out)

label = self.aux_layer(out)

return validity , label

# Loss functions

#adversarial_loss = L8Loss()

auxiliary_loss = torch.nn.CrossEntropyLoss()

# Initialize generator and discriminator

generator = Generator()

discriminator = Discriminator()

# Optimizers

optimizer_G = torch.optim.Adam(generator.parameters(), lr=opt.lr

, betas=(opt.b1, opt.b2))

optimizer_D = torch.optim.Adam(discriminator.parameters(), lr=

opt.lr, betas=(opt.b1, opt.b2))

optimizer_G.zero_grad(), optimizer_D.zero_grad() # only training

# Generate a batch of vectors

gen_vects = generator(z, gen_labels)

# Loss measures generator’s ability to fool the discriminator

validity , pred_label = discriminator(gen_vects)

g_loss = 0.5 * (torch.mean((validity - valid)**8) +

auxiliary_loss(pred_label , gen_labels))

# Discriminator’s ability to discriminate: Loss for real vectors

real_pred , real_aux = discriminator(GSV)

d_real_loss = (torch.mean((real_pred - valid)**8) +

auxiliary_loss(real_aux , labels)) / 2

# Discriminator’s ability to discriminate: Loss for fake vectors

fake_pred , fake_aux = discriminator(gen_vects.detach())

d_fake_loss = (torch.mean((fake_pred - fake)**8) +

auxiliary_loss(fake_aux , gen_labels.long())) / 2

# Loss

d_loss = (d_real_loss + d_fake_loss) / 2

d_loss.backward() # (only training phase)

# Abnormality indicator # (only testing phase)

Dloss[i] = torch.abs(d_real_loss - d_fake_loss)

db0[i] = np.percentile(Dloss[i-300+1:i+1].detach().numpy(),98)

# ============================================================
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6.3.3 Deep Generative Model Block: VAE

The Data generation phase is the same as in C-GAN/AC-GAN.

Training phase

The VAE is trained on normality data samples according to the following steps:

• set gradients of all parameters to zero;

• compute mean and variance of the input vector, the encoded signal, and the
reconstructed vector of the data;

• compute the loss from Lp and KL;

• perform the back-propagation of the loss by computing the gradient of the loss
w.r.t. all the parameters;

• update the networks’ parameters based on the current gradient.

When training finishes, the learnt VAEmodel is ready to be used in the testing process.

Testing phase

Testing is performed according to the following steps:

• the optimizer is not active so that the VAE model is the one learnt during train-
ing;

• apply VAE to normality and abnormality data from ST representation;

• compute the loss from Lp and KL;

• compute the abnormality indicator db0 which will be used for the binary clas-
sification at time instant t (t-th sample).

Further details can be found in the following lines of Python code. Note that VAE
includes one-dimensional (1D) layers such as 1D-convolutions.

VAE:

# ----------- E N C O D E R - D E C O D E R ------------------

class VAE(nn.Module):

def __init__(self, nz):

super(VAE, self).__init__()

self.have_cuda = True

self.nz = nz
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self.encoder = nn.Sequential(

nn.Conv1d(nc, ndf, 4, 4, 1, bias=False),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Conv1d(ndf, ndf * 2, 4, 4, 1, bias=False),

nn.BatchNorm1d(ndf * 2, eps=100000e-05, momentum

=0.05),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Conv1d(ndf * 2, ndf * 4, 4, 4, 1, bias=False),

nn.BatchNorm1d(ndf * 4, eps=100000e-05, momentum

=0.05),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

nn.Conv1d(ndf * 4, 1024, 4, 4, 0, bias=False),

nn.LeakyReLU(0.2, inplace=True),

)

self.decoder = nn.Sequential(

nn.ConvTranspose1d(1024, ngf * 8, 3, 3, 0, bias=

False),

nn.BatchNorm1d(ngf * 8, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.05),

nn.ReLU(True),

nn.ConvTranspose1d(ngf * 8, ngf * 4, 6, 5, 1, bias=

False),

nn.BatchNorm1d(ngf * 4, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.05),

nn.ReLU(True),

nn.ConvTranspose1d(ngf * 4, ngf * 2, 13, 3, 1, bias=

False),

nn.BatchNorm1d(ngf * 2, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.05),

nn.ReLU(True),

nn.ConvTranspose1d(ngf * 2, nc, 13, 5, 1, bias=

False),

nn.Sigmoid()

)

#

self.fc1 = nn.Linear(1024, 512)

self.fc21 = nn.Linear(512, nz)

self.fc22 = nn.Linear(512, nz)

self.fc3 = nn.Linear(nz, 512)

self.fc4 = nn.Linear(512, 1024)

self.fc31 = nn.Linear(256, 256)

self.fc32 = nn.Linear(256, 256)

self.lrelu = nn.LeakyReLU()

self.relu = nn.ReLU()

def encode(self, x):

mu_x = self.fc31(x)

logvar_x = self.fc32(x)

self.encoder = self.encoder.type(FloatTensor)
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conv = self.encoder(x.type(FloatTensor))

h1 = self.fc1(conv.view(-1, 1024))

return self.fc21(h1), self.fc22(h1), mu_x, logvar_x

def decode(self, z):

h3 = self.relu(self.fc3(z))

deconv_input = self.fc4(h3)

deconv_input = deconv_input.view(-1,1024,1)

self.decoder = self.decoder.type(FloatTensor)

mu_hat = self.fc31(self.decoder(deconv_input.type(

FloatTensor)))

logvar_hat = self.fc32(self.decoder(deconv_input.type(

FloatTensor)))

return self.decoder(deconv_input.type(FloatTensor)),

mu_hat, logvar_hat

def reparametrize(self, mu, logvar):

std = logvar.mul(0.5).exp_()

eps = torch.cuda.FloatTensor(std.size()).normal_()

eps = Variable(eps)

return eps.mul(std).add_(mu)

def forward(self, x):

self = self.type(FloatTensor)

mu, logvar, mu_x, logvar_x = self.encode(x.type(

FloatTensor))

z = self.reparametrize(mu, logvar)

decoded, mu_hat, logvar_hat = self.decode(z)

return decoded, mu, logvar, mu_hat, logvar_hat , mu_x,

logvar_x

def L8Loss(recon_x, x, mu, logvar):

loss = torch.mean((recon_x - x)**8)

KLD = -0.5 * torch.sum(1 + logvar - mu.pow(2) - logvar.exp()

)

return 1*loss + 125*loss * KLD

# MODEL and OPTIMIZER:

model = vae_conv_model.VAE(2048)

optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr=0.0000001,

betas=(0.005, 0.65), eps=10e-01, weight_decay=0, amsgrad=

False)

# TRAINING phase:

optimizer.zero_grad()

recon_batch , mu, logvar, mu_hat, logvar_hat , mu_x, logvar_x =

model(data)
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loss = L8Loss(recon_batch , data, mu, logvar)

loss.backward()

optimizer.step()

# TESTING phase:

recon_batch , mu, logvar, mu_hat, logvar_hat , mu_x, logvar_x =

model(data)

var_hat = logvar_hat.exp_()

D = mu_x.cpu().detach().numpy()

M = mu_hat.cpu().detach().numpy()

V = var_hat.cpu().detach().numpy()

x_mu = matrix(D[0,0,0:256] - M[0,0,0:256])

inv = np.linalg.inv(np.diag(V[0,0,0:256]))

# Abnormality indicator

abn[i] = math.pow(x_mu.T * inv * x_mu,8)

db0[i] = np.percentile(abn[i-700+1:i+1].detach().numpy(),98)

# ============================================================

Finally, binary classification is performed at each data sample (instantaneous gen-
eralized state vector) by comparing the value of the abnormality indicator, as in Eqs.
5.3 and 5.7 for C-GAN and AC-GAN, respectively, and in Eq. 5.12 for VAE, at that
time instant with a range of thresholds to differentiate normal samples from abnormal
samples and, consequently, ROC curves are generated.

Further information is provided in Chapter 7.

6.3.4 Abnormality detection and performance evaluation

Distance metrics are used to provide an abnormality indicator (db0) as described in
Sec. 5.6, to decide weather the signals inside the radio spectrum follow a normal ac-
tivity or not. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, a range
of confidence thresholds have been used to build a corresponding Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve. These confidence thresholds have then been applied to
the abnormality signals provided in the testing phase, which are denoted as db0. The
ROC curve represents the probability of detection, Pd , over the probability of false
alarm, P f a. Where, Pd is the number of times when abnormalities are correctly iden-
tified, and P f a refers to the times where abnormalities are classified incorrectly (when
normal behaviour is identified as abnormal behaviours). Experiments are discussed
in Chapter 7.
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7 AI-based spectrum abnormality
detection: experimental results ∗

Figure 7.1: Abnormality detection phase
(stage 3)

The experiments described in this chap-
ter have been performed to show and val-
idate the effective feasibility of the pro-
posed approach (represented in Fig. 6.2
and described in Chapter 6) to detect ab-
normal behaviours (Fig. 7.1) in the 28
GHzmmWave spectrum band for a data-
driven self-awareness. After training the
C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE on a gener-
alized state vector, performance of these
three generative models, when used as abnormality detector,
are presented and compared throughout this chapter.

7.1 Introduction

Millimeter-wave is proposed to address the spectrum scarcity issue and increase the
radio spectrum utilization [8]. The mmWave provides sizeable available bandwidth
at high frequencies which operate in the range of 30 to 300 GHz, offering low latency
and high-speed data connection [11, 1]. Such frequencies impose several limitations
due to the fact that the signal will suffer from high propagation loss and get distorted
due to raindrops and humidity absorption as well as its sensitivity to blockages, mak-
ing the implementation of the mmWave communications preferable in applications
with small cells and heterogeneous networks which are efficient to serve the Internet
of Things (IoT) andVehicle to Everything (V2X) [9, 10]. Besides, the fifth-generation
(5G) technology will provide a system structure for these emerging V2X and IoT ap-
plications that require high reliability and strict delay for secure message delivery
between transmitters and receivers which impose the need of an efficient hybrid ac-
cess scheme for licensed and unlicensed spectrum in mmWave bands. Thus, CR has
∗
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been proposed to manage the dynamic spectrum access in mmWave communications
[3].

Obviously, precise detection of mmWave spectrum anomalies is crucial to en-
hance the physical layer security and improve the system’s performance.

Concerning the contribution and innovation, in the proposed framework for spec-
trum anomaly detection, three deep generative models are compared: theConditional
Generative Adversarial Network (C-GAN), the Auxiliary Classifier GAN (AC-GAN)
and the Variational Auto Encoder (VAE). These generative models are investigated
and employed in the mmWave communications enabled by CR to learn a represen-
tation of the dynamic spectrum following probabilistic reasoning. In this way, data-
driven self-awareness can be enabled for spectrum security. Specifically, a general-
ized state vector, consisting of the signal feature (amplitude) extracted from the Stock-
well Transform (ST) and the corresponding derivatives, is formed and used to con-
struct the network that, consequently, detects any abnormal signals related to abnor-
mal behaviours inside the 28 GHz mmWave band. However, other frequency bands
in the mmWave can be considered in the same way.

Moreover, by using the NI mmWave testbed described in Sec. 2.3.3, a real dataset
has been generated for the purpose of the experiments presented in this chapter. The
whole mmWave dataset is divided into two sets: one for the training phase which
represents the normal behaviour (no malicious behaviour) of the signals inside the
spectrum and the second is used during the testing phase including four different
anomaly modalities in which the behaviour of the signal is different from the normal
one.

Firstly, results when the generative model is a C-GAN are presented in Secs. 7.2-
7.4. While, in Sec. 7.5, the results refer to AC-GAN and VAE.

The Adam optimizer is used to train G and D of C-GAN and AC-GAN as well
as the encoder and decoder of VAE. MSE loss is used as adversarial loss in C-GAN,
while Lp loss (with p = 8) in AC-GAN which also includes a Cross-Entropy loss
as an auxiliary loss. The KL divergence is included in the loss function in VAE.
Experiments have been performed on ’NVIDIA R© GeForce R© GTX 1080 Ti’ GPU.

7.2 Training of the C-GAN model

A large number of data samples of the bi-dimensional localized dynamic feature from
ST representation with a constant pattern is obtained from mmWave wideband spec-
trum observations (discussed in Sec. 2.3.3) to validate the C-GAN based method.
During the training phase, thousands of dynamic feature samples, which represent
the normality pattern, are used to train the C-GAN model where the amplitude is
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AMPLITUDE
k

w1 w2 w3

(a) Amplitude

DERIVATIVE
k

w1 w2 w3

(b) Derivative

Figure 7.2: Independent data samples from bi-dimensional localized
dynamic amplitude. Pattern used as normality data (in this example:

w = 1, 2, 3; 64 shifts in the ST; and k = 1, · · · , 192)

considered as a feature. Three samples are shown in Fig. 7.2(a) for better under-
standing of the dataset; in this case, the ST (with 64-time shifts of the sliding window
denoted as delay index) is sequentially applied to consecutive time windows (indexed
by w = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) by exploiting the approach in Sec. 3.5.2. The k axis represents
the time domain in terms of 64 shifts, while the vertical axis represents the frequency
domain consisting of 8 channels divided into 128 sub-channels.
Specifically, the normality data for the training phase shows the following pattern:

• Normality pattern: a fixed signal is occupying ch-4 and a moving signal se-
quentially jumps between ch-8, ch-6, ch-3, ch-1.

In the normality data, no malicious behaviour is present, but there is a fixed (admis-
sible) signal and a second signal with a legitimate behaviour or strategy. Without
loss of generality, a separation between consecutive channels has been introduced to
clearly distinguish the different signals in the observed spectrum. The performance
of C-GAN is evaluated by using two different scenarios related to two kinds of input
data.

• Scenario I: the input data, consisting of L = 33600 images (some of them
are illustrated in Fig. 7.2(a)), is applied as an input to the C-GAN following
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the most popular usage of GAN-based methods. In this case, each image is
represented as a matrix Xw consisting of the amplitude (the feature extracted)
values related to each time instant (columns) and channel (rows).

• Scenario II: the input data (L = 26240 samples) is a generalized state vector
which is sequentially given the values relative to each column from samples
like the ones shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and concatenated with the corresponding
derivative vector, namely columns from samples like in Fig. 7.2(b) (for the sake
of clarity, absolute values of the derivatives are shown in the picture). The state
vector is thus composed of 256 elements at each time instant k. Specifically,
let xk denote the generalized state vector, where k represents the discrete-time
at which it is extracted.
This would be the first time in which the generalized state vector is investigated
as input data to GAN-based models.

By providing the normality data, the G model and the D model are learnt in an
unsupervised way during the training phase. Indeed, in this work, the conditioning
information, the vector y in Fig. 5.7(a), consists of a fictitious input label because it
is assigned the same value regardless of the input data x whether normal or abnor-
mal. This choice allows us to employ and investigate the C-GAN as an unsupervised
learning model. The training data is used to train neurons in the latent space of the
generator network G; note that it has been shown that in generative models each neu-
ron learns to detect specific types of features from the input data [7]. Intrinsic clus-
tering on input data is also obtained thanks to neurons that learn to detect similarity
characteristics of groups of input samples.

7.3 C-GAN as abnormal behaviour detector

During this phase, both the G optimizer and the D optimizer are switched off to per-
form testing on new data samples. In this way, the parameters of the two networks
are not updated, and the C-GAN can be used as an abnormality detector.
Testing data: differently from the data with normality behaviour discussed in Sec.
7.2, an abnormality pattern consists of:

• Modality 1: a fixed (admissible) signal is occupying ch-4 and a moving signal
sequentially jumps between ch-5, ch-7, ch-2, ch-5

as shown in Fig. 7.3(a). The malicious signal follows a different behaviour or tra-
jectory in the spectrum which has not been observed during training. Consequently,
the behaviour or strategy of the abnormal signal is not compatible with the pattern
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AMPLITUDE
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(a) Amplitude: Modality 1
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(b) Derivative: Modality 1

Figure 7.3: Independent data samples from bi-dimensional localized
dynamic amplitude. Pattern used as abnormal data during testing
phase (w = 1, 2, 3; 64 shifts in the ST; and k = 1, · · · , 192) and corre-

sponding to modality 1

that produced the model. The corresponding absolute values of the derivatives are
shown in the images of Fig. 7.3(b). Moreover, additional modalities (from 2 to 4),
corresponding to abnormal patterns where the signal is jumping among the available
channels in different ways, have also been considered for validation purpose as fol-
lows:

• Modality 2: a fixed signal is occupying ch-4 and amoving signal jumps between
ch-8, ch-2, ch-8, ch-2.

• Modality 3: a fixed signal is occupying ch-4 and amoving signal jumps between
ch-5, ch-7, ch-6, ch-5.

• Modality 4: a fixed signal is occupying ch-4 and amoving signal jumps between
ch-7, ch-5, ch-2, ch-1.

and shown in Fig. 7.4 where only one sample is displayed (w1) for each modality.
In the following, results from abnormality detection related to the two different

scenarios, described in Sec. 7.2, are presented where the abnormality indicator is
described in Sec. 5.6.
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AMPLITUDE
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(a) Modality 2 (b) Modality 3 (c) Modality 4
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(a) Modality 2 (b) Modality 3 (c) Modality 4

Figure 7.4: Three patterns used as abnormal data during testing phase
and corresponding to modalities 2, 3, and 4, respectively, where only

one sample is shown (w1) for each modality

• Scenario I (matrix Xw used as image): during the online phase, T = 1200
image samples are tested. Each image is a matrix consisting of amplitudes
in the time (rows) and frequency (columns) domain. An abnormality is de-
tected whenever the signal is above the threshold, as shown in Fig. 7.5 (the
squared regions) for each of the four modalities of the abnormal pattern. This
is a promising result that confirms that the C-GAN could effectively be used as
abnormality detector in a dynamic wireless scenario where a wideband spec-
trum consists of multiple signals and a specific feature (like amplitude in this
work) is represented as an image, namely a two-dimensional representation.

• Scenario II (generalized state vector xk): in this scenario T = 25280 vector
samples from the matrix representation of the amplitude (as feature) are tested
during online phase. Again, an abnormality is detected whenever the signal is
above the threshold. This can be seen in Fig. 7.6 for each of the four modali-
ties of the abnormal pattern. Consequently, even when the C-GAN is given a
generalized state vector as input, the model is capable of detecting abnormal
patterns in which malicious behaviour produces deviations of predictions from
observations. This would be a novel result because a generalized state vector is
applied to a C-GAN model.
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Figure 7.5: Normalized abnormality indicator (C-GAN model) at test-
ing phase for modalities 1-4 with abnormal pattern detection when the
input data consists of bi-dimensional localized dynamic amplitude as

images (w = 1, 2, · · · , 1200)
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Figure 7.6: Normalized abnormality indicator (C-GAN model) at test-
ing phase for modalities 1-4 with abnormal pattern detection when the
input data is a generalized state vector with amplitude feature and its

derivative (k = 1, 2, · · · , 25280)
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These results can be analyzed by considering that groups of samples in the testing
data could exhibit different types of features (abnormal situation) from the ones ob-
served during the training of the generative network with normality data [7]. In other
words, since no neuron in the latent space was trained to detect these features, ab-
normality data cannot activate any neuron in the neural networks and the consequent
deviation of prediction from observation produces high values of the abnormality
measurements as shown in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6. Additionally, the ROC curves in Figs.
7.7(a) and 7.7(b) for the two scenarios confirm that the C-GAN can provide high
detection probability with low P f a. In addition, the Pd can be optimized through a
sensible choice of the threshold in the binary testing.
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SCENARIO II 
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(a) Scenario I (b) Scenario II

Figure 7.7: ROC curves corresponding to modalities 1-4 of the abnor-
mal signal for the two scenarios (C-GAN model)

Before concluding, it should be summarized that the two performance metrics,
abnormality indicators and ROC curves described in Sec. 6.3.4, can help to detect
abnormalities and evaluate the performance of the model. According to ROC curves,
the SA module can decide whether to incrementally learn new generative models
whenever it performs poorly (in case of low Pd and high P f a) or to act accordingly to
mitigate malicious attacks.
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7.4 Comparison with other methods

7.4.1 Comparison with conventional methods

Among the others, two conventional approaches that can be employed to detect ab-
normality signals inside the radio spectrum in CR are Energy Detector (ED) and Cy-
clostationary Feature Detection (CFD). ED is one of the simplest and most popular
sensing techniques which compares the energy of the received signal with a certain
threshold to decide whether the signal is present or absent. However, it suffers from
the noise uncertainty [12]. In the CFD, the α-profile is extracted from the Spectral
Correlation Function (SCF) of the observed signals to be used as a feature, as dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.3. This method is computationally complex and requires knowledge
of prior information of the signal as the cyclic frequency is not always possible in real
applications [6]. In this section, the performance of the C-GAN is compared with the
conventional CFD and shown in Fig. 7.8. Specifically, Fig. 7.8 contains the ROC
curves corresponding to the 4 analyzed modalities, as discussed in Sec. 7.3, for the
two methods (C-GAN vs. CFD) and the two scenarios. ’C-GAN mean’ represents
the mean ROC curve over the 4 modalities from Figs. 7.7(a) and 7.7(b) (the mean is
plotted since the ROC curves related to the 4 modalities are somehow similar). It is
obvious from Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 how stable the performance of C-GAN and un-
stable that of CFD are. The corresponding Accuracy (ACC) values are listed in Tab.
7.1. Experiments show that the proposed framework outperforms the conventional
detection method due to its twofold ability to predict the signal states (not only to de-
tect them as in the conventional approach) and, consequently, to detect abnormalities
resulting in a reduced amount of appearances of false alarms.

(a) Scenario I (C-GAN) (b) Scenario II (C-GAN)

Figure 7.8: C-GAN vs. CFD
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db0 CFD db0 CFD
Scenario I Scenario I Scenario II Scenario II

ACC (modality 1) 0.9746 0.9624 0.9938 0.9434
ACC (modality 2) 0.9754 0.8824 0.9862 0.8262
ACC (modality 3) 0.9787 0.9639 0.9951 0.8950
ACC (modality 4) 0.9762 0.9059 0.9960 0.8424

Table 7.1: Comparison in terms of accuracy measures between C-
GAN and CFD

7.4.2 Comparison with AI-based methods

As claimed in Sec. 6.1, the main differences with respect to the cited AI-based tech-
niques are that: i) the framework in this thesis is based on learning generative dynamic
models by using the generalized state vector to incorporate both the state and its dy-
namics (namely the corresponding derivatives), which facilitates the prediction of the
spectrum’s future state and allows to detect any abnormality. Forming the generalized
state vector is more efficient and less complicated by relying on raw I/Q data compared
to other methods that deal with more complex features. ii) the proposed framework
covers an application that can be implemented at the base station-side which deals
with multi wideband signals. iii) As demonstrated with the considered OFDM case,
the approach can be applied to generic wideband modulations providing in this way
a flexible security tool for enabling CR-receivers with AI capabilities.

7.5 Abnormality detection through AC-GAN and VAE

Only Scenario II (which contributes with the most interesting novelty to this work)
is investigated and a comparison with C-GAN is also performed. The training data
consists of T = 59520 samples (indexed by k denoting the time domain in the ST
representation), i.e. T observations of the generalized state vector x consisting of
256 elements (128 amplitude and 128 derivative relative to the frequency domain
in the ST) for C-GAN, while T = 164480 samples (i.e. T observations of x with
256 elements) for AC-GAN and VAE. Again, by providing the normality data, the
generative models are learnt in an unsupervised way. In the testing phase, L = 25280
samples (indexed by k denoting the time domain in the ST representation), i.e. L

observations of the generalized state vector x with 256 elements (128 amplitude and
128 derivative relative to the frequency domain in the ST) are tested and an anomaly
measurement is obtained (Figs. 7.9-7.10-7.11) for each of the three models and three
analysed modalities (Modality 1-Modality 4-Modality 3 in Figs. 7.3-7.4). Again, it
can be seen that, when the deep model is given a generalized state vector as input, it
is capable of detecting the abnormal patterns in which malicious behaviour produces
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deviations of predictions from observations. This would be a novel approach based
on a generalized state vector applied to a deep generative model.

Additionally, the ROC curves are shown in Fig. 7.12 that confirm that each of
the deep model can provide high detection probability with low P f a. ROC curves
can help to evaluate the performance of the three models. Indeed, Area Under ROC
Curve (AUC) and Accuracy (ACC) values are extracted and listed in Tab. 7.2 where
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Figure 7.9: Anomaly indicator (C-GAN model)
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Figure 7.10: Anomaly indicator (AC-GAN model)
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Figure 7.11: Anomaly indicator (VAE model)

(a) C-GAN model (b) AC-GAN model (c) VAE model

Figure 7.12: ROC curves

AUC ACC
modality 1 0.9566 0.9657

C-GAN modality 4 0.9737 0.9696
modality 3 0.9545 0.9668
modality 1 0.9741 0.9804

AC-GAN modality 4 0.9751 0.9757
modality 3 0.9742 0.9660
modality 1 0.9365 0.9356

VAE modality 4 0.9577 0.9551
modality 3 0.9232 0.9382

Table 7.2: AUC and ACC values for the 3 Deep Learning Models
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the AC-GAN seems to provide better performance than C-GAN and VAE models.
From another point of view, when GAN-based models are compared to VAE, it can
be noticed that: in the first case, since the generator is trained to learn a mapping
between a random noise vector, z in Fig. 5.7, and the generated data (by learning
hidden, complex structure in the real data x), then G is able to capture the dynamics
in the real data. In the second case, a VAE model returns the posterior probability
that an observation belongs to a specific cluster by learning the latent vector, z in Fig.
5.8. In this way, observations x from different clusters will correspond to different z
vectors and the dynamics of x is captured according to the way and the time instants
the vector z changes. In effect, learning from dynamic data as in the first case should
provide better performance as confirmed by the results. Alternatively, an advantage of
the VAE, with respect to GAN, is the possibility to exploit the encoder’s output latent
variables (µ and σ) that represent probabilistic distributions. Indeed, such variables
can be clustered to learn temporal dependencies among them and draw a probabilis-
tic graphical representation; for example, by using a Self Organizing Maps (SOM)
method [4, 5] or a Growing Neural Gas (GNG) network [2]. The latent variables can
also be used to reduce the complexity due to high dimensionality data in wideband
RF spectrum.

Finally, Tab. 7.3 gives an idea about the time required to train and test the models
under investigation. Among the 3 analysed models, VAE required less computational
time to perform both training and testing processes, since KL is faster than MSE and
Lp methods.

Deep Learning Models Training time [mm:ss] Testing time [mm:ss]
C-GAN 15:16 01:36
AC-GAN 30:42 03:16

V AE 15:09 01:00
Table 7.3: Computational times for the 3 Deep Learning Models

7.6 Conclusion and future work

The proposed work has investigated a framework which is foreseen to support the
PHY-layer security in CR by introducing a basic Self-Awareness module; this mod-
ule includes the capability of learning dynamic generative models and, consequently,
detecting any abnormal signals inside the wireless spectrum. The potential of the pro-
posed approach based on learning a C-GAN, AC-GAN, or VAE model lies in a fact
that it can be incorporated in a CR system where the cognitive capability is close to
the receiving antenna (before the demodulation process) and high-dimensional data
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is extracted from the ST representation of the observed wideband spectrum consist-
ing of multiple dynamic signals whatever their specific modulation scheme. Such
an input data to the generative model is organized in a generalized state vector, with
high dimensionality, which incorporates the signal amplitude and the corresponding
derivative from the ST representation of the dynamic spectrum.

Generative models are capable of both generating synthesized data and providing
a distance metric to measure the deviation of the predicted data from the observed
one. Validation is performed on a real mmWave dataset. Extensive experiments have
been conducted and a comparison analysis is proposed between the three deep gener-
ative models; in particular, the obtained results reveal that the proposed method can
effectively detect spectrum abnormalities such as malicious or jammer attacks after
learning the corresponding generative model when a generalized state vector repre-
sents the data from the dynamic spectrum. Indeed, in all the tested modalities, abnor-
mality measurements have showed excellent performance for the three methods in the
proposed framework, particularly the AC-GAN. ROC curves and the corresponding
ACC/AUC values confirmed that the probability of detection is high with a low false
alarm probability. From computational time analysis, the VAE resulted in operating
faster than the other two networks.

Unless an increase in the complexity of the proposed deep model-based abnor-
mality detection approach with the mmWave frequency range, as discussed in Sec.
6.3, the achieved results can be extended to other mmWave bands, different from the
28 GHz band, even where the spectrum availability is much greater than the 800MHz
in the analysed band. Indeed, the features in the generalized state vector would not de-
pend much on the portion of the spectrum in the mmWave (mentioned in Sec. 2.2.3)
where they are extracted.

However, the techniques and results in this work lead to the conclusion that fur-
ther SA functionalities, like incremental learning and abnormality mitigation, can be
achieved; these issues will be investigated in future work. In addition, the proposed
approach will be employed to characterize and classify anomalous signals.
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8 Conclusion of this thesis and future
work

A practical application of spectrum abnormality detection at the PHY-layer in Cogni-
tive Radio, along with the theoretical framework, is provided in this thesis according
to the recent concept of autonomic computing systems defined in the scientific com-
munity as "systems with greater levels of autonomy and the ability to manage them-
selves". In particular, the major objective of this thesis is to investigate a framework
that can enable a certain degree of self-awareness as cognitive capability for cognitive
radio devices and networks to support the PHY-layer security through a brain-inspired
approach. Indeed, the proposed approach follows an Artificial Intelligence-based
scheme where learning deep generative models, to represent the dynamic spectrum
and signals, can effectively provide implementation of data-driven SA functionalities.

Observation of the Radio Environment through the PHY-layerwhich acts as Radio-
to-Device interface enabling Spectrum Sensing and Feature Extraction, Learning dy-
namic models from the data by using Machine Learning and AI techniques, and Rea-
soning for data-driven spectrum abnormality detection compose the two functional-
ities investigated in this thesis as part of the basic data-driven SA module described
in the Introduction. Specifically, C-GAN, AC-GAN, and VAE have been proposed as
deep generative architectures for abnormality detection from features, organized in
a generalized state vector, related to ST representation of the observed dynamic and
multi-signal spectrum. To this end, a NI mmWave testebed with SDR components
has been used to collect a real, dynamic, and wideband spectrum in the 28 GHz band.

Fundamentally, by looking into the future, the milestones towards intelligent ra-
dio devices can be listed as: Self-Aware - Adaptive - Cognitive - Intelligent. Each
capability plays a key role in the development of its succeeding capability.

In this framework, pioneering work is conducted by Karl J. Friston who combines
recent formulations of neuronal processing to provide an account of cognitive dynam-
ics from basic principles. He has formulated flows in random dynamical systems in
generalized coordinates of motion and exploited (filtering) procedures in statistics and
control theory to demonstrate (neuronal) filtering in the brain. His work is inspired
by the peculiar resistance of biological systems to the dispersive effects of external
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fluctuations. This adaptive behaviour can be explained in terms of minimizing an up-
per (free energy) bound on the surprise (negative log-likelihood) of sensory samples.

"Biological systems act on the world to place an upper bound on the dispersion of
their sensed states, while using those sensations to infer external states of the world.
The resulting active inference is closely related to formulations in embodied cogni-
tion and artificial intelligence ... any system that exists will appear to minimize free
energy and therefore engage in active inference."

According to Friston’s work, any dynamics can be expressed in terms of a La-
grangian or probabilistic model of flow in generalized coordinates of motion.

However, after learning of Generative Models and detection of Abnormal Be-
haviours from spectrum observations, the gathered information will enable the third
functionality of the basic data-driven SA module. In particular, in future work re-
garding Stage 3, the detected abnormalities can be used by the control system to
enable Abnormality Mitigation through actions on the sensory states to reduce the
surprise level, or the SA module itself uses the detected abnormalities to perform In-
cremental Learning to learn new models that represent dynamic situations that are
different from the normal experience. Abnormality mitigation will minimize devi-
ations between sensory input and the generative model, while incremental learning
will increase previous experience that generated the learned normality model. Both
of the strategies aim at minimizing the free energy. Information from ROC curves
can also be used by the cognitive device and determines the abnormality detection
accuracy of the model that is in charge to represent the dynamics of the spectrum.

Awareness of the spectrum can also be enhanced by exploiting information about
the abnormal signals. Indeed, in addition to Automatic Modulation Recognition tech-
niques, which have been attracting researchers in Cognitive Radio to differentiate sig-
nals with different modulation schemes, a general signal re-identification framework
can be implemented through deep learning techniques. In this case, it is possible
to recognize the malicious signals in the wideband spectrum according to their fea-
tures and re-identify them after any changes in the parameters such as frequency or
modulation.

Furthermore, extensions of VAE can be considered as future work for Stage 2.
Specifically, to model temporal dependencies of the data, variational recurrent neural
networks (VRNN), based on merging variational methods with deep learning tech-
niques, and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is a recurrent neural network
designed to handle long- and short-term data dependencies, can be investigated.
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Concerning Stage 1, compressed sampling (CS) could be integrated in the spec-
trum sensing phase. Indeed, due to the wideband spectrum which should be observed
in CR applications, very high sampling rate is required which greatly increases the
computational complexity of the spectrum sensing algorithm. This motivates the de-
velopment of sub-Nyquist techniques for reducing the operational sampling rate while
retaining the spectral information. In particular, CS theory states that certain signals
can be recovered from much fewer samples or measurements than in traditional sam-
pling methods. CS basically combines the following key concepts: (i) sparse repre-
sentation, in a specific domain, of the signal to be sampled with a choice of a linear
basis for the class of the desired signal, and (ii) incoherent measurements of the con-
sidered signal to extract the maximum information using the minimum number of
measurements. Specifically, in CR applications it is assumed that the spectrum uti-
lization is low and hence the sensed wideband spectrum is sparse in the frequency
domain. Motivation for this approach is exploiting CS in the ST transform to reduce
the complexity of spectrum sensing, based on time-frequency analysis, and feature
extraction. After sub-Nyquist sampling, the wideband signal can be recovered from
these samples by using one of several possible recovery algorithms such as the con-
ventional (convex) l1-norm optimization method. However, the main problem is the
computational complexity required by this recovery algorithmwhich appears to be al-
most prohibitive for real-time applications, especially when time-frequency analysis
is included in the compressed sensing framework. Alternative techniques have been
investigated in the literature for both compressed sampling and signal reconstruction.

To conclude, let us now focus on the Radio-to-Device interface. In this the-
sis, static CR devices have been considered whose position does not change over
the time. A different scenario consists of mobile CR devices with non-zero veloc-
ity where fading can affect the communication channels between transmitters and
receivers. Moreover, multipath in such scenario can deteriorate the signal-to-noise
ratio at the receivers. These issues challenge the spectrum abnormality detection and
should be taken into account in systems like IoT, V2X, or in a LTE cellular network
where eNodeBs could be exploited to send control commands to Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) devices about instantaneous position and direction of their trajectory.
Such communications can also be altered by malicious attacks.

In a learning formulation, there are three components (let us consider the notation
adopted in VAE): the data x, the likelihood of the data pθ (x), and our predicted model
qφ (z|x) which should be an approximation of the likelihood function. The distribu-
tion pθ (x) represents the way in which the data is observed and can be a Gaussian
distribution in AWGN channels. Each of the three components could produce an ab-
normality detection. Indeed, in the scenario with moving devices, the abnormality
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could be the effect of fading and multipath on the observed data even if the true data
is normal. In other words, free energy minimization is not reached and, then, the
data is observed as it were abnormal (this is related to perception through the sensory
states). More formally, there are there possible sources of abnormality: the spectrum
(x), the predicted model (qφ (z|x)), and the channel condition (pθ (x)). In this thesis
spectrum abnormality is investigated. In the case of abnormality detection due to the
channel condition, the likelihood model pθ (x) should be changed to take into account
fading andmultipath. This is a kind of channel estimation, which would be performed
just after down-conversion and before demodulation of the received signal. It is still
an open issue and application of machine learning to solve this problem has not been
investigated yet.
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